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“After a great deal of due diligence we didn't acquire any
of the companies we scrutinised as the vast majority were,
in one shape or other, involved in B2C activity. The
predominant business model was very different from the
traditional gaming world and especially that of Bally,
which has a long history as a traditional gaming supplier
in our sector.”
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Viewpoint
DECEMBER 2012

TICK TOCK

Social media and social gaming have
become industry buzzwords, so much so
that the upcoming ICE Conference
programme is to be dominated by the
topic come February. However, the
commercial value of the sector has yet to
be mapped and there’s a great deal of
skepticism surrounding the
valuations currently being
attributed to the sector.
EUROPE MAY HAVE

RACED AHEAD AS
REGARDS
INTERACTIVE
GAMING, BUT IT
COULD BE THE SLOW
AND CAREFUL
ROUTE OF THE US
THAT BECOMES THE
BENCHMARK.

Swallowing time, energy
and resources, ‘being social’
is part of a long-term
strategy to engage new
demographics in land-based
casinos and games. Without
making the connections
today, IGT’s Sabby Gill
argues in this month’s issue
that a demographic
timebomb is looming. The
vacuum between current
gamers and a generation of
young social media-savvy
people needs to be bridged
and without making those
connections at this point in time, the
casinos of the future will be starved of its
next-gen audience.
Offering games through social platforms
is a way to inform and educate a new
player base for the future. Just as the
board games of the past have migrated
into HD paperless versions of Scrabble
and Monopoly on the iPad for a new
generation of players, the adoption of slot
game apps by tablet users is helping a
new generation understand the

entertainment value of slot and casino
games. The connections with land-based
play, recognising brands and game types
is a battle that IGT is looking to fight
today, rather than wait until its too late.
In this issue we also talk to Bally
Technologies’ John Connelly, who has
different views as regards social
integration and the evolution of the
interactive sector. While Europe’s online
industry has long been held as a model
for the development of interactive
gaming, the US has instead appraised the
European market, acquired specific
technology and promptly abandoned it.
The B2C models established in Europe
are being jettisoned in the US for pure
B2B relationships between suppliers and
operators. Traditional relationships are
extending online and the tied
connections between land-based and the
Internet is being written into the
legislation from the outset.
It’s interesting that while the US has
appraised the European model and found
it wanting, Europe is now looking to shift
from its dot.com structure to one of
dot.country, creating barriers and borders
to ring-fence revenue within national
boundaries. While Europe is critical of a
closed market being established in the
United States, individual countries across
Europe are looking to bolt their gates and
break their citizens of their free-roaming
tendencies. Europe may have raced
ahead as regards interactive gaming, but
it could be the slow and careful route of
the US that becomes the benchmark.
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Calendar
DECEMBER 2012 - MAY 2013
DECEMBER 2012
GLOBAL SYMPOSIUM ON
RACING & GAMING 2012
Date:
December 3-6, 2012
Location:
Westin La Paloma Resort, Tucson,
Arizona, US
Organiser:
The University of Arizona, Race
Track Industry Pro
845 N Park Ave, Suite 370
Tucson, Arizona, US AZ 85742
Tel: +1 520 621 5660
Fax: +1 520 621 8239
Web: www.uartip.org/symposium_racing_gaming

Looking to
Advance your
bottom line?
You designed the answer.
MEI has made it possible with

MEI has redefined expectations of note
acceptors yet again with SC Advance.
Enhancements were driven by customer
requests to improve upon core measures
of performance---acceptance, speed and
security---and do so in a manner that is
backwards compatible with the existing
installed base.
By maximizing the number of street-grade
notes accepted, while simultaneously
increasing the security against counterfeit
notes, the MEI SC Advance is a step forward on
on the most important measure...
operator profitability.

Learn how to specify cashboxes in your
property that fill up faster than ever
before. Contact +44 (0) 118 938 1100 to
schedule a SC Advance demonstration.
Proven performance. Increased profits.
meigroup.com
MEI is ISO 9001:2000 certified. ©2012 MEI. All rights reserved.

JANUARY 2013

EAG EXPO

Date:
January 22-24, 2013
Location:
ExCeL London Exhibition Centre,
London, UK
Organiser:
European Amusement & Gaming
Expo Ltd, Alders House
London, UK EC1A 4JA
Contact:
Karen Cooke
Tel: +44 1582 620951
Email: karencooke@eagexpo.com
Web: www.eagexpo.com

MOBILE GAMES FORUM
Date:
January 23-24, 2013
Location:
Dexter House, London, UK
Organiser:
Osney Media, Churchill House, 142146 Old Street,
Churchill House
142-146 Old Street
London, UK EC1V 9BW
Tel: +44 20 7336 4600
Fax: +44 20 7336 4601
Email: events@osneymedia.com
Web: www.mobilegamesforum.co.uk

FEBRUARY 2013

LEGAL GAMING IN EUROPE
SUMMIT
Date:
February 4-5, 2013
Location:
London
Organiser:
FC Business Intelligence
7-9 Fashion Street, London
United Kingdom E1 6PX
Tel: +44 (0)20 7375 7537
Email:
keir@fcbusinessintelligence.com
Web: www.bulletbusiness.com/
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FEBRUARY 2013
gambling-conference
ICE TOTALLY GAMING 2013
Date:
February 5-7, 2013
Location:
ExCel London Exhibition Centre, UK
Organiser:
Totally Gaming, Fulham Green,
Bedford House, 69-79 Fulham High
Street, London, UK SW6 3JW
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7384 8121
Email: cassie.jauffret-lenzi@clarionevents.com
Web: www.icetotallygaming.com

IGAMING NORTH AMERICA
2013 CONFERENCE
Date:
February 19-21, 2013
Location:
Planet Hollywood Resort & Casino,
Las Vegas, US
Organiser:
The Innovation Group
7852 S Elati Street, Suite 100
Littleton, Colorado
US, CO 80120
Tel: +1 303 962 8053
Fax: +1 303 798 7171
Email:
info@igamingnorthamerica.com
Web: www.igamingnorthamerica.com

GAMING EXECUTIVE
SUMMIT LATAM 2013
Date:
February 19-21, 2013
Location:
Panama City, Panama
Organiser:
Terrapinn
96 Spring Street
New York US NY 10012
Contact: Felipe Lima
Tel: +1 212 379 6320
Fax: +1 212 379 6319
Email: felipe.lima@terrapinn.com
Web: ww.terrapinn.com/2013/
gaming-executive-summit-latam/

FLORIDA GAMING
CONGRESS
Date:
February 25, 2013
Location:
Seminole Hard Rock Hotel & Casino,
Hollywood, Florida, USA.
Organiser:
Spectrum Gaming Group,
1201 New Road, Suite 308, Linwood,
NJ 08221, USA
Tel: +1 609926 5100
Email: events@spectrumgaming.com
Web:
www.floridagamingcongress.com

MARCH 2013
ENADA SPRING 2012
Date:
March 12-15, 2013
Location:
Rimini Expo Centre, Rimini, Italy
Organiser:
Rimini Fiera S.p.A.
Via Emilia 155, Rimini, Italy
Contact: Gabriella Zoni
Tel: +39 541 744214
Email: g.zoni@riminifiera.it
Web: www.enadaprimavera.it

IGAMING ASIA CONGRESS
2013
Date:
March 12-14, 2013
Location:
Grand Hyatt, City of Dreams, Macau
Organiser:
Beacon Events
20/F Siu On Centre
188 Lockhart Road
Wanchai, HongKong
Contact: Gabriella Zoni
Tel: +852 2219 0111
Email: info@beaconevents.com
Web: www.igamingasiacongress.com

FER-INTERAZAR 2013
Date:
March 20-22, 2013
Location:
IFEMA, Madrid, Spain
Organiser:
Blanca Plaza Labrador, Grupo
Interazar De Inversiones
C/Santisima Trinidad 33, Local
Madrid, Spain 28010
Tel: +34 91 445 3702
Email: info@grupointerazar.com
Web: www.grupointerazar.com

APRIL 2013

FADJA - ANDEAN GAMING
TRADE SHOW
Date:
April 3-4, 2013
Location:
Corferias, Bogata, Colombia
Organiser:
3A Producciones SAS,
Carrera 41 # 6-35 Oficina
901 A Edificio Géminis Cali,
Colombia
Contact: Jose Anibal Aguirre
Tel: +572 551 8474
Email: info@fadja.com
Web: www.fadja.com

APRIL 2013
GAMENET EXPO - GREECE
Date:
April 5-7, 2013
Location:
EKEP Exhibition Center, Lamia
National Rd
Metamorfosi, Greece
Organiser:
GAM Advertising/GameNET
13 Herakleous Str, Aharnai
Athens Greece 136 73
Contact: Jose Anibal Aguirre
Tel: +30 210 27 74 201
Email: info@gam.gr
Web: http://gamenetexpo.gr

GIGSE 2013 - US
Date:
April 23-25, 2013
Location:
San Francisco, US
Organiser:
Clarion Events
Fulham Green, Bedford House
69-79 Fulham High Street
London, United Kingdom SW6 3JW
Contact: Ewa Bakun
Tel: +44 (0) 207 384 8116
Email:
ewa.bakun@clariongaming.com
Web: www.gigse.com

SOUTHERN GAMING
SUMMIT & BINGO WORLD
Date:
April 23-25, 2013
Location:
Mississippi Coast Coliseum &
Convention Center, Bi – United
States
Organiser:
BNP Media Gaming Group
2401 W Big Beaver Road, Suite 700
Troy, Michigan, United States MI
48084
Contact: Lesley Grashow
Tel: +1 203 938 2782
Email: grashowl@bnpmedia.com
Web: www.sgsummit.com

MAY 2013

SAGSE GAMING PANAMA
2013
Date:
May 8-9, 2013
Location:
ATLAPA Convention Center, Panama
City, Panama
Organiser:
Monografie SA, Avenida Alvear 1883
Loc. 21, Buenos Aires 1129
Argentina
Tel: +54 11 4805 4623
Email: info@monografie.com
Web: www.sagsepanama.com
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News
INTERNATIONAL UPDATE
ES WIRD ERWARTET, DASS DIE
Privatisierung von Griechenlands
Glücksspielanbieter OPAP (33% des vom
Staat gehaltenen Anteils von 34% werden
zu einem Marktwert von € 460 Mio.
verkauft) bis Anfang 2013 abgeschlossen
sein wird. Im November 2011 zahlte OPAP
dem griechischen Staat € 474 Mio. als Teil
des VLT-Lizenzvertrages, wobei weitere € 86
Mio. 24 Monate, nachdem die Lizenz
gewährt wurde, zu zahlen sind, was einem
Preis von € 16.000 pro VLT-Automat
entspricht. OPAP erhielt das exklusive Recht,
10 Jahre lang (bis 2022) 35.000 VLTs
aufzustellen.

DIE OXFORD PROPERTIES GROUP HAT
ihre Pläne für ein 3 Milliarden US $ teures
Casinobauprojekt im Metro Toronto
Convention Centre im Stadtzentrum von
Toronto bekannt gegeben. Der Spielbereich
würde weniger als 10 Prozent des Projektes
ausmachen und von einem von der Ontario
Lottery and Gaming Corporation ausgewählten Casinobetreiber finanziert und
betrieben.

PLÄNE ZUR VERSCHÄRFUNG DER
Glücksspielgesetze in Vietnam könnten der
Grund dafür sein, dass Genting seine
Pläne, ein integriertes Ressort in Nam Hoi
An IR in der Zentralprovinz von Quang Nam
zu bauen, aufgegeben hat. Zwar gab der
in Malaysia geborene Aufsteller keine
Gründe für die Kehrtwende bei einem JointVenture-Projekt mit einem vietnamesischen
Partner an; Analysten haben jedoch
bemerkt, dass dieser Rückzug mit der
Ankündigung neuer Gesetzesentwürfe seitens der Regierung zeitlich zusammenfiel.

DRGT WURDE FÜR CASINO NEUCHÂTEL,
das Ende November in der Schweiz seine
Pforten öffnete, als Systemanbieter auserwählt. Das Casino der Kategorie B, das von
Kongress + Kursaal Bern AG betrieben
wird, ging mit 150 Münzautomaten, sechs
Tischspielen, einem Restaurant und einer
Bar an den Start. Das Casino nutzt die
Methode des flexiblen, modularen Systems
von DRGT, das bereits Systemanbieter des
SchwesterCasinos Casino Bern ist.

DIE BAUARBEITEN AN EINEM £35 MIO.
teuren Casino neueren Stils an der
Strandpromenade Pleasure Beach im
englischen Great Yarmouth verzögern sich
um bis zu acht Monate und werden nicht
vor dem Herbst 2013 beginnen. Eigentlich
hätten die Arbeiten an dem "The Edge"
genannten Casino mit 150
Glücksspielautomaten und einer
Tischspielfläche von mindestens 1.000 m²
im vergangenen Monat aufgenommen
werden sollen, aber der Beginn wird
aufgeschoben, um den ununterbrochenen
Betrieb des Pleasure Beach eine weitere
Saison lang zu erlauben.

STEVE WYNN HAT SICH EINER REIHE
von Spielunternehmen angeschlossen, die
die zweite Casinolizenz in Philadelphia
erhalten möchten, wobei Wynn Resorts
Pläne für ein Luxus-Casino-Hotel am Ufer
des Delaware River in Fishtown vorlegt. Das
Casino würde Wynn Philadelphia genannt
werden und über ein Hotel mit 300
Zimmern und eine Spielfläche von 150.000
Quadratfuß mit 2500 Münzautomaten und
100 Tischspielen verfügen.

VLT revision for Opap sell-off
The sale of 33 per cent of OPAP
by the Greek government has
also changed the VLT landscape
At present, the majority share of the street
gaming market in Greece is illegal, with
the government claiming that it’s in the
process of closing down these operations,
enabling it to collect tax revenues due
across each of the current ‘non-gaming’
jurisdictions. Austerity measures imposed
by the troika (the financial institutions
that have the most power over Greece’s
financial future – the European
Commission (EC), the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the European
Central Bank (ECB)) are forcing the
government to find different ways of
collecting additional revenue. Gaming is
perhaps the largest potential area in
which the government can, by simply
exercising control, generate vast
additional funds.
Until now, the Greek government has
been trying to formalise a structured
approach to the control and ultimate
liberalisation of its gaming sector, with
Opap central to its plans. However, as one
of Europe’s largest listed gambling firms
and having made a net profit of €126m in
the first six months of the year, the Greek
government is currently being forced by
the troika to sell its entire stake in Opap
(bar one per cent). Opap has exclusive
rights to operate 13 games of chance until
2030 and a 10-year licence to operate
33,500 video lottery terminals.
“The complete privatisation of Opap will
be carried out transparently, rapidly, and
with efficiency,” confirmed the Hellenic
Republic Asset Development Fund CEO,
Yiannis Emiris. “We are satisfied by the
response of the investment community,
which has demonstrated its trust in the
prospects of the country, despite the
difficult economic situation. The number
and entity of the submissions received is
also a proof of investors’ confidence in
our tendering procedures.”
The government had previously only been
planning to sell 29 per cent of Opap.
However, the EU, ECB and IMF want
Greece to sell €19bn of state assets by
2015 as part of the conditions of its
bailout. Greece’s privatisation programme
has been criticised for being too slow and
now the troika want the government to
sell its 33 per cent stake in the business,
though not before confirming that it will
be imposing a 30 per cent levy on Opap’s
profits until 2020, followed by a five per
cent levy until 2030.

The privatisation of
OPAP (the 34 per
cent state-owned
stake of which 33
per cent will be
sold with a market
value of €460m) is
expected to be
concluded by the
beginning of 2013.
In November 2011
OPAP paid the
Greek government
€474m as part of
the VLT Concession
Agreement with a
further €86m to be
paid 24 months
after the licence
was granted,
implying a price of
€16,000 per VLT
machine. OPAP
was granted the
exclusive right to
operate 35,000
VLTs for 10 years
(ending 2022).

Originally, the scheme to site 33,500 VLTs,
for which Opap remains the single licence
holder, would have split the planned rollout of VLTs roughly in half. Before the
troika started to press the government this
was to be realised in two tranches, with
the accepted opinion that Lottomatica had
secured tranche one and Intralot had won
the lion’s share of tranche two. However,
the pressure brought to bear by the troika
has changed the landscape. Now that
Opap is to be sold in its entirety, the
tender process has been restarted, just as
it has with a whole range of governmentowned entities across Greece.
The sell off has now attracted eight
participants, with again Lottomatica and
Intralot part of the process, but which
now includes: BC Partners; Emma Delta
(a fund advised by Emma Delta
Management which is beneficially owned
by Jiri Smejc (66,7 per cent) and George
Melisanidis (33,3 per cent);
Consortium of Gauselmann AG (55 per
cent), Playtech Ltd (41 per cent) and
Helvason (4 per cent); Consortium of
Intralot Holdings Luxemburg (34 per
cent) and Intralot Investments (66 per
cent); Primrose Treasure subsidiary of
Fosun international; Third Point LLC;
TPG Capital and Triple Five World Group
Properties Limited. The bidding process
closed on November 8, though it is still
unclear as to whether the government
will revise the number of VLT licences up
or down from the original 33,500 figure as
the process continues to evolve. This
original figure was to be broken down
into the two tranches with 16,500 in the
first tranche and 18,000 terminals as part
of the second. What is known is that the
government will continue with the
planned central determination system,
with player details and data stored from a
central information hub as part of a
controlled measure (much as in Italy) to
track and record the volume of play
across the country.
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News
INTERNATIONAL UPDATE
DIE ÄNDERUNGEN, DIE VON DER

Ameristar springs into action
been cleared and are immediately ready
for construction,” explained Mr. Kanofsky.
“With no displacement of existing
residents or businesses, we will have a 12
-18 month head start on other proposals.
We will more quickly begin creating the
desperately needed 2,000 union
construction jobs, 2,300 permanent jobs
and thousands of additional indirect jobs.

US operator Ameristar takes on
MGM Resorts and Penn
National for Springfield project
More jobs, more tax revenue and greater
economic impact. That was the message
delivered by US operator Ameristar as it
joined the bid to build a resort casino in
Springfield in western Massachusetts with
a blueprint for a US$910m venue.
The also said it would out manoeuvre
rival bids from Penn National and MGM
Resorts by offering more casino games,
more hotel rooms, more resort amenities
and more commitments from worldrenowned suppliers, along with nationally
recognised restaurateurs and locallyowned restaurants.

“Ameristar owns all
40 acres, which
have been cleared
and are
immediately ready
for construction.”
GORDON
KANOFSKY, CEO,
Ameristar.

“Further, since significantly less of our
capital investment will be spent on land
acquisition, site preparation and
infrastructure, more of our investment
will be utilised creating the world-class
resort experience that will attract more
visitors to Springfield and keep them
coming back time and time again.”

Gordon Kanofsky, Ameristar’s Chief
Executive Officer, also confirmed it would
be the quickest of the proposals to open
with a 12-18 month construction head
start, providing the fastest economic lift to
Springfield.
Ameristar’s plan includes a 150,000 sq.ft.
casino featuring 3,300 slot machines, and
110 table games, including a poker room.
Ameristar Springfield will include a 500room luxury hotel with 50 suites. The
property will feature indoor and outdoor
resort swimming pools, a spa, a fitness
center and retail amenities. There will be
a diverse offering of food and beverage
options, offering everything from upscale
dining to casual quick bites. Also
included will be a conference and
entertainment center, along with garage
parking for 4,300 vehicles. The resort is
master-planned to accommodate
significant future expansions of the
casino, hotel and parking garages.
Ameristar also announced that its casino
resort will include world-renowned,
nationally recognised restaurateurs and
locally-owned hometown-favourite
restaurants. The line-up will include
upscale dining restaurants overseen by
celebrity chefs Wolfgang Puck, Martin Yan
and a more casual Asian restaurant also
overseen by Chef Yan. Massachusetts’
own former all-star Red Sox second
baseman and current New England Sports
Network colour analyst, Jerry Remy, will
feature his Sports Bar and Grill along with
a Frigo’s Market and Delhi and
Schermerhorn’s Seafood, both popular
local restaurants with long traditions of
delivering high quality food and
exceptional service to New Englanders.
“Ameristar owns all 40 acres, which have
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neuen Comma 6aS-Gesetzgebung verordnet wurden, bieten Anbietern von
Peripheriegeräten und Komponenten nie
da gewesene Möglichkeiten am italienischen Spielautomatenmarkt. Crane Payment
Solutions hat diesen Wechsel bereits sechs
Monate zuvor vorausgesehen und dazu
beigetragen, den italienischen Markt in
Richtung einer Vereinbarung eines neuen
Hopper-Protokolls anzutreiben, das internationalen Standards genügt.

NAHEZU 500 ILLEGAL BETRIEBENE
Casinos wurden im letzten Jahr in
Kasachstan geschlossen, nachdem 2007
Gesetze erlassen wurden, die das
Glücksspiel nur noch in zwei Städten, nämlich Kapchagai und Schuchinsk am Ufer
des Burabay-Sees in der Nähe von Astana,
zulassen.

DIE LANDESPOLITIKER VON NORDRHEIN
-Westfalen haben den
Glücksspielstaatsvertrag erlassen, der ein
neues, fünftes Casino in dem Bundesland
vorsieht. Von vier Standorten, darunter
Münster, liegen bereits Bewerbungen vor.
Der Innenminister von NRW, Jäger,
bestätigt, dass der Prozess im Gange ist.
Jäger soll dem Landeskabinett im Januar
seine Vorschläge unterbreiten, obwohl sich
SPD und Grüne Medienberichten zufolge
bereits auf Köln als Standort geeinigt
haben, das seit fast 30 Jahren im
Mittelpunkt der Diskussion über einen
Casinostandort steht.

BALLY TECHNOLOGIES HAT JETZT DIE

Property group presents
plans for Toronto casino
Oxford Properties Group has
shown its plans to build a
US$3bn casino project at
Metro Toronto Convention
Centre in downtown Toronto.
The gaming floor would
account for less than 10 per
cent of the project and would
be financed, developed and
run by a casino operator
chosen by Ontario Lottery and
Gaming Corporation.
“If the decision is made to
have a casino in the City of
Toronto, Oxford believes it can
provide the best location and
the ideal solution for all
stakeholders,” said Oxford
CEO, Blake Hutcheson.
“Oxford Place is a wellconceived private sector
solution that requires no
public infrastructure or other
funding and drives significant
community benefits for area
residents, visitors, corporate
tenants, taxpayers and the
broader Toronto community.”

The 450,000 sq.ft. casino
would be dwarfed by 1.1m sq.
ft. convention centre, 2.5m sq.
ft. of office space, 1m sq. ft. of
retail space, 600,000 sq. ft. of
residential property and a
1.7m sq. ft. hotel.
The two proposed towers
planned as part of a Toronto
casino development would be
among the tallest in the city’s
financial district. Oxford
Properties Group said it would
pull down part of the Metro
Toronto Convention Centre
and rebuild it as a major
mixed-use project. Besides the
casino, it would include hotels
plus two towers standing
326m tall with offices and
residential units. Two shorter
buildings would stand 254 and
184m. Michael Kitt, Executive
Vice President at Oxford, said:
“The height isn’t really a
major factor. We see these as
preliminary numbers that
would change.”

Installierung von Systemlösungen in drei
Casinos von Peermont Global in Botswana
abgeschlossen. Die drei
Systemimplementierungen in Peermonts
Casinos The Grand Palm, Sedibeng und
Syringa in Botswana folgen der zuvor von
Bally verkündeten unternehmensweiten
Systemvertragspartnerschaft mit der
Peermont Group zur Ersetzung der Systeme
von Wettbewerbern in 10 Casinos in
Botswana und Südafrika.

QUIXANT, EIN ANBIETER EINGEBETTETER
Lösungen, hat seiner All-in-oneSpielplattformreihe Support für den
beliebten Merkur MD100 Noten-Recycler
der Gauselmann Gruppe hinzugefügt.
Quixants Kunden können jetzt den MD100
wählen und sich ganz auf den Support
durch Quixants APIs und die
Treibersammlung für Peripheriegeräte verlassen.

CAESARS GIBT SICH IN TORONTO MIT
der Veröffentlichung einer Sammlung künstlerischer Darstellungen, die die Vision des
Unternehmens von einem Casino in der
kanadischen Stadt bildlich wiedergeben,
kämpferisch. Als Reaktion auf den Wunsch
der Lotteriegesellschaft der Provinz zeigen
die Bilder, dass das vorhandene Metro
Convention Centre in der Stadt über ein von
Caesars inspirierten Casinoprojekt umgewandelt werden könnte.

DAS CASINOGLÜCKSSPIEL STEUERT auf
Jamaika zu, nachdem dort zwei
Gesetzesentwürfen zugestimmt wurde: die
Regelungen zum Casinoglücksspiel
(vorgeschriebene Spiele) von 2012 und die
Reglungen zum Casinoglücksspiel (Antrag
auf Deklaration einer genehmigten, integrierten Ressort-Entwicklung), die beide von
den Senatoren einstimmig verabschiedet
wurden.

Thank you for a fantastic 2012!
The NOVOMATIC Group wishes you and yours
a Happy Festive Season and a Prosperous New Year.

International
Inter national Sales:
Jens Halle
Phone: +43 2252 606 234
E-mail: sales@novomatic.com
www.austrian-gaming.com
www.austrian-gaming.com

News
INTERNATIONAL UPDATE
SE ESPERA QUE LA PRIVATIZACIÓN

Genting’s Vietnam withdrawl
The Malaysia-based gaming
giant, Genting International,
cancels its Vietnam project
Proposals to toughen up gaming laws in
Vietnam could be the reason that Genting
has withdrawn from its plans to build an
Integrated Resort in Nam Hoi An IR in the
central province of Quang Nam.
The Malaysian-born operator gave no
reason for its U-turn on a joint venture
project with a Vietnamese partner, but
analysts have noted that its withdrawal
has coincided with the government’s
announcement of new draft laws.
The Malaysian group had signed a
memorandum of understanding with
Quang Ninh province to develop a large
Integrated Resort in Van Don Economic
Zone. Whilst it knew about the Finance
Ministry’s intention of introducing a
minimum capital level for casino across
Vietnam of US$4bn along with a
minimum 10 years of experience in
tourism management, back then,
proposed stipulations restricting the area
of the casino element to just three per
cent of a project’s footprint could have
curbed its desire to invest. The license for
the casino element would also only be
granted after investors had finished the
construction of other items in the
Integrated Resort.
However, analysts believe that it is the
proposal that only foreigners and overseas
Vietnamese holding foreign passports
should be allowed to play, that has
dissuaded Genting. Gaming floors will
also be required to have brand new
machines. Hotel owners in Ho Chi Minh
(HCM) City have warned that many fourstar hotels could be forced to close in
Vietnam’s largest city if the new draft
laws are approved.

LAS OBRAS DE CONSTRUCCIÓN DE

The US$ 4.2bn
MGM Grand Ho
Tram, Vietnam’s first
Las Vegas-style
integrated resort,
being built by MGM
Resorts could be
open by February. It
will be joined by US
operator Pinnacle
Entertainment, who
bought a 26 per
cent equity interest
in ACDL for
US$95m. Pinnacle
will enter into a
management
agreement through
2058 for the
second integrated
resort of the multiphase Ho Tram
Strip destination
resorts project.

Dang Huy Hai, Deputy Manager of New
World Hotel, believes the Government
should allow four-star hotels to operate
casinos, saying there was no difference in
the quality of service quality offered
between four and five star hotels. He said
he wants the government to recognise
that casinos attract tourists.
In October 2011, Prime Minister Nguyen
Tan Dung rejected plans for a US$4.5bn
resort proposed for central Ninh Thuan
province by Hong Kong-based Polo
Beach.
Several large scale projects are still going
ahead in Vietnam. Asian Coast
Development was granted approval for a
$4.2bn casino in southern Ba Ria Vung
Tau province, whilst WinVest was
approved for a $4bn project close to
ACD’s project. New City Properties is
developing in central Phu yen Province
while Silver Shores Hoang Dat
Exceptional International Entertainment is
building a $160m resort in Danang City.

Casino de Asturias seeks
annexe in capital Oviedo

The Finance Ministry sent the new
proposals to the National Assembly
Standing Committee on October 8,
outlining that only five star hotels should
be allowed to operate machines. Current
legislation allows four star hotels in HCM
City to operate 75 slots and five star
hotels to operate 100, whilst three star
casinos in other cities are also allowed a
slot quota.

The owner of the Casino de
Asturias wants to open a new
branch of its gaming floor as a
satellite room to its existing
licence. The existing licence is
in Gijon, a coastal industrial
city in Northern Spain, whilst
the proposed annex would be
25km further inland in Oviedo,
the capital city of Asturias.

Four star hotels with gaming floors in
HCM City include Majestic, Caravelle,
Sheraton, Equatorial and Movenpick.
However, observers point out that the
rating is based on service rather than size.

Owner, Carbajosa Angel Diaz,
raised the request during a
recent meeting of the Board of
Game of Asturias. Opening an
annexe of an existing licence is
seen as being a lot easier than
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del operador de juego de Grecia, OPAP
(la participación estatal del 34 por ciento,
de la que se venderá un 33 por ciento a
un valor de mercado de 460 millones de
euros) concluya a principios de 2013. En
noviembre de 2011, OPAP pagó al
Gobierno griego 474 millones de euros
como parte del acuerdo de concesión de
terminales de videolotería (VLT), con otros
86 millones de euros a pagar 24 meses
tras la concesión de la licencia, lo que
implica un precio de 16 000 euros por
cada terminal de VLT. Se concedió a
OPAP el derecho en exclusiva de operar
35 000 VLT durante 10 años (hasta 2022).

applying for a new licence and
has already been approved for
operators in other autonomous
regions.
Mr. Diaz pointed to the
advantages of a new casino
increasing taxation and
creating more jobs for the
region. The recession has bit
hard at Casino de Asturias.
GGR of €36.3m in 2008 has
slid to €25.9m in 2010, a fall
of some 28.8 per cent. In 2012
the casino attracted 88,463
visitors, each spending an
average of €43.6.

un nuevo casino moderno y de gran
tamaño por valor de 35 millones de
libras en el paseo marítimo de Pleasure
Beach (Great Yarmouth) se han retrasado
hasta ocho meses, y no comenzarán
hasta el otoño de 2013. Estaba previsto
que las obras se iniciasen el mes pasado en lo que se ha denominado «The
Edge», que incluirá 150 máquinas tragaperras y una pequeña zona de juegos
de mesa de 1000 m², pero se han
retrasado para permitir que Pleasure
Beach opere de forma ininterrumpida
durante una temporada más.

LAS PROPUESTAS PARA ENDURECER
la legislación del juego en Vietnam
podrían ser la razón de que Genting
haya abandonado sus planes de construir un complejo integrado en Nam Hoi
An IR, en la provincia central de Quang
Nam. El operador malayo no ha indicado las razones de su retirada de esta
empresa conjunta con un socio vietnamita, pero los analistas han detectado
que su marcha atrás ha coincidido con
el anuncio de los nuevos borradores de
ley por parte del Gobierno.

DRGT HA SIDO ELEGIDO COMO
proveedor de sistemas para el Casino
Neuchâtel, que abrió sus puertas en
Suiza a finales de noviembre. Este casino
de categoría B, operado por Kongress +
Kursaal Bern AG, debutó con 150
máquinas tragaperras, seis juegos de
mesa, un restaurante y un bar. El casino
está utilizando el enfoque flexible de sistemas modulares de DRGT, que ya es el
proveedor de sistemas de su establecimiento hermano, el Casino Bern.

OXFORD PROPERTIES GROUP HA
hecho públicos sus planes de construir
un proyecto de casino por valor de 3000
millones de dólares en el Metro Toronto
Convention Centre, en el centro de la ciudad canadiense. El espacio dedicado al
juego ocuparía menos del 10 por ciento
del proyecto y estaría financiado, desarrollado y operado por un operador de
casinos elegido por la Corporación de
Juegos y Loterías de Ontario.

QUIXANT, UN PROVEEDOR DE
soluciones integradas, ha añadido a su
gama de plataformas de juego todo en
uno la compatibilidad con el popular
reciclador de billetes Merkur MD100 Note
Recycler, del Grupo Gauselmann. Los
clientes de Quixant pueden elegir ahora
el MD100 con la confianza de una plena
compatibilidad a través de las APIs y la
biblioteca de controladores para dispositivos periféricos de Quixant.

News
INTERNATIONAL UPDATE
CAESARS ESTÁ PEGANDO FUERTE EN
Toronto al publicar una colección de representaciones artísticas donde se muestra su
visión de un casino en la ciudad canadiense. En respuesta a las solicitudes de la
corporación de lotería de la provincia, las
imágenes muestran que el Metro
Convention Centre existente en la ciudad
podría transformarse mediante un proyecto
de casino inspirado en el Caesars.

The Vegas Strip’s Cosmopolitan
is living up to its name; thriving
by eschewing traditional values
When the US$3.9bn Cosmopolitan
opened in December 2010 during the
height of the global downturn and amid a
series of lawsuits, bankruptcies and
bailouts, many analysts were circling the
property like vultures, convinced it would
fail. However as it approaches its second
birthday, the property recently employed
40 additional members of staff to work on
its gaming floor due to the high levels of
table play within the resort.

LOS CAMBIOS APROBADOS EN VIRTUD
de la nueva ley Comma 6aS están brindando una oportunidad sin precedentes para
los proveedores de componentes y periféricos en el mercado del juego italiano. Crane
Payment Solutions lleva seis meses anticipando el cambio y ha contribuido a impulsar el mercado italiano hacia un nuevo protocolo de tolva que cumpla los estándares
internacionales.

SOLO EN EL ÚLTIMO AÑO SE HAN

Certainly staying at Las Vegas’ latest,
completely new resort style casino has
proved popular. Average room rates for
the last quarter ranged between the $246
and $268 mark, much higher than Las
Vegas’ average room rate of $110. The
performance on the gaming floor has also
been encouraging. Whilst the property
lost $18.8m during the second quarter of
2012, it actually produced positive cash
flow and net revenue for the quarter
increased significantly, from around
$126m last year to $166m.
Casino revenue at the Cosmopolitan is
dwarfed by non-gaming revenues such as
food and beverage, but it has survived,
establishing itself as the biggest boutique
casino resort Las Vegas has ever seen.
Deutsche Bank took over the ownership
of Cosmopolitan after its initial owner
defaulted on a loan. As well as
completing the project, the bank also
circumnavigated a series of lawsuits from
condominium purchasers wanting to take
a U-turn on their investment due to
dwindling real estate values.
The Cosmopolitan debuted at a time of
unprecedented competition in Las Vegas
with its next door neighbour, CityCenter,
adding nearly 6,000 hotel rooms to the
market. As a first project for Deutsche
Bank it also opened without the
advantage of a ready-made database of
casino customers to market to, which led
to it opening with an underperforming
slot floor and a poker room surplus to
requirements.
Key to its survival so far has been its
ability to retain its niche, though cuttingedge entertainment and what it has
achieved with its hotel, restaurant and
nightclub. When it comes to staging
concerts, it has gone for well-known
international acts such as The Killers and
Red Hot Chilli Peppers, whilst a steady
flow of domestically acclaimed DJs have
brought crowds to the venue’s nightclubs.
CEO John Unwin said it had to be
different from what was already on the
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cerrado en Kazajstán casi 500 casinos
operados en forma ilegal a consecuencia
de la introducción en 2007 de leyes que
limitaban los establecimientos de juego a
dos ciudades, Kapchagai y Schuchinsk, a la
orilla del lago Burabay, cerca de Astana.

STEVE WYNN SE HA UNIDO A UNA

Psycho-thriller

JOHN UNWIN,
CEO Cosmopolitan
Casino.
The addition of new
jobs and positive
cash flow should
only add to the
interest of potential
casino suitors as
well as shooting
down a few of the
analysts still circling
the property.

Las Vegas market, with the venue aiming
for a big-city feel. Its marketing targeted a
‘psychographic’ instead of a
‘demographic’ going after the curious
mind-set. Domestically, visitors to
Cosmopolitan flow from the big cities
such as Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami,
New York and San Francisco.
Internationally, it does well in welcoming
guests from Australia, Canada, the UK,
Germany, and Mexico
The beating heart of its gaming floor has
been the 15 table, high-limit luxury Talon
Club, which opened as the casino
approached its first birthday, on the
second floor of the venue. Last year it
added a sports book to its betting
facilities. Another important part of the
business has been the service on the
gaming floor. Mr. Unwin said that guests
were so impressed with the food and
beverage side of the property that they
decided to bring some of it down to the
gaming floor with different signature
drinks given away and tasters from its
Wicked Spoon Buffet.
However, despite the success Deutsche
Bank has made with its first venture into
the casino sector, it’s long-term plan for
Cosmopolitan remains unclear. The
property has been described by the bank
as a ‘financial investment’ that is neither
‘long-term’ nor ‘strategic.’ The fact that it
is still here is a success story in itself.

serie de compañías de juego que se proponen desarrollar la segunda licencia de
casino en Filadelfia, y Wynn Resorts está
presentando planes para un hotel y casino
de lujo en la ribera del Delaware, en
Fishtown. El casino se llamaría Wynn
Philadelphia e incluiría un hotel con 300
habitaciones y 14 000 m² de superficie de
juego, con 2500 máquinas tragaperras y
100 juegos de mesa.

BALLY TECHNOLOGIES HA CULMINADO
sus instalaciones de soluciones de sistemas en tres casinos de Peermont Global
en Botswana. Las tres implementaciones
de sistemas en los casinos The Grand
Palm, Sedibeng y Syringa de Peermont en
Botswana se han producido con arreglo a
la cooperación según contrato para suministrar sistemas en toda la empresa previamente anunciada por Bally con el Peermont
Group para sustituir sistemas de la competencia en 10 casinos de Botswana y
Sudáfrica.

LOS POLÍTICOS ESTATALES DE RENANIA
del Norte-Westfalia (Alemania) han aprobado un nuevo tratado del juego interestatal
que permite un nuevo casino, que viene a
ser el quinto existente en el estado federado. Ya han presentado su solicitud cuatro
ubicaciones, incluida la ciudad de Münster.
El Ministro del Interior del estado federado,
el Sr. Jäger, ha confirmado que el proceso
está en marcha. El Sr. Jäger se dispone a
comunicar sus sugerencias al gabinete
estatal en enero si bien, según han informado los medios de comunicación, los
partidos laborista y verde coinciden en
preferir Colonia como ubicación, lo que
viene constituyendo durante casi 30 años el
centro del debate sobre un casino.

EL JUEGO EN CASINOS SE DISPONE
a entrar en Jamaica tras la aprobación de
dos proyectos de ley: el Reglamento de
juego en casinos (juegos prescritos) de
2012 y el Reglamento de juego en casinos
(solicitud de declaración del desarrollo de
complejos integrados aprobados), ambos
aprobados por unanimidad por los
senadores.

News
INTERNATIONAL UPDATE
LA PRIVATISATION DE L’OPÉRATEUR DE

Neuchâtel opens with DRGT
The latest casino to open in
Switzerland, Casino Neuchâtel,
utilises DRGT’s system technology
DRGT has been chosen as systems
supplier for Casino Neuchâtel, which
opened its doors in Switzerland at the end
of November. The category B casino,
operated by Kongress + Kursaal Bern AG,
debuted with 150 slot machines, six table
games, a restaurant and bar. The casino is
making use of the flexible, modular
systems approach of DRGT, which is
already the systems supplier to sister
venue Casino Bern.

jeux grec, OPAP (avec 34 % de parts
détenues par l’état, dont 33 % seront vendues pour une valeur de 460 millions d'euros) devrait être effective début 2013. En
novembre 2011, OPAP a versé 474 millions
d'euros au gouvernement grec dans le
cadre de la concession des TLV et versera
86 millions d'euros supplémentaires 24
mois après l'obtention de la licence, ce qui
ramène le prix des machines TLV à 16 000
euros l'unité. OPAP s’est vu accordé une
licence d’exploitation exclusive pour 35 000
TLV sur une durée de 10 ans (qui prendra
fin en 2022).

OXFORD PROPERTIES GROUP VIENT DE
faire part de son projet de construction
d'un casino de 3 milliards de dollars US au
Palais des congrès Metro Toronto, dans le
centre-ville de Toronto. L’espace de jeux
représente moins de 10 % de la totalité du
projet et serait financé, développé et géré
par un opérateur de casino choisi par
Ontario Lottery et Gaming Corporation.

LES PROPOSITIONS DE LOI VISANT À
Pascal Passarelli, General Manager at
Casino Neuchâtel, said: “Our decision for
systems was clear right from the start.
Our sister company Casino Bern has
enjoyed excellent quality and service over
the years, having installed the systems
originally from Systems in Progress. Now
that SiP is a part of DRGT and can offer
even more products and service, the
choice was all the clearer.”
Jurgen De Munck, CEO and co-founder of
DRGT, added: “Our constant focus on
systems quality and innovation coupled
with its user-friendliness, making it
simple to operate, has once again paid
dividends. Three key DRGT products will
be in constant use at Casino Neuchâtel –

Approvals pave
way in Jamaica
Casino gaming is heading to Jamaica
following the approval of two bills; The
Casino Gaming (Prescribed Games)
regulations 2012 and the Casino Gaming
Regulations (Application for Declaration of
Approved Integrated Resort Development),
both of which have been passed
unanimously by senators. The island is
currently home to only a couple of hundred
slot machines in operation at hotels in the
capital Kingston and in tourist areas. So far,
The Celebration Jamaica group based in
Montego Bay, Grand Palladium Resort in
Hanover, and the uncompleted Harmony
Cove project in Trelawny, have all signalled
their intention to add a gaming floor to their
establishments. Politicians believe the
launch of casino gaming will help boost
tourism at a time when five hotels have
already been forced to close due to a
downturn in tourist trade.
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PASCAL
PASSARELLI,
General Manage,
Casino Neuchâ tel,
Switzerland.
““Our decision for
systems was clear
right from the start.”

for accounting, jackpots and ticketing.
The letter of congratulations on achieving
the best quality marks possible at Casino
Bern last year, was signed by top
management, namely the Managing
Director Christian Aumüller and Technical
Director Gerhard Stiegler. We are very
proud to receive such a commendation
from Casino Bern and be supplying the
complete systems solutions at the new
Casino Neuchâtel.”
DRGT systems are server-less, which
makes their management much easier.
drAccounting, drJackpots and drTicket
will all be in use at Casino Neuchâtel,
who will be utilising the flexible, modular
systems from DRGT, which allows
customers to choose the ‘dr’ products
they need as and when they need them.

Amatic and Cole Kepro
deliver multi-game hits
Having exhibited together at
the G2E show in October,
Austrian multi-game pioneer,
Amatic Industries, is working
with US cabinet manufacturer,
Cole Kepro International, to
bring its unique high quality
content to the US market.
Reporting strong interest from
the exhibition, with almost 20
years of experience in the
multi-game sector, Amatic has
amassed a broad and deep
games range. For the US,
Amatic and Cole Kepro are
offering Amatic’s multi-game
content in kit form across the

diverse cabinet choice offered
by Cole Kepro. Amatic also
presented its electronic
terminals for Turbo Card
Roulette at G2E, an ingenious
alternative roulette game that
is being marketed by INAG.
Thomas Engstberger, Amatic
Sales Manager, commented:
“We are focusing on our great,
in-depth knowledge and
experience in Multi Games
here in the United States. We
have the right game for each
and every player and thus we
were very pleased from the
feedback following the G2E.”

durcir les règlements sur les jeux au
Vietnam pourraient s'avérer être la raison
pour laquelle Genting vient de se retirer du
projet de construction d'un complexe
touristique à Nam Hoi An, dans la province
de Quang Nam, au centre du pays.
L’opérateur malaysien n’a pas justifié sa
décision de se retirer du projet de partenariat avec une entreprise vietnamienne
mais les analystes ont remarqué que ce
retrait coïncide avec l'annonce du gouvernement de nouveaux projets de loi.

DRGT VIENT D’ÊTRE CHOISI COMME
fournisseur des systèmes du Casino
Neuchâtel qui a ouvert ses portes en
Suisse fin novembre. Ce casino de catégorie B, géré par Kongress + Kursaal Bern
AG, dispose pour le moment de 150
machines à sous, de 6 tables de jeux, d'un
restaurant et d’un bar. Il bénéficie de la
technologie des systèmes modulaires de
DRGT qui fournit déjà ses systèmes à son
homologue, le Casino Bern.

LES JEUX DE CASINO VONT S’INSTALLER
en Jamaïque suite au vote de deux lois, la
réglementation Casino Gaming 2012
(Prescribed Games) et la réglementation
Casino Gaming (Application for Declaration
of Approved Integrated Resort
Development). Les sénateurs ont approuvé
ces deux lois à l'unanimité.

LE FOURNISSEUR DE SOLUTIONS
intégrées Quixant vient d'ajouter un service
d'assistance pour la populaire trieuse de
billets Merkur MD100 du groupe
Gauselmann à sa gamme de produits de
jeux tout inclus. Les clients Quixant peuvent
dorénavant choisir la MD 100 avec l’assurance de bénéficier d’un service d’assistance complet via les interfaces de programme d’application Quixant et la bibliothèque de pilotes de périphériques.

CAESARS A TENTÉ UNE OFFENSIVE À
Toronto en publiant une collection d'œuvres
artistiques qui dépeint sa vision d'un casino
au sein de la ville canadienne. En réponse
à des demandes de la Société des loteries
de la province, les images montrent le
nouveau visage du Metro Convention
Centre une fois transformé en un casino du
type Caesars.

News
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LES CHANGEMENTS ENTÉRINÉS PAR la

Inspired spark treasure hunt
Inspired launched Treasure
Island in Rome showcasing the
power of its Core open platform

nouvelle réglementation Comma 6aS
régissant le marché des jeux en Italie
offrent une occasion unique aux
fournisseurs de périphériques et de
composants. Crane Payment Solutions
avait anticipé ce changement il y a plus
de 6 mois et participe activement pour
que le marché italien intègre un nouveau
protocole qui répondra aux normes
internationales.

ENVIRON 500 CASINOS ILLÉGAUX
ont été fermés au Kazakhstan l’an dernier
suite aux lois de 2007 limitant
l'exploitation des jeux à uniquement deux
villes, Kapchagai et Schuchinsk, sur les
rives du lac Burabay, près d'Astana.

LES TRAVAUX DE CONSTRUCTION

Inspired Gaming Group pushed the pirate
ship out at the ENADA Rome exhibition
with a fully themed stand to celebrate the
launch of the new Treasure Island
Comma 6a game for the Italian street
market. Treasure Island has been the
most successful VLT game for Inspired to
date and there are great expectations for
its Comma 6A incarnation. The entire
stand in Rome was filled with pirates and
coconut palms with the games shown in
the Win-Tek cabinet, and available in over
20 different cabinets for the marketplace.
Originally launched in Italy as a VLT
game, the Comma 6a version of Treasure
Island shares the same gameplay traits as
its successful VLT counterpart and
Inspired is confident that this latest
incarnation will have crossover appeal for
the Italian player base. The host of
different VLT cabinets now available on
the Inspired Open VLT™ platform are
supporting a wide range of leading thirdparty game developers. At the ENADA
Rome show both WMS and Apex Gaming
exhibited VLT games running on the
Inspired platform within their own
cabinets. The combination of Inspired's
platform technology and Apex and WMS'
cabinets and games provides Italian
players with some of the strongest IP and
regional gaming favourites, including
Monopoly and Wizard of Oz from WMS
and the Multi Magic hits from Apex.
Alongside Treasure Island Comma 6a and
VLTs, Inspired showed its latest Virtual
Sports offer that now includes seven
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(Top) Inspired
Gaming Group’s
pirate-themed
stand at the ENADA
Rome exhibition.
(Left) ONDREJ HEJL
and JOHANNES
WEISSENGRUBER at
the ENADA Rome
2012 show with
their Inspired Core
platform powered
Italian VLT offer.

sports, including horses, football and
tennis, and over 30 variants including
trotting. All of the content is cross
channel and can be access in-venues,
online and on mobile phones. Prior to the
exhibition in Rome, Inspired announced
the signing of six Italian operators to its
Virtual Sports platform and is thrilled
with the uptake and planned roll-out of
Virtual Sports in-venue and online in
Italy. Inspired has signed virtual sports
license deals with SNAI, Sisal, Eurobet,
Intralot, Cogetech, and Lottomatica,
which together make up circa 90 per cent
of the Italian sports-betting market.

Quixant adds support for
the Gauselmann MD100
Embedded solutions provider,
Quixant, has added support for
the popular Merkur MD100
Note Recycler from the
Gauselmann Group, to its allin-one gaming platform range.
Quixant’s customers can now
select the MD100 confident of
full support through Quixant’s
APIs and peripheral device
driver library. The MD100 is
an innovation in the banknote
acceptors/recyclers sector and
is already enjoys a significant
installed base. The device is
capable is capable of accepting
and paying out the Euro, as
well as all other European
currencies and records its own
statistics data.
Paolo Ruscitti, Senior
Embedded Software Engineer

in Quixant’s software
development centre in Rome,
Italy said: “Adding support for
the MD100 has been made
very easy through the open
and efficient support we
received from the engineering
team at Gauselmann.”
Kai Bünger, Sales Manager
International Merkur
Dispenser, commented
“Merkur Dispenser 100 is the
market leader for banknote
recycling in the European
gaming market. With Quixant
we have found an ideal
partner for manufacturers to
make use of the Merkur
Dispenser 100 even easier and
future-proof. We thank
Quixant for professional
support and look forward to
working together effectively.”

d’un grand casino britannique d'un
nouveau style à Pleasure Beach, sur le
front de mer de Yarmouth, et dont le coût
s’élève à 35 millions de livres sterling,
viennent d’être retardés de 8 mois et ne
devraient pas commencer avant
l’automne 2013. Les travaux du site
nommé « The Edge » auraient dû
commencer le mois dernier. Le site
comptera 150 machines à sous et une
surface de tables de jeux d’au moins
1000 m2. Les travaux ont été retardés
pour permettre à Pleasure Beach de
poursuivre ses activités pour une saison
supplémentaire.

STEVE WYNN VIENT DE REJOINDRE UN
collectif de sociétés de jeux qui souhaite
obtenir une deuxième licence pour
installer un casino à Philadelphie avec
Wynn Resorts. Ils ont présenté les plans
d'un hôtel casino de luxe sur les rives du
fleuve Delaware, à Fishtown. Le casino
devrait s’appeler Wynn Philadelphia et
compter 300 chambres d'hôtel, une
surface de jeux de 150,000 m2 avec
2500 machines à sous et 100 tables de
jeux.

LA SOLUTION DE SYSTÈMES
complets de Bally Technologies est
dorénavant installée dans 3 casinos de
Peermont Global au Botswana.
L’implantation de ces 3 systèmes dans les
casinos Peermont The Grand Palm,
Sedibeng et Syringa, au Botswana, fait
suite à l'annonce du groupe Peermont de
remplacer les systèmes concurrents
précédemment installés dans 10 casinos
au Botswana et en Afrique du Sud suite à
la signature d’un contrat d'installation du
nouveau système à l'échelle du groupe.

LES POLITICIENS DE LA RHÉNANIEdu-Nord-Westphalie, en Allemagne,
viennent d'entériner le Traité sur les jeux
inter-états autorisant ainsi l’installation
d’un nouveau casino, le cinquième, dans
leur état. Quatre villes ont déjà posé leur
candidature, dont Münster. Le Ministre de
l’Intérieur, M. Jäger, a confirmé que le
processus était lancé ; il fera ses
suggestions au cabinet en janvier.
Toutefois, d’après les rapports des
médias, les parties travaillistes et les verts
se sont mis d'accord pour la ville de
Cologne puisque l’accueil d’un casino
dans cette ville est au centre des débats
depuis presque 30 ans.

News
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Caesars shows artistic side
SPIELO INTERNATIONAL HAS RECENTLY
installed its ticketing solution qpon cash,
which offers a flexible tool for reporting,
ticket issue and redemption, at Casino
Gujan Mestras, part of the Socodem
Group located in the south west of
France close to Bordeaux. This new
SPIELO International customer has also
implemented the Galaxis Star Slots
accounting system.
The systems went live at the end of
August on 110 Electronic Gaming
Machines (EGMs). qpon cash is a
streamlined cashless payment system
that offers convenience to both players
and operators. Combined with Star
Marketing it becomes a cost-effective
and efficient solution for promotional
campaigns. With qpon cash, operators
can easily perform filtering, scheduling,
and monitoring to enhance casino
marketing programs.

Caesars Entertainment has
launched ‘collaborative’ plans
for a new Toronto development
Caesars has come out fighting in Toronto
by publishing a collection of artist’s
renderings depicting its vision for a casino
in the Canadian city. Responding to
requests from the province’s lottery
corporation, the images show the existing
Metro Convention Centre in the city could
be transformed via a Caesars-inspired
casino project. It includes a towering
glass entrance to a multi-level gaming
facility on Front Street, at the western end
of a new hotel and commercial complex
on the current site of the Metro
Convention Centre.
Jan Jones, spokesperson for Caesars, said:
“The debate is ongoing around Toronto as
a location and what this might mean to
the city. People want to have a sense of
what does it look like, where it might go,
although ultimately that is the city’s
decision. This is our preference because
of the way the resort would integrate with
the rest of downtown and the other local
businesses.”
The Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corp.
provided a list of guidelines including
building the project into existing
infrastructure, respecting the proximity to
residential and related areas and the
inclusion of green space, non-gaming
amenities and sustainability.
Ms. Jones was keen to underline that
Caesars’ ‘collaborative approach’ would
not cannibalise other businesses in the
area. “We’d probably more likely look for
a local partner to help us program our
entertainment. We don’t want to keep
people from going to the shows and
entertainment that exists,” she explained.
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Star Slots is an advanced slot
management system, providing efficient
slot accounting and slot floor
maintenance and delivering real-time
access to high-quality slot floor data. It
complies with the main regulations
worldwide, covering the largest
collection of slot business procedures in
the industry.

CPS celebrate complete
change in Italian market
The changes being enacted by
the new Comma 6aS
legislation is providing an
unprecedented opportunity in
the Italian gaming market for
peripherals and components
suppliers. Crane Payment
Solutions has been
anticipating the changeover
for over six months and has
been helping to drive the
Italian market towards
agreeing a new hopper
protocol that meets
international standards.
The final choice, using AES
encryption, has been agreed
by ACMI, the Italian supplier
trade association and is the
first product to be endorsed
by ACMI under the new
Comma 6aS legislation. Crane
currently offers a range of
three products ideally suited
to this new environment, the
V2 Colibri, Compact Hooper
and H2 Nano hopper, giving

operators the choice of two
different hoppers and a coinmech, each fitting the new
protocol requirements.
"Now that ACMI is supporting
the protocols we are looking
at being market-ready in time
for January 2013," stated CPS'
David John at the ENADA
Rome exhibition. "Our
expectation is that we will see
the first new machines in the
market from the New Year.
We have also shown the latest
Bill (to) Bill 200G in Italy for
the first time, which is a
slimmed down version of the
300 model which is used
through the transport industry
worldwide. The recycler is
based on the robustness of
the CashCode branded
recyclers and has been used
for the first time in the market
in collaboration with VNE in
their new Viking change
machine."

Didier Tomas, Regional Sales Manager
for France and other French-speaking
territories, said: “SPIELO International is
delighted to be working with Socodem
Group for the first time. The Casino
Systems project team is looking forward
to cementing a long term partnership by
providing systems solutions that
enhance the player experience, promote
customer loyalty, increase play, and
ultimately enhance the casino’s
business.”

THE UK’S RANK
Group has launched
an exclusive mobile
version of the popular
X Factor online slot
game. The game is
available across the
Rank Group online
brands – meccabingo.com,
grosvenorcasinos.com and bluesq.com.
The HTML5 game sits in the mobile
games portals for all three brands and
will be accessible on iOS, Android and
Blackberry devices. Simon Woolf, Head
of Mobile at Rank Interactive (pictured)
said:” The X Factor brand has resonance
across a wide age and demographic
profile so is relevant to all our online
businesses. We are launching the
exclusive mobile version now to run in
parallel with this year’s X Factor TV
competition, taking advantage of the
high brand awareness and extensive
media coverage the show generates.”
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Taking the alternative route
APEX Germany adds value and
quality to the AWP mix and is
proving an operator favourite
APEX’s standing in the German AWP
market, as a true alternative supplier to
the market, has been underlined
following a series of domestic exhibitions.
APEX participated at partner exhibitions
and hosted its own in six different
German states over the autumn period.
The latest developments and products
were presented to operators in a relaxed
environment with visitors exploring the
latest developments in both hardware
(cabinets) and software (games).
APEX’s entire cabinet family was on
display – the upright Pinnacle, the slanttop Pinnacle SL, the wall-machine
Pinnacle WM and the Dual Slim Line
upright. Two proven games packages
‘Magic Classic’ and ‘Hot Magic Fruits
XXL’ were joined by the newly launched
‘Super Magic 30’ – which proved a real
hit. The bars and pubs market has a
choice of two products – the Pinnacle
WM or the Dual Slim Line upright. These
were of particular interest at
Automatenvertrieb Saar in the state of
Saarland. The 10th anniversary of NEOX
was an ideal opportunity for customers in
Rheinland-Palatinate to learn more about

Great Yarmouth’s
eight month delay
Construction work to bring a new style,
£35m UK large casino to Great Yarmouth’s
seafront Pleasure Beach, has been delayed
by up to eight months and will not start until
autumn 2013. Building work was due to
start last month on what has been called
The Edge, which will include 150 slots, a
minimum table gaming area of 1,000 sq.
m., an eight-screen multiplex cinema,
hotels and restaurants, all built beside the
Pleasure Beach, but work has been
delayed to allow the Pleasure Beach to
operate uninterrupted for one more season.
Albert Jones, managing director of Pleasure
and Leisure, explained that following the
award of the licence, a flood of interest from
auxiliary operations such as restaurateurs
meant more options had to be explored.
Ground-testing will be completed next
summer with buildings set to go up by
October 2013.
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“Our AWPs are
being welcomed
more and more as
the true alternative
in the German
market. We have
successfully
adapted our
products to the
German culture
and are very
excited about future
prospects.”
UDO NICKEL,
Sales Director,
APEX Germany,

the latest products from APEX Germany.
APEX was also active in northern
Germany at Automaten Discount Nord in
Seevetal (just south of Hamburg). Further
exhibitions took place in Pliezhausen
(Baden-Württemberg), the APEX German
headquarters in Forstinning (near
Munich, Bavaria) and Dresden (Saxony)
at Wenzel-Entertainment.
APEX Germany has broken the
commercial mould by offering AWPs for
sale (including both cabinet and games
package) and is creating opportunities for
operators to increase their own equity,
providing greater flexibility and freedom
with buy, lease and rental packages.

Nearly 500 casinos shut
down across Kazakhstan
Almost 500 illegally-operated
casinos have been closed
down in Kazakhstan in the
last year alone following the
introduction of laws in 2007
limiting gaming floors to two
towns, Kapchagai, and
Schuchinsk, on the shores of
Lake Burabay near Astana.
At that time, the Kazakh elite
played at over 130 casinos in
the capital of Almaty and
government officials felt
offering gambling in
Kapchagai, and Schuchinsk
would be enough to curb
gambling in the capital. Whilst
the territorial units of the
Interior Ministry have already
closed 479 illegal venues and
started court proceedings
against 81 illegal operators,
the venues continue to spring
up. So far 2,075 slots and 148
table games have been

confiscated from underground
venues in the country.
The latest to flaunt the ban
was a large-scale, illegal
casino closed down in central
Almaty with 29 casino
workers and 131 players found
at the illegal property.
Located on the fourth floor of
a building in central Almaty,
the casino, known as the
Astoria, was operating with 22
live tables, 21 slots, two
electronic roulette terminals
and over 10,000 chips.
A spokesperson at the
Commission on Criminal
Policy said: The administrator
of the casino is 45 year-old
citizen of Uzbekistan, who
has violated the migration
laws and lives in Kazakhstan
now. Operative-search actions
are underway.”

has announced that
Ramesh Srinivasan will
become President and
Chief Executive Officer of
the company by
December 31, 2012.
Current Chief Executive Officer Richard
Haddrill will become Chairman of the
Board. Mr. Srinivasan joined Bally in 2005
as Executive Vice President of Systems
and was responsible for shaping Bally’s
Systems business into the industry
leadership position. He was promoted to
President and Chief Operating Officer in
March 2011, assuming leadership for
worldwide games, systems, and
customer service. Under Mr. Srinivasan,
Bally has positioned itself well to
capitalize on the convergence of the
games and systems businesses as well
as emerging mobile and iGaming
platforms. Previously he was a senior
executive at supply chain software
company, Manhattan Associates, Inc.

SPECIALIST ONLINE, MOBILE AND
social gaming provider, Cozy Games, has
signed a deal with innovative games
developer Spin Games LLC, which will
provide the Cozy Connect platform with a
selection of its top video slot games.
Spin Games LLC will initially integrate 10
games from its comprehensive portfolio
including Beticus Maximus, Frozen Fruit
and Hot Dice and will be available to
players via all major tablet devices such
as iPhones including iPhone 5 and all
popular Android smartphones. Additional
games will also be integrated in the
future as Cozy Connect continues to
expand its offering to operators.
Tim Green, COO at Cozy Games
commented, “Cozy Games is delighted to
be working with Spin and the whole team
feel that its suite of differentiated games
will be a great addition to the 'Cozy
Connect' library of content. We are
constantly striving to become the game
content aggregator of choice, serving tier
1 operators with the very best of class
games through a single integration.”

GAMING
LABORATORIES
International (GLI) has
promoted Brad Cooper
to Technical Manager in
the company’s Adelaide
laboratory. Mr. Cooper
began his career with GLI as a Test
Engineer. He was quickly promoted to a
Senior Test Engineer and now has been
promoted again to Technical Manager.
GLI Australia General Manager, Damien
Stone, said: “We are very pleased to
promote Brad to Technical Manager. In his
five years with GLI, Brad has worked with
many of GLI’s Australian clients, always
bringing a wealth of experience and
knowledge that has benefitted both the
company and our customers. We are
confident that as his role expands, our
clients will continue to gain from his
outstanding abilities and intelligence.”

News
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Wynn’s Philadelphia spread
Steve Wynn has entered the
race to develop a location in the
US state of Philadelphia

BALLY TECHNOLOGIES HAS NOW
completed system solution installs at three
Peermont Global casinos in Botswana.
The three systems implementations at
Peermont’s The Grand Palm, Sedibeng,
and Syringa casinos in Botswana follow
Bally’s previously announced enterprisewide systems contract partnership with the
Peermont Group to replace competitors’
systems at 10 casinos in Botswana and
South Africa.

Steve Wynn has joined a host of gaming
companies wanting to develop the second
casino licence in Philadelphia with Wynn
Resorts presenting plans for a luxury
casino hotel on the banks of the
Delaware River in Fishtown.
The casino would be called Wynn
Philadelphia and have a 300-room hotel,
150,000 sq. ft. of gaming floor with 2,500
slots and 100 table games.
The plans are for a luxury all-suite hotel,
retail esplanade, restaurants and
entertainment, with the view of growing
the development as the market
progresses. The aim is to ‘create a
stunning river walk.’
Mr. Wynn, Chairman and CEO of Wynn
Resorts, said: “We are excited about
Philadelphia and the opportunity afforded
by our piece of property on the banks of
the Delaware River. The real estate offers
a palette that allows us to grow our
destination resort in a fashion consistent
with our brand and our company’s
history. Our resort seeks to offer the
nicest hotel in Philadelphia and on the
East Coast, for that matter. The resort will
be a place to eat and visit, and a place to
impress visitors from out of town, all
made possible by the existence of the
casino. Our assignment is to build a
facility that brings people from outside
the city into the city. We hope to create a
resort of a calibre not currently in
existence on the eastern seaboard.”
Ironically, the second casino license has
only become available because Wynn
pulled out of a joint licence two years ago
for the Foxwoods development on
Columbus Boulevard in South
Philadelphia. Having agreed a partnership
with a group of local investors who had
secured the licence, Wynn dropped out
after plans stalled prompting the state
Gaming Control Board to revoke.
Mr. Wynn described the deal back then
as ‘screwed up’ and said the company
was ‘unable to function.’
Competition for the licence looks set to
be fierce. Baltimore-based Cordish
Companies has said that it is partnering
with the owner of the Parx casino for a
casino on Packer Avenue. Developer Bart
Blatstein meanwhile has proposed a
casino where the Daily News and
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“We are excited
about Philadelphia
and the opportunity
afforded by our
piece of property.”
STEVE WYNN.

Inquirer used to be based at Broad and
Callowhill streets. At least two other bids
are expected with Goldenberg Group of
Blue Bell and Parkway Corporation, both
expected to present their plans in the next
few weeks.

Casino Technology’s BEGE
blasts off to Planeta Payner

Peermont’s Billy Gray, Group Gaming Slots
Executive, said: “We’re excited with the
journey we are about to embark on with
Bally systems solutions and the many new
benefits they will provide our operations.
The new functionality will not only provide
significant operating efficiencies, but will
give us better and more ways to reward,
retain, and communicate with our
customers. It is refreshing to see a better
customer-service experience in our
operations, and we’re very excited to
continue to leverage this platform to gain
differentiated advantages from our
competitors. The installation process in
Botswana went well, and Bally and
Peermont are working smartly together to
ensure a seamless roll-out in the South
African casinos in the months to follow.”
The Botswana systems installations are
Bally’s first in the southern African region
and provide the sophisticated casino
operator with Bally’s first-ever powerful
combination of cashless and cage
functionality in the region.

ROYAL CARIBBEAN IS ONE OF THE
Casino Technology presented
its newest line of themed
games ‘Planeta Payner Slots’
at the fifth edition of the BEGE
Expo in Sofia. The first two
games in the series, ‘Bad Girl’
and ‘Vampire Romance,’ based
on video clips of the Bulgarian
pop singers ‘Andrea and
Galena,’ were the centre of
visitor attention at BEGE Expo.
They feature visuals and
sound recreating the themes
and music of the videos.
Andrea and Galena
materialised on Casino
Technology stand during the
exhibition, personally
demonstrating their games to
the public and entertaining
with live performances. On
stage, Emilia, who is the main
character in the next game in
the series, joined the troupe.

The range will be expanded
with more titles incorporated
in the themed multi-game ‘Sin
and Temptations.’
The singers shared with the
media the first Bulgarian
prototypes of the licensed
video slots. Andrea and Galena
agreed that both games are
very exciting and attractive.
The stars added that the
games were able to recreate
faithful the atmosphere and
the vision of their music
videos and enjoyed the
process of being immortalised
as gaming icons.
Promotion of Planeta Payer
Slots was widely covered by
the media channels in Bulgaria
and featured across all the
leading TV stations and
newspapers.

largest cruise ship companies in the world,
and it has been a SPIELO International
Casino Systems customer since 1999. The
Mariner of the Seas on-board casino is
already equipped with Galaxis Star Slots
accounting systems and Star Marketing
player management systems. Royal
Caribbean currently has 14 ships equipped
with the Galaxis range of casino systems
solutions.
Virginie Bellaton, Regional Sales Manager
for cruise lines and other European
territories, said that Royal Caribbean was
so pleased with qpon cash that it was
planning to deploy the ticketing solution on
board seven more ships in its fleet,
bringing the total to eight ships with qpon
cash ticketing by 2013. qpon cash offers a
multitude of player benefits, such as ease
of use, cleanliness, and easy movement
from one slot machine to the next. For
operators, qpon cash also supports
promotional ticketing, and can be used as
a helpful marketing tool, while Star Slots
provides flexible coverage of different
international slot accounting operations
processes.

Educate
SOCIAL MEDIA & GAMING

SOCIAL MEDIA
FOR CASINOS

Social Media for Casinos –
Social Media Course for casino
marketing and business
managers to be announced at
ICE Totally Gaming 2013
In the last few editions of G3 magazine
you have seen various articles detailing
how casinos can use social media to
engage with their players, listen to their
customers, announce campaigns, events
or promotions and even how casinos can
create new revenue streams by using
social media. As with many new business
and marketing developments, the casino
market in the US is ahead of Europe.

YOU WILL LEARN
ALL THE INS AND
OUTS OF SOCIAL
MEDIA FOR
CASINOS AND
HOW TO USE IT AS
A PROFITABLE
NEW CHANNEL OF
ENGAGEMENT
WITH YOUR
CASINO
CUSTOMERS.
Most casinos in the US have an active
presence on Facebook and Twitter and
engage daily, even hourly, with their
thousands of followers on Social Media
networks.

But don’t worry, 2013 will be the year
that European casinos can catch up on
this. G3 have teamed up with Love Social
Media, a London based social media
training company, and are going to run a
series of Social Media workshops in 2013
for business and marketing managers of
casinos. In this workshop you will learn
all the ins and outs of social media for
casinos and how to use it as a profitable
new channel of engagement with your
casino customers.

MARC CAMPMAN,
Social Media
Playmaker.
Marc Campman is
an expert in social
media for business.
He lectures and
presents about
today’s best social
media marketing
plays and shares
his experience with
businesses, helping
them to start
conversations,
create
communities,
advance ideas and
seed discussions.
You can read his
blog on
WWW.MARCCAMP
MAN.COM
WWW.LOVESOCIAL
MEDIA.COM

This Social Media for Casinos Course will
give you the necessary kick-start to use
social media effectively for your casino.
The course consists of five intensive
modules. Each module covers a topical
aspect of social media and you will get
related assignments to help you develop
your casino’s social media presence. The
five topics are:
Strategy creation and online listening,
Harmonising your facebook, twitter,
Youtube etc, Information sharing and
Content creation, Networking to grow
your communities and Evaluation of your
successes. Together, these topics form the
word SHINE. After attending this
workshop your casino will shine online,
pro-actively developing your online
reputation.
After this Social Media for Casinos course
you will be able to:
• Relate all aspects of social media and
social media marketing to your casino
business
• Listen online to your casino clients,
about their positive and negative
experiences with your casino
• Put together a plan for integrated
presence with your casino on Twitter,
Facebook, Pintrest, Youtube and any
other relevant (local) social media
network
• Take the best from leading casino social
media marketing campaigns across the
world
• Publish your own casino blog to
develop your social media presence,
• Put mechanisms in place to share your
content on relevant social media
networks,

• Integrate your social media networks
with your casino’s existing web site,
• Develop and launch your first social
media campaign to grow your following
on facebook and twitter,
• Launch online game competitions,
leverage game suppliers online gaming
offering, launch casino events through
your social networks and introduce
social media enabled loyalty
programmes,
• Develop and launch your casino’s first
viral video to drive online engagement,
• Put tools in place to measure results of
your social media efforts.
The workshop will be fully tailored to
your casino and your gaming world. Your
instructor, Marc Campman, is a gaming
veteran and has worked many years in
the Casino marketing business across
Europe.
Over the last few years he has developed
himself as a social media marketing
specialist and is very keen to share his
experience with you and your casino. The
workshop is not limited to the traditional
classroom format. Marc will be happy to
deliver the workshop to your entire casino
management team at your casino.
SOCIAL MEDIA FOR CASINOS INTRODUCTION WORKSHOP AT ICE 2013
To give you a taster of the Social Media
For Casinos course, we will deliver a twohour introduction workshop during ICE
2013 from 5-7 February at the London
ExCel Centre. The workshop will be
announced on their website
(www.icetotallygaming.com) in the next
couple of weeks. For more information
you can send an email to
marc.campman@lovesocialmedia.com.
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Security, simplicity, service
Italy’s go-to change machine
supplier looks to international
markets for further expansion

The Preferred Supplier Agreement focuses
on the long-term supply of FutureLogic’s
range of ticket printers. Suzo-Happ is the
global gaming industry’s largest supplier of
components and spare parts and has
been supporting Elektroncek for many
years. Tomaž Žvipelj, CEO of Elektroncek,
explains the decision to partner with SuzoHapp: “For us this is the next logical step,”
commented Mr. Žvipelj. “Suzo-Happ has
always been a reliable partner for us
throughout the years. We know and trust
that we can source our key components
from Suzo-Happ and their service has
proven to be second to none throughout
this time. The agreement begins with
FutureLogic printers yet we see the
potential to add further key components to
this agreement.”

The mid-summer Comma 6a law change
in Italy to allow the additional operation
of machines in bars has benefited change
machine supplier VNE in its domestic
market. The need for additional change
machines across bar locations in Italy, a
market already dominated by VNE, has
added multiples of machines into existing
locations with customers simply adding to
their ongoing relationship with the market
leader.
Expanding out from its foundational base
in Italy, VNE has increased its
international reach into neighbouring
markets and farther flung locations. The
company currently boasts distributors in
the following countries: UK, Bulgaria,
Denmark, Holland, Germany, Finland, the
Caribbean and the US. Each market is
served with its own bespoke range of
products adapted to the needs of the
market with life-long support for each
VNE product. In the US market the
company has recently launched its Ticket
Tender, a small-footprint change machine
that accepts notes only, while in the UK
VNE has unveiled a change machine
called 2 Pennies, which holds an
astonishing 18,000 two pence pieces and
is housed in a cabinet that features a
large monitor and loudspeakers to play
music and videos as an added attraction
on site.
"We are just beginning our development
of the US market," confirmed VNE's
Valentina Santarelli at the ENADA Rome
show. "We are currently partnering with a
distributor in the Illinois market and will
be looking to build from there. We are
allowing ourselves six-seven months to
complete a local project and should have
feedback by March-April 2013. Right now
we are looking to build the brand and
awareness with operators and cement our
relationship with our distributor to ensure
that we provide the same level of service
and support expected by our European
customers.”
Regardless of the distances between VNE
and its customer base, remote technology
enables the company real-time online
access to each machine. The VNE service
centre maintains a direct dialogue with
every machine and can resolve any
problem swiftly and resolutely. The
security of each VNE product is of utmost
importance to the company, which is why
the standard of components in each
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alongside a very busy
show, the Suzo-Happ
European management
verbally agreed a deal
with the largest
Slovenian manufacturer
of electronic roulettes, Elektroncek. This
agreement has now been signed.

Harald Wagemaker, Sales Director of SuzoHapp EMEA, enthused: “This agreement
with Elektroncek demonstrates yet again
that our customers see us as a partner
and not just a supplier. We place great
emphasis on providing the industry with
the right solutions and invest each and
every year in developing innovative
products and solutions. We partner with
the best in the industry – such as
FutureLogic for printers. We are very proud
to have sealed this agreement with
Elektroncek for the supply of FutureLogic
printers.”

Valentina Santarelli
and Lorenzo
Verona of VNE at
the ENADA Rome
exhibition.
"We are more
expensive, but we
use the most
secure/expensive
components to
ensure the quality
levels of our
products. We also
offer full after-sales
support, with
dedicated staff to
assist with any
issues our
customers may
face. Being an
Italian company we
consider our
change machines
to be the Ferraris of
the gaming world."
VALENTINA
SANTARELLI, VNE.

machine is so high. "We are more
expensive," admits Ms. Santarelli. "But
we use the most secure/expensive
components to ensure the quality levels
of our products. We also offer full aftersales support, with dedicated staff to
assist with any issues our customers may
face. Being an Italian company we
consider our change machines to be the
Ferraris of the gaming world."
Opening a VNE change machine and
delving inside reveals an orderly array of
tidy components secured with multiple
locking mechanisms and skinned in
several sheets of metal strengthen from
top to bottom. The latest product for the
Danish street market is Viking, an
imposing machine featuring the
impressive Crane Bill (to) Bill note
recycler, but is also available with three
different validation options. Viking
features multiple locks and can even be
programmed with delayed opening for
added security. "We are not simply selling
a change machine," concluded Ms.
Santarelli. "We are selling a complete
service to our customers in the gaming
market."

WMS GAMING HAS
announced the
promotion of Mariano
Mariño to the position of
Senior Director Sales, for
Latin America.
Since joining the
company in 2000 as International Sales
Manager and working out of the European
office in Barcelona, he has played a key
role in the growth of WMS international
working in Europe and South America. In
2007, Mr. Mariño relocated to his native
country of Argentina where he has headed
up sales for South America. In his new role,
he will lead the sales team in Latin
American and Mexico to unite under one
umbrella the three different teams covering
the region. Mr. Mariño will report to Jon
Lancaster, Executive Director International
Sales, who commented: “It gives me great
pleasure to announce that Mariano will
oversee all sales activity for South and
Central America and Mexico. His
knowledge of the markets, language skills
and relationships with the customers will
help further strengthen WMS’ already
strong and growing position in the region.”
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New German casino licence
ARISTOCRAT STAGED ITS THIRD
European Slot Academy at Monaco’s
Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel with Global Games
Strategist, John Willis, sharing three
decades of gaming and operational
experience with some of Europe’s leading
operators. Thirty delegates travelled from
across Europe and beyond, with a crosssection of CEOs, finance directors, slot
managers and games specifiers
representing casinos, gaming halls, lottery
networks and distributors.
EMEA Product Manager Damien Greig
said: “In terms of market reach and
diversity, this was the most cosmopolitan
spread of customers to have gathered at
this annual workshop, which resulted in a
much broader number of issues and
different approaches being aired by the
group. John Willis’s guidance was of a very
high standard and the input from
attendees showed how valuable lessons
can be learned from operators sharing
experiences and cultural differences within
different jurisdictions and segments.”
Feedback was very encouraging with
delegate Nico Vollenhoven, System
Implementation Manager at Malta’s
Dragonara Casino, saying, “The
knowledge and information shared was
immensely valuable and will most
definitely be a huge help in my operation.”
Eric Guazzonne, Slots Director at MonteCarlo SBM, commented: “It was a pleasure
to host this event. Guests were made to
feel welcome and comfortable both in and
out of the classroom, which led to an
amicable, open and progressive level of
discussions, even amongst competitors!”

G3 MAGAZINE HAS BECOME AN
official media partner of the London
exhibition ICE Totally Gaming. Having
launched the G3Newswire.com, iPad and
Android digital issues of the magazine in
2012, G3 feels it is perfectly positioned to
support each of the sectors that ICE will be
hosting in London in February. John
Slattery, G3 Commercial Director, said: “We
are pleased to be an official
media/association partner of the ICE Totally
Gaming show, which is taking place at the
ExCeL centre, London, February 5-7 2013.
ICE Totally Gaming is the world's largest
and most comprehensive gaming trade
show and attracts visitors from across the
gaming industry. It is a unique hub for the
international gaming community to
converge for three days and we look
forward to welcoming visitors to our stand.”

New casino licence and online
gaming for German state, but
street gaming pays the price
The state politicians of North RhineWestphalia, Germany, have enacted the
Interstate Gambling Treaty, allowing for a
new, fifth casino in the state. Four
locations have already applied, including
Münster. The state Minister for the
Interior, Mr. Jäger, confirmed the process
is underway. Mr. Jäger is to make his
suggestions to the state cabinet in
January, though according to media
reports, the labour and green parties have
agreed on Cologne as the location, which
has been the centre of discussions for a
casino for almost 30 years. In such a case,
the other cities (Düsseldorf and Neuss)
would have no chance of winning the
concession.
The other casinos in Aachen, Bad
Oeynhausen, Dortmund and Duisburg
will remain in business. Casino Aachen,
which is suffering from poor results at
present, may in future pay lower taxes.

The launch of a fifth
licence has already
been approved by
the ruling coalition
between the Social
Democrats and the
Greens. The state
already boasts
casinos in Aachen,
Bad Oeynhausen,
Duisburg and
Hohensyburg, all
operated by
Westspiel.

The positives for casino operations is
balanced against a negative outlook for
North Rhine-Westphalia’s street operators.
Stricter rules will apply in future for
arcades, which includes a minimum
distance of 250 metres between arcades.
This rule means that multi-concessions in
one building (which has been the norm
across Germany) will be forbidden as well
as locations near to schools or other

public institutions. It will also be
forbidden to place cash machines in
arcades. The effects of the changes will
have a devastating effect on the street
market in the state, with the loss of
locations and jobs.
The state has, however, sought to increase
gaming opportunities in new fields, with
lotto numbers now to be played online in
North Rhine-Westphalia from December
onwards. Enacting the Interstate
Gambling Treaty means that the state
politicians of North Rhine-Westphalia
have opened the way for online bets. The
ministers focused on relaxing the present
Internet ban from 2009 and are also
forging a new path with sports betting –
but carefully. Twenty private providers are
to be licensed for nation-wide
concessions. Mr. Jäger concluded: “We
wish to control the need for gambling in
an orderly way and create a legal
alternative against illegal gambling.”

Casino Technology is MEI
Greentube convert
Approved Service Center
Casino Technology has been
appointed as an Approved
Service Center for MEI in
Bulgaria. The company has
been using MEI CASHFLOW
SC since 2008 in its gaming
machine configurations in its
SENSA and TANGRA TOUCH.
Casino Technology has
experience in operation,
servicing and support of a
large array of peripheral
devices and has proven itself
as a reliable and successful
partner. As an approved
service center it is authorised
to service and support MEI
devices in all products and
systems operated in the

country. Casino Technology
rely on its team of trained and
experienced service specialists,
able to respond to any
customers request and perform
extra services for the operator.
“MEI values its relationship
with Casino Technology and
we are confident our products
will have the best service
provided in Bulgaria through
our collaboration.” said Alan
Humble, MEI’s OEM and
casino sales manager – EMEA.
“At MEI, we measure ourselves
based on the success of our
customers. Casino Technology
exemplifies that and we look
forward to growth together.”

Novomatic games
Greentube Internet Entertainment Solutions
has just launched its latest collection of
Novomatic slots as online and mobile
games including Diamond 7, Flame
Dancer and Knights Quest along with an
addition to its video poker portfolio with
Marilyn Poker II.
Chief Executive Officer Thomas Graf said: “I
am very pleased to follow these positive
developments Greentube is currently
undergoing in terms of creating new
products, technology and building bridges
to potential B2B customers. We look
forward to reaching new targets next
year.”
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Gran Casino Murcia livens up
Grupo Orenes launches online
Live Dealer Roulette with the
help of Evolution Gaming
Spanish casino group Grupo Orenes has
teamed up with Evolution Gaming to
launch a Live Roulette studio within the
group’s land-based casino Rincón de Pepe
in Murcia.

THE DEADLINE HAS NOW PASSED BUT

This arrangement also allows any licensed
Spanish online gambling operator to
stream Live Roulette games to its players
from the live studio. The project has
already seen Evolution create a Live
Roulette area and broadcast-studio
installation on the floor of the group’s
Gran Casino Murcia Rincón de Pepe.
Set-up and configuration of the in-venue
live studio in Murcia is now complete and
the solution is now live. An Evolution
team of online Live Casino specialists was
on-site prior to launch to oversee the
entire development, additionally taking
responsibility for recruiting and training a
team of local dealers for the online
offering.
The in-venue studio is now streaming
Live Roulette games over the internet so
that customers in Spain can play on their
PCs and iPads, interacting in real time
with the live dealer and fellow players at
the table. The system is all fully
compliant with national online legislation
outlined by the DGOJ (Dirección General
de Ordenación del Juego) and by the local
land-based regulator.
As part of the deployment Grupo Orenes
chose Evolution bluescreen technology
backdrops to replicate the look-and-feel of
a land-based Spanish casino. The
computer-based imaging technique allows
additional online Spanish licensees to
display their own choice of bluescreen
imagery, whilst using the same live
stream from Murcia, enabling them to
individualise the look and feel to reflect
and strengthen their own brands online.
Javier Lopez Cerron, CEO of Grupo
Orenes, said: “We chose Evolution
because of their unrivalled experience in
running live studio operations. They have
taken care of everything from
construction to cabling to camera
positions. They are the acknowledged
leaders in streaming the best live gaming
experience from a studio set-up, and
making it as close as online players can
get to a visit to a real casino. That’s
exactly what we wanted to achieve, as
our service will be a natural extension of
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land-based casino operations.”

“We chose
Evolution because
of their unrivalled
experience in live
studio operations.”
JAVIER LOPEZ
CERRON, CEO of
Grupo Orenes.

Evolution Chief Commercial Officer and
co-founder, Fredrik Osterberg, added: “We
are delighted to be working with Grupo
Orenes, a leader in the private gaming
and leisure industry in Spain. With the
group managing numerous casinos, bingo
halls, game rooms, hotels, restaurants and
cafés in Spain and Latin America, there is
huge scope for them to add incremental
revenue with a world-class online Live
Roulette solution localised specifically for
the regulated online gambling market in
Spain.”

Southend’s Maxims gets
Genting total make-over

The Genting Club on Western
Esplanade, Southend, UK, has
reopened its doors with its
new name and new-look
restaurant, bar and gaming
floor. Scaffolding covered the
casino, previously known as
Maxims, all summer as the
renovations have been
completed with a new circular
Fahrenheit Bar serving
cocktails and new restaurant,
Fahrenheit Grill. There is also
a new dedicated poker room
alongside redecorated gaming

facilities, a new dance floor
and a stage to host regular
entertainment.
The Genting Club’s General
Manager, Simon Woodford,
commented: “We are really
excited about the rennovation,
where our customers can
enjoy an electric atmosphere.
The club offers our customers
an atmosphere unrivalled in
the area, whether they want
to eat, drink, play or
socialise.”

only two applicants have lodged their
official interest in the launch of a ‘small’
casino licence in Wolverhampton, in the
British Midlands. Wolverhampton City
Council revealed it had received an
application looking to open a small casino
at the former Dorchester night club site in
Southside and a proposal to transform
Wolverhampton Racecourse into a racino,
creating the country’s first such project.
The applications for public consultation
concluded on November 27 at which point
Stage Two of the process began, with both
applicants highlighting the benefits their
projects would bring to the city.
The ‘small’ casino licence will see one
operator allowed to open a venue with 80
slot machines with the standard £4,000
jackpot. Wolverhampton was one of eight
local authorities granted a Casino
Premises Licence for a small casino by
Parliament in 2008.
Nick Edwards, Wolverhampton City
Council’s Assistant Director for
Regeneration, said: “I am pleased we are
entering Stage Two of this process with two
strong applications received. As well as
enhancing the night time offer we have
here in Wolverhampton, a new
development such as this will provide
extra regeneration benefits to our city –
such as the creation of new jobs. We now
look forward to receiving both applications
and we are on track to award the licence
in 2013, as planned.”
Whilst no developer or operator has been
named for the Dorchester proposal, Arena
Leisure, owners of the existing Racecourse
are obviously the force behind the racino
push. Back in 2009 it was named by the
council as the preferred option from a list
of five companies keen to develop the
project.
Arena Leisure was granted a three year
extension last year to develop its £23m
project following delays to the casino
licence be awarded. The council has
blamed the delay in launching the licence
on its proactive attempt to launch a bid
that would not receive any court action.
Leader of the council, Roger Lawrence,
said: “It has taken a long time to get to this
stage because the guidance was slow in
coming to us. We had to make sure we
avoided any legal challenges.”

News
INTERNATIONAL UPDATE

Dutch to sell Holland Casino
MGM RESORTS IS TEAMING UP WITH
cruise operator Royal Caribbean to deliver
benefits to members of both companies’
loyalty programmes; Crown and Anchor
Society and M life. The new relationship
allows both companies to strengthen
customer loyalty by providing more access
and rewards at MGM Resorts' worldrenowned destinations in Las Vegas,
Detroit and Mississippi and on Royal
Caribbean's fleet of the world's most
innovative cruise ships that sail to exciting
destinations worldwide.
Bill Hornbuckle, Chief Marketing Officer for
MGM Resorts International, said: “Royal
Caribbean International is the cruise
industry's premier organisation, renowned
for its superior service and amenities.
Partnering with their team was a natural fit
for us as we strive to introduce our M life
members to exceptional lifestyle
experiences not only when they are
visiting our destinations, but any time they
are thinking about travel.”
Lisa Bauer, executive vice president of
Global Sales and Marketing for Royal
Caribbean International, added: “Whether
on land or at sea, Crown & Anchor Society
and M life members will enjoy
unprecedented recognition for their
dedication to our brands. We are
delighted to be an M life preferred partner
and welcome M life members aboard to
experience our world-renowned Gold
Anchor Service, innovative cruise ships,
unexpected amenities, and unforgettable
itineraries to exciting destinations.”
Beginning in January 2013, members of
both programmes will receive exciting
offers and benefits. All M life members will
receive offers with a range of benefits
when sailing with Royal Caribbean, the
cruise line known for introducing at-sea
'firsts,' such as onboard zip lines, iceskating rinks, high-dive AquaTheatres,
FlowRider surf simulators, rock-climbing
walls, and parks, each with more than
12,000 live trees and plants. As members
advance to the next M life Tier Level, their
cruise offers and benefits will grow.
International and domestic cruises will be
awarded during special MGM Resorts'
promotions and slot tournaments.
Crown & Anchor Society members will
receive M life offers and benefits, which
include pre-sale access to tickets for A-list
concerts and championship boxing
matches, priority reservations, priority hotel
check-in, room upgrades, VIP services
and more, based on Tier Level.

Radical shake-up in The
Netherlands put a for sale sign
over the Holland Casino door
The wind of change is blowing over The
Netherlands with the new coalition
government announcing that Holland
Casino will be privatised, the operator
will lose its monopoly status and that
online gambling will be regulated and
taxed.
Attorney Justin Franssen, partner at law
firm VMW Taxand, revealed that already
several international companies from the
US and the UK are said to be interested in
taking over the reins of the Dutch casino
group along with one domestic company,
all of which have opted for anonymity.
Analysts do not predict an easy sale with
Mr. Franssen believing the business will
yield far less than just a few years ago.
He points to higher taxation, the smoking
bans and the downturn in the economy
as reasons for Holland Casino’s
profitability falling from €90m in 2009 to
just €3.8m in 2011. Kees Slump, partner
at Ernst & Young, also doubts it will be an
easy sale. “It is more complex now than

Unibet, Bwin and
Ladbrokes are
believed to be in
the process of
closing down their
Dutch language
sites in the hope of
becoming legal
once the sector is
formulised.

February opening for new
Grosvenor G in Reading
The £6.4m G Casino in
Reading is gearing up for a
February 13 opening next year
with a show bar and a
restaurant with tastes of the
Mediterranean among its key
features. Customers will also
be entertained by live
performances in Lady G’s
Show Bar seven days a week.
The 96-seat Gallery restaurant
will offer a Mediterraneaninfluenced menu and there
will be a bar and a games and
sports lounge offering a more
casual place to eat and watch
sport showing on three large
plasma screens.
There will also be
conferencing facilities and
learn-to-play sessions for
novices. A 100-seat Poker
Room will be used for private
functions, regular cash games,
private poker tuition and
national poker events. The
30,000 sq. ft. casino will have

17 gaming tables, 10 poker
tables and 30 electronic
gaming terminals, creating 120
jobs. Six people recently
graduated from a six-week
dealer academy course to
bolster a 72-strong team at the
existing Grosvenor Casino, in
Queen’s Road.
Chris Green, general manager
of Grosvenor G Casino
Reading, said: “We’re
confident that our further
investment in Reading with
the opening of our new
Grosvenor G Casino will be a
valuable addition to an area
already well known for its
great leisure and
entertainment offering. Our
new-style G Casinos are a
tried and tested format, which
is designed to offer local
people not just a great casino,
but a new entertainment
venue with wider appeal than
simply traditional gaming.”

at any given time,” he said. “You have a
state enterprise where many stakeholders
are involved and if you look at the
figures, you see a strong downturn in
business with declining sales and profits.”
Prime Minister Mark Rutte and PvdA
Chairman Diederik Samsom, forming the
new coalition, said that gambling services
were not a core consideration for the
government.
Holland Casino CEO, Dick Flink, has
welcomed the prospect of privatisation
but said it could be a while before any
deal is concluded. He stressed that with
14 locations and 4,000 employees, the
continuity of the business was the most
important aspect, but that the notion of
privatisation was no surprise having been
brought up by several Secretaries of State
since the first branch of Holland Casino
opened in 1976 in Zandvoort. Mr. Flink
says that the new owner would not
necessarily have to be another gaming
company and has suggested a pension
fund could be a good fit as a shareholder.
Once the gaming sector opens up, Mr.
Flink believes the market would only
attract a small number of competitors
with ‘two maybe three’ providers entering
the business and looking to compete with
Holland Casino. In terms of timescale it
has been suggested that any sale would
take two years.
Shedding Holland Casino from its
responsibilities and losing the monopoly
will also allow the government to open its
online sector, the taxation of which is
pitched at €35 to €30m a year.
Mr. Franssen, said: “Some people say
there are about one million Dutch people
who now play online. It is good to bring
all this under Dutch control. Consumers
will soon be protected under the Dutch
system so it [the move] seems only to be
welcomed.”
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SOCIAL GAMING
casino games, knock-out competitions
and progressive jackpot tournaments.
This provides users with all the tools and
applications they need in order to play,
share, communicate and have fun, whilst
drastically increasing user loyalty through
constant activity. The main advantages
are in reaching a wider, younger
audience, creating revenues from user ingame spending and activating word of
mouth and viral effect advertisement
mechanisms.”

TICKING VIRTUAL BOXES

Lazyland from Greece’s Intralot is checking all the right virtual
boxes in the burgeoning social gaming marketplace
With convergence between social and
virtual economies exploding across all
aspects of i-Gaming, INTRALOT
Interactive was delighted to showcase its
latest social offering; The Lazyland Social
Gaming Suite at the 11th European
iGaming Congress & Expo (EiG) 2012,
held from October Barcelona 16 to 18.
In Lazyland, Intralot has a product that it
feels ticks every social box.
For a social game to be successful the
environment needs to be easy-to-use with
a guaranteed small learning curve. It
needs a clean-cut, gamey interface with
minimal loading times. It should also be
widely customisable, according to a
client’s needs with real-time
communication between users and
between user-applications. Players should
be able to personalise the experience with
user profiles, personal info, photo and
video uploading, news feeds and wall
posts and there should be incentives for
daily participation: a levelling-up system,
trophy/achievement support for all
games, game invitations, challenges,
virtual gifts, leader boards and user of the
week announcements.
Vicky Velitsou, Commercial Manager at
Intralot Interactive, said: “Social Gaming
is affecting every gaming horizon with
lotteries being no exception. Acting as a
bridge between the social and real money
wagering worlds, Lazyland builds an
online community allowing operators to
reach new audiences with quality
content, increase customer loyalty and

raise casual gamers’ awareness and
familiarity with their real-money
products.”
Lazyland’s integration in any type of
website is easy, fast and cost effective. It
can operate as a totally independent
platform whether that be a microsite, a
Facebook app or a mobile app. and
provides ad-hoc social features, therefore
it doesn’t require pre-existing social
features and bypasses the need for a

FOR A SOCIAL
GAME TO BE
SUCCESSFUL THE
ENVIRONMENT
NEEDS TO BE
EASY-TO-USE
WITH A SMALL
LEARNING
CURVE.

critical mass of users, enabling all online
publishers to offer social games to their
visitors.
Zoe Mavrofora, Marketing Manager for
Lazyland, explained: “What we’re
offering is a gaming-focused, social
network that can be easily integrated into
any type of website. We’ve created a great
variety of both in-house developed and
third party games including multiplayer
games, single player games, social games,

“Social gaming is a
relatively new
concept, yet it has
gained significant
popularity amongst
younger
demographics.
Intralot can now
provide a social
gaming suite
designed to give
players the most
social and fun
gaming experience
and offer them new
ways to connect
with other people.
On the other hand,
operators around
the world can take
full advantage of
the potential of
online and social,
so as to increase
the loyalty of their
players offering
them an integrated
Universal Gaming
Experience.”
GEORGE
ZENZEFILIS, General
Director of Intralot
Interactive.

Cross platform support is also key. “A
social game must support the same userbase across all of its different
applications,” Ms. Mavrofora explained.
“So regardless of whether a player is
logged in via a website, a mobile app or a
gaming console, Lazyland players can
communicate with each other and join
the same game of cards, irrelevant of how
they are playing. This increases the
audience that can be reached and
provides players with the flexibility to
connect any time meaning a greater level
of interaction and commitment.”
Lazyland also has that most important of
virtual gimmicks; a virtual currency
system for players to collect in the guise
of ‘Lazy Coins.’ There’s a wide range of
monetisation options, capitalising on the
users’ interest for acquisition of in-game
goods and access to premium services.
Intralot Italia was the first subsidiary to
launch the new suite under the new
brand Giochi di Intralot.
George Zenzefilis, General Director of
Intralot Interactive, added: “Social gaming
is a relatively new concept, yet it has
gained significant popularity amongst
younger demographics. Intralot can now
provide a social gaming suite designed to
give players the most social and fun
gaming experience and offer them new
ways to connect with other people. On
the other hand, operators around the
world can take full advantage of the
potential of online and social, so as to
increase the loyalty of their players
offering them an integrated Universal
Gaming Experience. We were really
pleased with the interest our new
Lazyland suite attracted during its launch
at EiG 2012 in Barcelona, and after its
successful implementation in Italy we are
looking forward to introducing it to other
local markets as well.”
The global social gaming industry market
size is estimated to exceed US$8bn. in
2012 and is forecasted to reach $14.5bn
by the end of 2015. The number of the
social network gamers worldwide is 750m
and is expected to continue rising,
reaching 1.5bn in 2015.
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VIETNAM

North American operator Pinnacle
Entertainment has said that its US$114m
investment in Vietnam’s US$4.2bn Ho
Tram Strip complex is under threat after
it was revealed that the development
company behind it; Asian Coast
Development, has defaulted on deadlines
for completion of the first phase.
Pinnacle said in a SEC filing that funding
for the project, which would lie close to
a development being built by MGM
Resorts, has been suspended by the
Vietnamese banks backing its $175m in
credit agreements until a new deal with
the government is finalised.
A spokesperson for Pinnacle said: “It is
not clear what would happen if the first
phase is not completed, including what
actions the Vietnam government might
take in such event. If the first phase is
not completed, this would have a
negative impact on our investment and
we could lose our entire investment.”
Pinnacle bought 26 per cent of Asian
Coast Development in August 2011 for
$95m. The deal included a management
agreement through to 2058 (with the
potential for a 20-year extension) for the
second integrated resort of the multiphase Ho Tram Strip, located 80 miles
southeast of Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam's
largest city.
Asian Coast Development, based in
British Columbia, Canada, has so far
remained tight-lipped on the claims of
default although reports out of Vietnam
state that work on the construction of the
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THE HO TRAM STOP

Pinnacle Entertainment reveals that its Ho Tram
Strip investment in Vietnam is in jeopardy as
financial backers in Vietnam get cold feet

FUNDING FOR
THE PROJECT,
HAS BEEN
SUSPENDED BY
THE VIETNAMESE
BANKS BACKING
ITS US$175M IN
CREDIT
AGREEMENTS.

second tower of the MGM Grand Ho Tram
Beach began at the end of October.
Indeed that part of the project doesn’t
appear to be under threat.
ACDL chief executive officer Lloyd
Nathan said only two weeks ago: “We are
delighted to announce the formal start of
construction on a new second tower for
the MGM Grand Ho Tram Beach. I am
thrilled that our vision for the Ho Tram
Strip and for the future of tourism in
Vietnam, is coming to fruition so rapidly.”
Construction for the second tower for
MGM’s project was scheduled to get
underway next year but with the speedy

“It is not clear what
would happen if
the first phase is
not completed,
including what
actions the Vietnam
government might
take in such event.
If the first phase is
not completed, this
would have a
negative impact on
our investment and
we could lose our
entire investment.”
Spokesperson for
Pinnacle
Entertainment.

construction of the first tower and leisure
amenities, the next stage of building work
was accelerated with a view to
commencing construction on Tower 2
prior to opening the first phase of the
MGM Grand Ho Tram Beach.
John Shigley, president and chief
operating officer of MGM Grand Ho Tram
Beach, added: “The first phase of the
MGM Grand Ho Tram Beach is just a few
months from opening. With our 2,000strong team of dynamic tourism
professionals preparing for our grand
opening, we are thrilled that ACDL is
commencing construction of our
neighbouring sister tower.”
Mr. Shigley said the second tower would
be constructed within about 18 months.
Ho Tram Strip, licensed in 2008, is the
most expensive tourism project in
Vietnam’s history. Plans, prior to
Pinnacle’s concerns, included five fivestar hotels and a Greg Norman-designed
championship golf course. The concern
for analysts viewing Pinnacle’s share
value is that the operator may now be
forced to inject more cash to see the
project through.
Carlo Santarelli, an analyst at Deutsche
Bank, agreed that Pinnacle could even
lose its whole investment in Vietnam.
“We expect news flow around this project
to get worse before it gets better,” he said.

Insight
CAESARS URUGUAY
commercial strategies by offering new
and diverse alternatives to our
customers. This will surely benefit our
company and our shareholders, and
above all, our country and the domestic
tourism industry.”

CAESARS ENJOYS
LATIN EXPERIENCE
Caesars Entertainment has
taken a 10 per cent stake in
Enjoy in Uruguay deal

US giant Caesars Entertainment has
taken a ten per cent share of Enjoy in a
deal that has also seen the Latin
American operator pay US$139.5m for
a 45 per cent in the Caesars-owned
Conrad Punta Del Este Resort and
Casino in Punta Del Este, Uruguay.
Caesars and Enjoy will also cooperate
on marketing and player development,
increasing each company's distribution
capacity and strengthening the value
proposition to their customers through
the ability to offer greater amenities to
customers who consolidate their play
with the two companies.
Gary Loveman, Chairman, Chief
Executive Officer and President of
Caesars Entertainment, said: “Enjoy's

strong regional expertise combined
with Caesars' global network and
operating proficiency will create a
strong value proposition for customers
of Punta Del Este and Enjoy's portfolio
of properties. The transaction delivers
excellent value to our shareholders,
including a retained interest in the
future growth of Conrad and an
ownership position in one of Latin
America's leading casino operators.
This transaction increases Caesars'
distribution in Latin America and
provides us greater exposure to this fast
growing market.”
Javier Martinez, Enjoy's Chief
Executive Officer, said: “This
acquisition will further solidify Enjoy's
position as the pre-eminent distributor
of casino entertainment in Latin
America. With Conrad, we are adding
South America's premier gaming resort
property to our portfolio. Further, the
alliance with Caesars will reinforce our

“Enjoy's strong
regional expertise
combined with
Caesars' global
network and
operating
proficiency will
create a strong
value proposition
for customers of
Punta Del Este and
Enjoy's portfolio of
properties. The
transaction delivers
excellent value to
our shareholders,
including a
retained interest in
the future growth of
Conrad and an
ownership position
in one of Latin
America's leading
casino operators.
This transaction
increases Caesars'
distribution in Latin
America and
provides us greater
exposure to this
fast growing
market.”
GARY LOVEMAN,
Chairman, Chief
Executive Officer
and President of
Caesars
Entertainment

Upon the closing of the transaction,
Enjoy will assume primary
responsibility for management of the
Conrad. Enjoy and Caesars will enter
into an agreement that will provide
Conrad, Enjoy and Caesars customers
with enhanced benefits and
entertainment opportunities throughout
South America and Caesars world-wide
portfolio of casino resorts.
Under the terms of the transaction,
Enjoy will acquire 45 per cent of
Baluma S.A., the Caesars subsidiary

UNDER THE
TERMS OF THE
TRANSACTION,
ENJOY WILL
ACQUIRE 45 PER
CENT OF BALUMA
S.A., THE CAESARS
SUBSIDIARY THAT
OWNS CONRAD
PUNTA DEL ESTE.

that owns for US$139.5m in cash and
stock. Following the transaction,
Caesars will own 10 per cent of Enjoy,
which it will receive through the
subscription of shares in a capital
raising that Enjoy will conduct prior to
closing. Enjoy will have the option to
acquire the remaining stake in Baluma
S.A, between years three and five of
the relationship. Caesars will have the
right to nominate one member to the
Enjoy Board.
Since opening in January 1997, the
Conrad has been a significant
contributor to the economic growth and
development of Uruguay by attracting
many international visitors and hosting
large-scale international conventions.
The resort draws customers primarily
from Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay,
and in 2011, generated approximately
US$157m in net revenue. The Conrad
has 542 slot machines, 75 gaming
tables and 294 rooms. The resort also
employs more than 2,000 people during
peak season, making it one of the
largest private employers in Uruguay.
In May, Caesars obtained an extension
of the company's gaming license
through 2036.
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ZURICH LAUNCH

RISING TO THE OCCASION

Switzerland’s financial capital,
aims for the highest revenues,
service and games innovation

After this SPIELO has 13 per cent, Bally
11, IGT has 10 per cent. WMS six per cent
and Aristocrat five, whilst Merkur and
Konami both have a three per cent share.

Switzerland’s latest casino is also its
biggest yet and has the aim of becoming
the country’s most profitable gaming floor
as well as its most innovative in terms of
games, with one of the highest levels of
customer service in the country.

Michael Favrod, Managing Director of
Swiss Casinos Zürich, said: “We’re very
proud of having the newest and most up
to date products, allowed by local law, on
our slot floor. With SPIELO’s Kitty Cash
and Hot&Wild Multi Level Multi Game
Progressives we’re very excited to offer
two highly attractive and entertaining
jackpots as Swiss firsts to Swiss Casinos

The three-pronged objective was clear to
see on opening night when Swiss Casinos
Zürich unveiled more than 3,000 sq. m.
of exclusive entertainment, gaming and
excitement in the style of the most
modern Las Vegas casino. Located in
Haus Ober on the corner of
Gessnerallee/Sihlstrasse, Swiss Casinos
Zürich offers a casino and entertainment
center for locals and tourists alike looking
for a sophisticated atmosphere and a
stylish night out on the town.
Boasting 3,000 sq. m. of space, the two
floors are home to 26 gaming tables and
400 gaming machines with more than 100
different games and seven jackpots. The
slot floor is as varied as it is impressive
with the 400 slots divided between 10
manufacturers. Novomatic has been given
the biggest slice, providing 103 slots
accounting for 26 per cent of the slot
floor, followed by local manufacturer
Golden Games, who has 17 per cent.
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“With SPIELO’s Kitty
Cash and Hot&Wild
Multi Level Multi
Game Progressives
we’re very excited
to offer two highly
attractive and
entertaining
jackpots as Swiss
firsts to Swiss
Casinos Zürich’s
customers. As soon
as the Swiss
Jackpot WAP will hit
next time, Swiss
Casinos Zürich will
be the youngest
member of the
Swiss Jackpot
family, the
nationwide
Jackpot.”
MICHAEL FAVROD,
Managing Director
of Swiss Casinos
Zürich.

ZÜRICH OFFERS
CASINO
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR LOCALS AND
TOURISTS
LOOKING FOR A
STYLISH NIGHT
ON THE TOWN.

Zürich’s customers. As soon as the Swiss
Jackpot WAP will hit next time, Swiss
Casinos Zürich will be the youngest
member of the Swiss Jackpot family, the
nationwide Jackpot. As a further first,
Swiss Casinos Zürich is offering Merkur’s
Casinoline Multi-games to its players. This
is a test with a product that is not so far

known in Switzerland, but is extremely
popular in the neighbouring market of
southern Germany.”
On the live gaming side, Swiss Casinos
Zürich followed its owner’s longstanding
relationship with TCSJohnHuxley with
tailor-made live tables for American
roulette, Blackjack, Punto Banco and
poker. Mr. Favrod said: “Swiss Casinos
Zürich is equipped with approved and
reliable tools for an efficient and exciting
live game. We also opted for Chipper
Champ 2s as a failsafe, long-time partner
for our dealers, plus the reliable state-ofthe-art Saturn Roulette wheel as a random
generator. Plaques and Chips were
supplied by Gaming Partners
International, playing cards from Fournier
and all our gaming stools were made by
Sitzwerk, a local producer with a high
quality reputation. Shuffle Master’s
one2six shufflers and SET-Production’s
Roulette displays round up the package
on the live game side. Swiss Casinos
Zürich is also very proud of our selfdeveloped slot bases, which are produced
to the demands of our customers.”
Another first for the market is Club Privé,
where customers at Swiss Casinos Zürich
can play for higher stakes in a relaxed
atmosphere in a private area with both
table games and slot machines. “The Club
Privé is an exclusive and unique highlimit area. Nowhere in Switzerland will

Insight
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you find a place like this,” Mr. Favrod
explained. “Our Club Privé provides the
combination of seclusion and amenities
that discerning gaming enthusiasts are
looking for.”
The Swiss market is one of the most
competitive in Europe, with Zurich’s
nearest neighbour, Grand Casino Baden
just a few miles away. Mr. Favrod
commented: “There is room for both, of
course. The offer of different types of
entertainment will be a key factor behind
the success of both venues. Based on a
deeply different strategic positioning
between Grand Casino Baden and Swiss
Casinos Zürich, both casinos will find
their target group.”

“The Club Privé is
an exclusive and
unique high-limit
area. Nowhere in
Switzerland will you
find a place like
this. Our Club Privé
provides the
combination of
seclusion and
amenities that
discerning gaming
enthusiasts are
looking for.”
MICHAEL FAVROD,
Managing Director
of Swiss Casinos
Zürich.

Robbie Williams, Amy Winehouse, Louis
Armstrong, Joe Cocker and Bette Midler.
Las Vegas showgirls bring American flair
to the stage, and Swiss DJs Kurtis and
LeWax all heating up the dance floor with
live music sets.

It’s not all about gaming at Swiss Casinos
Zürich, however, where there’s also a
large range of entertainment options for
non-gaming guests. Designed by
internationally acclaimed casino architect
Paul Steelman, the casino has taken on
the style of an ultra-modern Las Vegas
casino and adapted it to suit Zürich.
Zürich City has added three atmospheric
bars, a lounge with a restaurant and a
stage for shows.

Due to its location in Zurich, the casino is
likely to become the top earning casino in
Switzerland, but that in itself will not be
enough. “To be the top earning casino in
Switzerland is just one of the most
important targets,” Mr. Favrod explained.
“One other is to be the casino with the
most innovative slot machines and table
games. Another is that our employees
offer our guests an excellent high
standard of service. For four years, the
circumstances in the Swiss casino market
have been challenging. There is the
economic situation of course that has
caused sorrow in Switzerland, along with
the smoking ban brought in three years
ago, which is not helpful in our business
in anyway, whilst the casinos in the
border zone are suffering from the hard
Swiss franc. The aim for Swiss Casinos
Zürich is to set new standards within
gaming for both service and
entertainment.”

The stage offers a venue for
entertainment, comedy and music. Over
November 1 to 3, visitors saw four daily
shows featuring the world’s top celebrity
impersonators of Elvis, Marilyn Monroe,

The Managing Director says the potential
for the Zurich market is high with 45
million people a year using Zurich’s
leisure facilities and 4.5m tourists visiting
the city each year. “Our cooperation with

important key players will be vital in
attracting these potential target groups.
Zurich is one of the most important
finance- and commercial centers in
Switzerland. Zurich is modern, innovative
and has attractive leisure facilities to offer
its citizens, its visitors and its tourists, but
up until now it has had no casino. We’re
very pleased to open the newest Swiss
casino in Zurich.”
Swiss Casinos Holding AG is a completely
Swiss-owned private company. It is the
only domestic company to hold stakes in
six prestigious casinos of the 21 casinos in
Switzerland. Swiss Casinos Holding AG is
the sole shareholder of Swiss Casinos
Zürich AG, Casino Zürichsee AG in
Pfäffikon SZ and CSA Casino
Schaffhausen AG. It is also the majority
shareholder of Grand Casino St. Gallen
AG (97.17 per cent). In addition, the
company has a minority holding of 31.5
per cent in Grand Casino Kursaal Bern AG
and a 50 per cent stake in Casino St.
Moritz AG. The six casinos employ 685
employees. In 2011, the casinos in Bern,
Pfäffikon, Schaffhausen, St. Gallen and St.
Moritz generated cumulative gross
gaming revenues of CHF 156.4m. Of this,
46.8 per cent, or CHF 73.2m, was paid in
employer contributions and cantonal
taxes through the casino tax. In addition,
the company paid corporate taxes of CHF
4.5m and supported local organisations
with contributions of more than CHF 1m.
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ENADA ROME 2012
include the new (still to be confirmed)
technical requirements, requested by the
forthcoming gaming regulation for the
Italian street market. “Presenting these
prototypes,” continues Mr. Ronchi, “is the
best way to confirm to our customers the
ability of our company to react to
changes. This has also been possible
thanks to the fact that the Merkur
Gaming WB4 is such a flexible cabinet.
Already ideally suited to international
markets, the WB4 is very versatile and
easily adaptable to the needs of
component integration. Merkur Gaming
has always proven to be attentive to its
customers’ needs and ENADA has been
the perfect occasion to concretely show
how our company is able to bear the next
set of legislative changes.”
Regarding the specific of the Italian
market, in the first five months of 2012
the market has witnessed the installation
of 6,600 VLTs into site locations. The
addition to the market of AWPs has
matched pace with more than 8,200
machines new to the market since March
2012. Altogether since March 2012 the
numbers of new machines activated in
the Italian market totals 15,000 new
machines, AWPs and VLTs.
Currently there are now 45,016 VLTs
installed in Italy, which is more than 79
per cent of the total machines forecasted
(around 57,000). The performance of the
installed base of VLTs registered an
increase in income at the beginning of
2012, though this immediately ground to
a halt with the doubling of VLT taxation
(from two per cent to four per cent).

MAKING CONCESSIONS

Merkur Gaming adds its name to the list of concessionaires in the Italian gaming
market following a very successful ENADA Rome exhibition
The 40th edition of ENADA Rome ended
with a very successful event recorded by
Gauslemann Group subsidiary, Merkur
Gaming. “We had several expectations of
the show,” stated Merkur Italy’s General
Manager Roberto Ronchi, “but having
concretely reached our aims, an
additional confirmation of our role in this
market is that our products have had a
positive response from our customers and
from the Italian market in general.”

“Mystery Monopoly in particular, has
caught the attention of many due to the
famous brand Hasbro, but also thanks to
the innovative features that make Mystery
Monopoly a really interesting multi-game
for the Comma 6a market. Two are the
key features that make Monopoly
different: the possibility to play until the
last cent, once the right amount of
‘energy’ has been accumulated and the
Mr. Monopoly bonus.”

The new products displayed at ENADA,
Merkur Galaxy and Mystery Monopoly,
resonated with the visitors to the Merkur
Gaming stand,” commented Mr. Ronchi.

In addition to Galaxy and Monopoly,
Merkur Gaming also demonstrated to
ENADA visitors its prototypes of the new
legislation (Comma 6aS) cabinets that
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“An additional
confirmation of our
role in this market
is that our products
have had a positive
response from our
customers and
from the Italian
market in general.”
ROBERTO ROCHI,
General Manager,
Merkur Gaming
Italy.

“VLTs are creating a new range of
players,” explained Mr. Ronchi. As they
are very different from AWP players, they
wager more money and want to sit down
and enjoy their game, which means that
successful titles must be more interactive
and entertaining than AWPs, even if this
costs more. This is the main reason why
in this time AWPs haven’t seen a
considerable decrease in income.”
Merkur Gaming’s Italian operations
division, Merkur Interactive, also enjoyed
a very successful ENADA Rome
exhibition, with a large volume of
enquiries from visitors to become
franchise partners with the company.
Since the show in mid-October, Merkur
Interactive has taken enquiries for 40 new
locations across Italy following up
requests received during the ENADA.
Merkur Interactive, together with its four
partners, has won its tender to become a
new concessionaire in the Italian market
and is seeking to expand its street gaming
footprint in the Italian market with a host
of new locations to open soon.
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PENN NATIONAL GAMING
most attractive and beneficial to the city
and state of Iowa. Given the number of
proposed gaming projects in recent years
that have not been completed, we believe
the importance of the financial strength of
the operator and our ability to deliver on
the commitments we’ve made are critical
distinguishing factors. Penn National
requires no financing to move forward
with our proposals and can fund either of
these projects with cash flow from
existing operations.
“We believe our Sioux City proposals are
the best way forward for the community
given our long-term record of operation in
the community and proven track record of
developing first-class gaming and
entertainment resorts in urban locations
including most recently Toledo and
Columbus in Ohio. Our proposed
facilities, if approved, will ensure the
continued employment of our team at
Argosy Sioux City and create 800 new
construction jobs as well as 400 jobs at
the facility upon opening within
approximately 18 months following
approval from the IRGC. Both of our
proposals also allow Penn National to
introduce Sioux City to our Hollywood

THE PENN GROWS MIGHTIER
master plan for the development
contemplates a US$40m phase II
expansion with a 150-guestroom hotel as
well as space for an additional 50 slot
machines, five table games, five new
poker tables and additional food and
beverage options.

Penn National presents its
double casino development
vision for the US state of Iowa

Penn National Gaming has submitted two
proposals to the Iowa Racing & Gaming
Commission (IRGC) for casinos in
Woodbury County; Hollywood Casino
Sioux City and Hollywood Casino
Siouxland for its consideration.
The first proposal, Hollywood Casino
Sioux City, would be built on a 10-acre
site in the center of one of the prime
areas that the Sioux City Planning
Division has identified as a preferred
casino zone. The 100,000 square-foot
Hollywood Casino Sioux City will feature
a 33,000 sq. ft. casino floor with 750 slot
machines, 20 live table games and a 5table poker room. The facility will include
structured parking for 800 vehicles and a
300-space surface lot while allowing easy
access from Sioux City Transit’s local
transportation options. Non-gaming
dining and entertainment amenities
include a fine-dining steakhouse, casual
grille, casino bar and sports pub.
Hollywood Casino Sioux City would also
feature a 6,000 sq. ft. multi-purpose event
center with a 500-seat concert venue. The
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“We believe our
Sioux City proposals
are the best way
forward for the
community given
our long-term
record of operation
in the community
and proven track
record of
developing firstclass gaming and
entertainment
resorts in urban
locations including
most recently
Toledo and
Columbus in Ohio.”
PETER CARLINO,
Chairman and
Chief Executive
Officer of Penn
National Gaming.

The second proposal, Hollywood Casino
Siouxland, with a $167m projected cost,
is similar in size and scope to the
Hollywood Casino Sioux City downtown
project, but would lie in Woodbury
County south of Sioux City and would
include a 150-room hotel as part of the
Phase One construction. Both projects
would bring meaningful employment and
other economic activity to the greater
Sioux City area including over 400
employees at the new facility.
Peter Carlino, Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of Penn National
Gaming, said: “In carefully considering
the needs and requirements of the local
community and the goals of the IRGC, we
believe each proposal represents the
strongest option for Woodbury County
and the State of Iowa. We are prepared to
work immediately with the IRGC and
other local leaders to develop whichever
of these facilities is deemed to be the

OUR PROPOSED
FACILITIES WILL
ENSURE THE
CONTINUED
EMPLOYMENT OF
OUR TEAM AT
ARGOSY SIOUX
CITY AND CREATE
400 JOBS AT THE
FACILITY.
brand, which invokes the glamour of
1930s’ art deco Hollywood.
“Penn National’s balance sheet and
financial liquidity as well as our proven
development record and ability to
generate both strong employment and tax
dollars are unmatched. We plan to
develop either of these facilities, using
funds from our existing operations and
are ready to move as quickly as possible
to ensure that the local community
benefits immediately. The entire Penn
National team looks forward to working
with our local partner and the IGRC to
move forward and bring this exciting new
gaming and entertainment facility to
Sioux City.”
The IRGC plans to make a decision
submitted proposals on April 18, 2013.

Insight
SPIELBANKEN BAYERN

THE WISE MEN OF
SPIELBANKEN BAYERN

Spielbanken Bayern has
selected MEI for security,
reliability, speed and service

German companies are renowned for
the quality of their products and
services. So it is no surprise the
Bavarian casino group, Spielbanken
Bayern, prioritises the selection of its
gaming machine components. To this
end, Spielbanken Bayern has chosen
the MEI SC product portfolio for all its
gaming machines.
The Spielbanken Bayern operates a
total of nine casinos in Bavaria and
operates over 1,100 slots – a mix of
slots from SPIELO International,
Aristocrat, Ainsworth, Bally, IGT,
Novomatic and WMS Gaming.
Michael Müller is responsible for the
slot and component implementation at
Spielbanken Bayern. “The decision to
choose MEI was made over five years
ago - a decision that has turned out to
be very wise. The MEI note acceptor
offers us the highest acceptance rates,
unrivalled security, best jam
performance and lowest cost of
ownership. The note acceptor is a key
component and with MEI we have an

THE NOTE
ACCEPTOR IS A
KEY COMPONENT
AND WITH MEI WE
HAVE AN
EXTREMELY
RELIABLE AND
HELPFUL
PARTNER.
the industry. The time previously spent
repairing note acceptors is now
dedicated to our customers. Long term
performance is key and MEI has proven
itself to be the best in the market.”

Peter Neumeyer
and Michael Mü ller
from Spielbanken
Bayern.
“The MEI note
acceptor offers us
the highest
acceptance rates,
unrivalled security,
best jam
performance and
lowest cost of
ownership.”
PETER NEUMEYER,
Spielbanken
Bayern.

extremely reliable and helpful partner,”
commented Mr. Müller.
Spielbanken Bayern implements high
standards through well-trained
personnel and a secure gaming
environment. MEI fits perfectly into
this culture. Peter Neumeyer is
responsible for the day-to-day technical
management. “The MEI SC product
portfolio is second to none in the
market. This also goes for the service
MEI offers - updates are simple to
implement and our technical staff is
well trained,” said Mr. Neumeyer.
“MEI products are the most reliable in

Mr. Müller concludes by explaining the
reputation of MEI in the marketplace,
“We have strong relationships with our
game suppliers and asked their
opinions on note acceptor
manufacturers. The unanimous answer
was MEI.”
Alan Humble, sales manager at MEI,
stated, “Choosing one supplier of note
acceptor technology is key to
developing a strong partnership. MEI
has proven its value in acceptance rate,
jam performance, security and cost of
ownership at Spielbanken Bayern. This
is an excellent partnership and we look
forward to continuing it for years to
come.”
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FREMANTLEMEDIA

PLAYING FOR REAL

Simon Murphy, Head of Gambling EMEA, FremantleMedia Enterprises speaks to G3
about the licensing issues facing the industry both online and land-based
Simon Murphy is the Head of Gambling
EMEA at FremantleMedia Enterprises
(FME). Simon joined the FME team, who
represent such well-known brands as The
X Factor, Britain’s Got Talent, Family
Fortunes, Take Me Out and many more,
with more than eight years experience in
the online gambling, mobile and landbased industries. During this time Simon
has held key roles with WagerWorks, the
remote gaming arm of IGT. Prior to that
he was the Commercial Director of
Million 2-1, a mobile gaming specialist
acquired by IGT in June 2008.
WHAT ROLE DOES FME PLAY IN THE
CONVERGENCE PROCESS BETWEEN LANDBASED, ONLINE AND MOBILE GAMING AND
WHAT LICENCES ARE YOU LOOKING TO
EXPLOIT ACROSS THESE DIFFERENT
CHANNELS?
FME plays the role of brand owner and
content developer across converging
channels. We are best known in the space
for our online brand extensions but we
have a number of mobile and land-based
projects very close to completion. We
very clearly see a route to market for
branded content via all channels.
WHAT WILL THE NEAR-FUTURE OF ONLINE,
MOBILE, LAND-BASED GAME
CONVERGENCE LOOK LIKE - AND WHAT
PART WILL FREMANTLEMEDIA'S BRANDS BE
PART OF THAT LANDSCAPE?
In our case, we are converting a number
of our existing online games into mobile,
making relatively small changes in order
to maximise the experience on a different
device. The majority of the game-play,
maths and features are carried across
unless there is a very good reason for not
doing that. In terms of land-based, our
game developments are being done
largely from the ground-up given the
prevalence of different Platform,
regulatory and player requirements. FME
and other premium brands will continue
to have an important role to play for the
more mature online and land-based
sectors. In terms of mobile, this will be
amplified due to the relatively short
supply of content in the market.
ONLINE AND LAND-BASED IS WELL
ESTABLISHED, BUT MOBILE GAMING
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“Brand
partnerships are
becoming
increasingly
sophisticated as
brand owners and
Operators look to
include a broad
range of Rights
across play for real,
social, online, landbased, mobile,
marketing
Platforms and live
events. This trend
will continue as
players engage in
different ways.
Another clear area
for development
will be crossterritory
arrangements as
regulation evolves.”
SIMON MURPHY,
Head of Gambling
EMEA,
FremantleMedia
Enterprises.

REMAINS A NEW MEDIUM - HOW DO YOU
SELECT THE RIGHT PARTNERS TO KEEP YOUR
BRANDS SAFE?
We are currently working with a number
of experienced mobile development
companies in order to build mobile
games. Our selection process has been
based on technical capability and general
understanding of how to not only build
but also deploy mobile content. In terms
of keeping the brands safe, this is the
most important aspect in all of our
development relationships and is no
different for mobile than any other
channel. Working closely with the
developer and Operator through rigorous
stages of testing is also a factor on which
we would not compromise.
GAMES TIED TO BRANDS ARE OFTEN
RUSHED TO MEET TV/FILM SCHEDULES,
HOW DO YOU KEEP QUALITY HIGH AT THE
SAME TIME AS ENSURING GAMES MEET
OPTIMUM TIME SLOTS?
This is a very difficult balance and where
there is any question that game quality is
being sacrificed, we have taken a longerterm view that it is better to get the game
right than get the game quickly. When a
product is rushed to market it rarely
delivers its potential. I guess we are
reasonably fortunate in that our TV
shows have been successful for a long
period of time now and continue to show
great strength in the market.
SHOULD THE EXPERIENCE ACROSS
DIFFERENT MEDIA BE THE SAME? OR ARE
YOU LOOKING AT DIFFERENT GAMING
EXPERIENCES ACCORDING TO THE DEVICE
BEING USED?
It varies. For online and mobile we do
look to keep the experience as similar as
we can, allowing for certain things that
just won’t work on a mobile device due
to screen size normally. That said, with
more modern devices, this is not so much
of an issue as it once was with a range of
varying Java only devices. Thankfully we
have all moved on from those days...
With regards to land-based, as alluded to
above, we still look to get the same
entertainment value and branding across,
but different stake sizes, prize levels and
player habits dictate that the game
probably needs to play in a different way.

Interview
FREMANTLEMEDIA
DO DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE PLAYERS SHIFT
ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF MEDIA BEING
USED TO PLAY THE GAME?
This is probably more a question for the
Operators that market our games and
experience these types of trends on a day
to day basis, but my personal view is that
online and mobile players are becoming
closer in terms of type. Certainly with
tablet devices the experience of playing a
game on ‘mobile’ is much closer to
playing a desk-top game. As such
audience profiles are closely connected
for online and mobile with the value-add
being that the same customers can play in
different ways according to their location
and mood.
WHAT'S THE VALUE OF FREEMIUM GAMES
FOR A COMPANY WHOSE ROLE IS TO
MAXIMISE REVENUE FROM THEIR BRANDS?
WHAT FREEMIUM GAMES HAVE YOU BEEN
INVOLVED IN TO DATE? HOW DIFFERENT ARE
THESE TO PLAY-FOR-REAL?
In partnership with Rank Interactive and
Enteraction, Britain’s Got Talent Bingo
Stars has recently been launched on
Facebook. From a FremantleMedia
Enterprises EMEA perspective, this is our
first entry into this space. From a broader
FremantleMedia perspective we have
experience of launching The Price Is Right
Slots on Facebook via Ludia, a Montreal
based social gaming company that is
wholly owned by FremantleMedia. With
Britain’s Got Talent Bingo Stars, this
extension fits perfectly with the broader
brand and product partnership we have
with Rank Interactive and will be further
developed with more products and
different brands in the near future.
IS THE ULTIMATE GOAL OF FREEMIUM TO
PROGRESS THE PLAYER TO PLAY-FOR-REAL,
ARE THEY AN INTERMEDIARY SOLUTION OR
A GOAL IN THEIR OWN RIGHT?
All of the games in development are
intended to engage players via the
‘freemium’ model as well as then offering
up the chance to go play for real. In terms
of business model, it will be very
interesting to see where the largest return
is derived from.
HOW DO YOU APPORTION YOUR
RESOURCES AT PRESENT? WHAT WEIGHTING
DO YOU GIVE TO ONLINE AS OPPOSED TO
LAND-BASED AND MOBILE FOR EXAMPLE?
HOW DO YOU SEE THIS CHANGING - WILL
IT CHANGE?
Our main focus remains on the
development and distribution of online
games as well as a small number of landbased titles. Whilst mobile gaming has
promised much in the past five years, we
believe that there has never been a better

time to address growing Operator interest
and player demand for mobile content.
As such we are increasing emphasis onto
mobile game development and
deployments.
WHAT EXAMPLES OF GREAT GAMES
CROSSING THE CONVERGENCE
BOUNDARIES WOULD YOU HOLD UP? ARE
YOU LOOKING TO FOLLOW THESE
EXAMPLES OR FORGE YOUR OWN PATH? IS
THE CREATION OF A DEFINING GAME
ACROSS ALL CHANNELS A REALISTIC
GOAL?
Having a single game that works across
all channels is one way of achieving
successful convergence, however, this
may not always be possible due to
technical restrictions or differences
between devices. Applying strong brands
across a range of products that work on
multiple devices is also a way of
extending the player experience and
maintaining continuity.
IS IT BETTER TO WORK WITH ONE
COMPANY THAT SPANS ALL THE DIFFERENT
MEDIUMS OR TO INDIVIDUAL SPECIALISTS
WORKING IN THEIR SPECIFIC AREAS?
In an ideal world one multi-channel,
multi-platform developer with
outstanding skills in all areas would be
beneficial, but the reality is that
development companies tend to
specialise in certain areas. Also, even
within a specific channel say online slots,
we look for different things according to
the way a brand extension is perceived.
ARE GAMES EXTENSIONS OF THE TV
BRANDS OR ENTITIES IN THEIR OWN RIGHT
- WHAT DO THEY GIVE BACK TO THE
EXPERIENCE FOR THE PLAYER?
A game is both. It’s an extension of the
TV brand due to the fact that the game
wouldn’t exist without the programme,
but it is also transformed in order to
appeal to the gambling market so an
entity in its own right.
WHAT HAVE BEEN YOUR EXPERIENCES OF
WORKING ACROSS DIFFERENT PLATFORMS/
MEDIA TO DATE? HAVE YOU ACHIEVED THE
RESULTS YOU EXPECTED/ WANTED - AND
AT WHAT STAGE ARE WE IN THE
CONVERGENCE PROCESS?
Brand partnerships are becoming
increasingly sophisticated as brand
owners and Operators look to include a
broad range of Rights across play for
real, social, online, land-based, mobile,
marketing Platforms and live events. This
trend will continue as players engage in
different ways. Another clear area for
development will be cross-territory
arrangements as regulation evolves.
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Preview
ICE TOTALLY GAMING

NEW HORIZONS

The ICE Totally Gaming Show makes its move to the ExCeL exhibition centre in London
in February, but there’s more to the forthcoming gaming show than its new venue
As Janne Peräkylä, Executive Vice
President and COO at RAY, prepares for
his ICE Conferences panel ‘Insights on the
Player of Tomorrow - Providing Universal
Gaming Experiences in a Multi-Channel
World’ he lets readers in on the
connection between social media,
convergence in gaming and Canadian ice
hockey giant Wayne Gretzky.
IN YOUR OPINION, WHY DOES THE
GAMING INDUSTRY CONTINUE TO MAKE
THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN LAND-BASED
AND ONLINE CHANNELS AND IS THERE A
NEED FOR FURTHER CONVERGENCE IN
GAMING?
I think the simple answer is that
sometimes change takes time. When it
comes to gambling, there have always
been big operators focusing exclusively on
either online or offline. And when there’s
merger and consolidation activity it
happens more or less inside a single
distribution channel. Our current solution,
where channels are mixed, has already
proved to be what players want and
expect. Our view is that younger
generations, the ‘diginatives’, do not care
– they are accustomed to getting what
they need wherever they are. In the
offline world they need online services
and vice versa. And, hey, people are used
to communicating, to using media and to
purchasing goods in multiple channels.
Why should the gaming world be any
different?
RAY OPERATES BOTH LAND-BASED AND
ONLINE CHANNELS – WHAT OTHER
CHANNELS DO YOU OPERATE AND HOW
CONVERGENT IS YOUR OPERATION?
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JANNE PERÄKYLÄ,
Executive Vice
President and COO
at RAY.
It’s not rocket
science: you need
ongoing
development, an
active business
environment,
benchmarking and
a customer-centric
ethos which never
takes players for
granted.
Philosophically we
try to think like the
ice hockey legend
Wayne Gretzky
whose mantra was:
‘You miss 100 per
cent of the shots
you don’t take.’

Our aim is to create gaming concepts
which allow the customer to move from
one channel to another – we have
branded this RAY Gaming World. For
example, in poker we now provide
satellites in our online casino with the
finals staged at our land-based facility.
Our debit card payment solution has
helped achieve a greater level of
convergence. Using the online service
players can link their debit card to RAY
and then use it in our gaming arcade and
also participate in our loyalty programme.
WHAT ARE THE KEY CHALLENGES WHEN IT
COMES TO IMPLEMENTING A CONVERGENT
APPROACH?
The regulatory environment does not
identify multichannel needs, cross-selling
or cross-marketing. Also technical
solutions are typically designed for single
channel operation. Another issue is how
to deliver harmonisation without
cannibalisation and how to provide
technological solutions including bullet
proof customer data protection measures
and payment mechanisms.
HOW CAN ‘SOCIAL’ BE PART OF THE
CHANNELS’ MIX IN GAMING?
Whilst we are just beginning to really get
to grips with this phenomenon we have a
strong belief that social media will be an
important channel and one which will
enable us to strengthen our emotional
connection with our customers. ‘Social’
makes it possible to offer events and
targeted benefits via our loyalty
programme. Because this is a volume
business the ability to connect people

easily and swiftly using social media is
awesome. It’s all about achieving ‘volume
transfer’ when something hot happens.
THE GENERAL CONSENSUS IS THAT THE
LAND-BASED BUSINESS IS DECLINING,
WHILE RAY JUST POSTED RECORD RESULTS –
HOW?
It’s not rocket science: you need ongoing
development, an active business
environment, benchmarking and a
customer-centric ethos which never takes
players for granted. Philosophically we try
to think like the ice hockey legend Wayne
Gretzky whose mantra was: ‘You miss 100
per cent of the shots you don’t take.’
WHERE IS RAY HEADING TO STRATEGICALLY
IN TERMS OF THE CUSTOMER
PROPOSITION?
We need to open our development to a
broader constituency of players and
networks. Our Loyal Customer
Programme is a massive step for us,
particularly when through convergence
players can ‘surf’ in RAY Gaming World.
There are enormous possibilities, but of
course there are challenges that need to
be solved. Suppliers and technology
providers need to work with us and we
need to keep our organisation as agile as
possible. I make no apology for once
again quoting Wayne Gretzky who said
‘Skate where the puck is going to be, not
where it has been’ - I think that’s a
philosophy everyone would agree with!

Preview
ICE TOTALLY GAMING
WORLD EXPERTS CONVERGE
ON ICE TOTALLY GAMING FOR
SOCIAL GAMING DEBATE
ICE Totally Gaming will be a mecca for
international attendees wanting the latest
insight on social gaming. As well as being
able to meet with leading exhibitors in
the field on the ICE show floor, visitors
will also be able to benefit from the
influential ICE Conferences programme,
which will provide contemporary updates
on social gaming provided by many of the
world experts in the sector. The
conference programme will explore the
phenomenon from the full range of
gaming perspectives and involve over 20
social game developers and thought
leaders including representatives from
William Hill, Ladbrokes, Praesepe plc,
GamCare, PKR, Dragonplay, Buffalo
Studios, RocketPlay, Diwip Games,
Akamon Entertainment, Clickfun Casino,
Plumbee, Blitzoo Games, Goplay,
Playsino, King.com, Slingo and Yazino.
The Monetising Social Gaming
conference, which takes place on
Wednesday 6th February, provides an indepth analysis of the convergence of
casual gaming and social gambling. The
day features panels of thought leaders
including Ben Dale, International
Development Director, Ladbrokes, Neale
Deeley, Business Development Director,
William Hill, Hussein Chahine, CEO,
Yazino, Dan Wiegenfeld, CEO, Diwip
Games, Salim Mitha, Vice-President,
Buffalo Studios, and Matthew Cullen, GM
Business Development & Strategy,
RocketPlay. The conference will go to the
heart of the relationship, debating
whether social gaming represents a threat
or an opportunity for the gambling sector.
On a practical level, it will tackle key
issues such as how to convert players
from social to real-money gaming and
explore how jurisdictions are approaching
regulation in the social gaming space. The
International Casino Conference (4th
February) and Integrating Land-based &
Online Gaming (6th February) both
include two sessions on social gaming,
providing attendees with more than 10
hours of informed social gaming debate
and insight.
Ewa Bakun, Head of Content, Gaming, at
Clarion Events said: “The evolving
convergence of casual gaming and social
gambling, and its ultimate effect on the
wider world of gambling, is currently
leaving us with more questions than
answers. To this end we are dedicating
over 10 hours of discussion, debate and
insight to topics including regulation,
convergence, business partnerships and
the potential threat of player
cannibalisation.”

“ICE is one of those
wonderful events
which has the
inherent capability
to surprise and
inspire in equal
measure.”
NICK HARDING,
CEO Praesepe.

“We are dedicating
over 10 hours of
discussion, debate
and insight to topics
including
regulation,
convergence,
business
partnerships and
the potential threat
of player
cannibalisation.”
EWA BAKUN,
Head of Content,
Gaming, at Clarion
Events

Nick Harding has to be one of the busiest
men in UK gaming. Not only is he
Chairman of Business in Sport & Leisure’s
Gambling Group, Director of the UK
Bingo Association and Trustee of the
Responsible Gambling Trust – he’s also
CEO of Praesepe which operates 160
adult gaming centres, nine bingo clubs
(including Europe’s biggest) and five
family entertainment centres. Luckily he
found the time to talk about ICE Totally
Gaming and how he gets shocked,
surprised and inspired!
HOW WILL YOU BE USING ICE?
ICE is one of those wonderful events
which has the inherent capability to
surprise and inspire in equal measure.
Whilst all of the manufacturers that we
deal with as the UK’s leading AGC
operator will be present at ICE, it’s the
opportunity the show delivers to switch
off from the more work-a-day elements of
running a business to concentrate
exclusively on product and opportunity
which in my opinion are the two
elements which get the blood coursing
through your veins! There’s a mood and a
buzz generated by bringing so many
people together in one place. It’s quite
intoxicating and I would love to be able
to bottle that sense of expectancy and
enthusiasm. So I guess from a purely
professional business perspective I will be
using ICE to be shocked, surprised and
inspired!
WHAT ARE YOUR BIG ASPIRATIONS FOR THE
YEAR AHEAD?
We go into 2013 with new owners and
with that comes a completely new
mindset. The Gauselmann Group, which
acquired us at the beginning of October,
is hugely successful and their story is
hugely inspiring. The financial
confidence that we now have will allow
us to drive forwards and implement the
raft of progressive initiatives we have

been working on and which I believe will
transform high street gaming in the UK.
It’s very much the case that the
aspirations we have as a company for
2013 are bigger than they have ever been
before.
WHAT DOES THE FUTURE LOOK LIKE FOR
LOW STAKE GAMING IN BRITAIN?
We work in a highly regulated market and
the future of gaming ultimately lies in the
hands of the government of the day. We
have the issue of Machine Games Duty
which goes live in February and which
will deliver both challenges and
opportunities for the sector. However my
main concern relates to the progress or in
this case the seeming lack of progress the
UK industry is making on the
reintroduction of the Triennial Review of
stakes and prizes. This system of
reviewing the level of stake and prize
provided much needed structure to the
industry and served us extremely well for
such a long time. If the UK government
is serious about helping our
manufacturing sector it will make it a
priority to provide an agreed and
immovable timetable.
WEARING YOUR BUSINESS IN SPORT &
LEISURE HAT HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO
HAVE A SHOP WINDOW FOR THE GAMING
INDUSTRY?
It’s very important to be able to
demonstrate to the decision makers and
influencers that the gaming industry is
responsible, that it creates significant
employment opportunities and that it
embraces and drives new technology. ICE
is a shop window for the industry and
BISL will be using that shop window to
highlight the many positives surrounding
the industry but which rarely reach the
public consciousness. ICE is
unquestionably the best opportunity of
the year to show the industry at its
innovative best.
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one supplier of electronic gaming and
entertainment equipment to the global
casino industry’ is returning to the
world’s number one gaming exhibition
after an absence of four years.

THE BIG NAMES IN GAMING GET
BEHIND NEW ERA FOR ICE
TCSJohnHuxley, one of the most
respected names in the casino industry, is
supporting ICE Totally Gaming with a
stand presence comprising some 500
square metres. The return to the ICE
show floor represents a powerful
endorsement of the creative opportunities
offered to exhibitors at ExCeL London.
Explaining the high profile presence at
ICE, Tracy Cohen, TCSJohnHuxley
Marketing Manager said: “We are fully
behind the move to what is a modern
venue which has been specifically
designed to host large scale, international
business events such as ICE Totally
Gaming. By working together over many
years, the stakeholders in ICE have
succeeded in building what is an
internationally respected and extremely
powerful brand. The move to ExCeL
allows TCSJohnHuxley to represent our
brand in a creative and compelling way.
We will be going to ICE in February full
of confidence that we will be able to
communicate our products, our values
and our vision in a contemporary,
business-friendly venue. We look forward
to being part of the next important
chapter in the life of this world class
exhibition.”
Project, which has earned a reputation for
being one of the industry's most
innovative games developers, has
confirmed that it will also be returning to
ICE Totally Gaming in 2013 after an
absence of three years. Tony Boulton,
Project’s Managing Director explained:
“We are active in our UK home market as
well as in strategic international
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jurisdictions. We will be using the
exhibition to market our successful
Instant Lottery System software which
has been adopted by a number of
governments as their lottery system of
choice.”
He added: “ICE has a reach which is
unique within the lottery/gaming space
and represents the only single business
event at which we can engage with the
calibre of industry and political decisionmakers that we need in order to market
this particular product. The only
alternative approach is to try and secure
individual high-level meetings in every

WE WANT TO
EXPAND OUR
BUSINESS IN
EUROPE AND
AFRICA AND ICE
ENABLES US TO
MAKE THE RIGHT
CONNECTIONS
WITH THE
MARKET.

one of our target jurisdictions, which is a
huge and costly logistical task. I am
looking forward to seeing the new ICE at
ExCeL and hope to benefit from its
reputation for being the meeting place for
the international industry.”
International gaming giant Aruze is
another big name to commit to ICE
Totally Gaming. The company, whose
mission statement is to be ‘the number

We look forward to
being part of the
next important
chapter in the life of
this world class
exhibition.”
TRACY COHEN,
Marketing
Manager,
TCSJohnHuxley.

This is a great time
to be in this part of
London and, as our
exhibitors are
showing, a great
time to be part of
the next chapter in
the development of
the world’s most
complete gaming
exhibition.”
KATE CHAMBERS,
Portfolio Director for
ICE Totally Gaming.

Mitsuru Suzuki, Aruze sales manager
with responsibility for Europe, is
confident about the opportunities that
exhibiting at ICE will deliver: He said: “I
think we will gain a lot from our presence
at ICE. We want to expand our business
in Europe and Africa through ICE and
ICE, as an international exhibition,
enables us to make the right connections
with the market. We want the European
casino people to understand that our
products are valuable in the international
market. We are a brand-led company and
ICE 2013 will allow us to communicate
not only our products but also our vision
to be the best in everything that we do.
We are looking forward to being back in
London.”
Kate Chambers, Portfolio Director for ICE
Totally Gaming said: “I’m confident that
ExCeL is a venue that the gaming
industry will love. It offers superb
facilities for visitors within its 100-acre
waterfront campus and allows stand
designers to really reflect the energy and
creativity, which is at the heart of the
gaming industry. This is an extrovert
industry and I believe that ExCeL
provides a stage for the business to reflect
its credentials and also the power of its
personality.
“There are a large number of landmark
developments which are just a matter of
minutes from ExCeL including London
City Airport, the Olympic Stadium, the
Canary Wharf commercial district and
most recently the highly successful Aspers
Casino Westfield which is breaking all
records for casino admissions in the UK.
This is a great time to be in this part of
London and, as our exhibitors are
showing, a great time to be part of the
next chapter in the development of the
world’s most complete gaming
exhibition.”
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THE BEST LAID PLANS
A sucker punch for Italian operators as new legislation expected to provide greater
competition with VLTs, instead threatens to destory small-medium sized buinesses
with the introduction of the new Comma 6aS law in Italy.
Vey little in Italy transpires to plan.
However, the spectacular backfire from
three years lobbying by the Italian street
gaming industry for the introduction of
Comma 6a+ legislation proves that
despite expecting the worst, Italy still has
the ability to confound. Having wanted a
machine that would compete with VLTs
on a more even playing field, by lobbying
for a doubling of Comma 6a's stakes and
prizes and the introduction of bill
acceptors, the industry hasn't just failed
to achieve its goals, it's been robustly
slapped in the face.
Having discounted the idea of increased
stakes, prizes and bill acceptors, the
legislation that is now Comma 6aS sees
the introduction of much stricter
accountability on the part of the operator.
The government has called for measures
that ensure there can be no unregulated
access to the machine, whereby a doormounted button must be installed onto
every machine that is linked to the SOGEI
central server. For the door to be opened,
the operator must insert their key and
depress the button, which reports the
opening of the cashbox and grants
permission to access the machine. Should
there be a power failure that prevents the
sending of the information to the
government server, a two key system
must be used to access the machine.
Location owners have their key, while a
local government official will have the
other. Operators must call the regulator to
gain permission to open their machine on
site, with the local regulator needing to
visit the location in the event of a power
failure to assist the owner.
In addition to this button access system,
every onsite machine must also have a
barcode card-reader with the capability of
reading an Italian ID card, which will
verify the age of the player. The machine
can only be used if the player inserts a
valid ID card verifying that they are
eligible to play. At the same time the
legislation also calls for extra security in
relation to the hopper, with new protocols
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"If there's a power
failure and the
button is not
working, the
operator must call
the local regulator
to visit his premises
with a second
mechanical key. An
added factor that
operators must
consider is
additional power
consumption, with
many of the older
generation of
power supplies very
limited in their
capability. Our
locking mechanism,
unlike everyone
elses, doesn't use a
coil, but rather a
small 5 volt motor.
It's very secure and
uses very little
power and is the
ideal solution for
operations of all
sizes and ages of
machine stock."

governing the device. AES and DiffieHellman protocols are the technical terms
for the new standards and these security
measures are designed to prevent hopper
fraud with new PC boards required to
control the updated hopper configuration.
The hopper encryption protocols that
have been introduced with Comma 6aS
are high-end security 10/24 encryption
levels that create a secure zone within the
machine. The change has been instigated
to counter the ability of fraudsters to
empty the hopper by applying a jolt of
voltage to the unit. Formerly, this would
have seen the hopper empty itself, but
using 10/24 encryption it is impossible to

HAVING WANTED
A MACHINE TO
COMPETE WITH
VLTS, OPERATORS
HAVEN’T JUST
FAILED TO
ACHIEVE THEIR
GOALS, THIS IS A
SLAP IN THE FACE

simulate the pulse needed to trigger the
self-emptying of the hopper. The locking
mechanism, meanwhile, prevents
uncontrolled access to the machine, but
will require the remodelling of the entire
door unit.
“The new AES
locking system and
AES Flow Hopper
are perfect
solutions for the
newly introduced
Comma 6aS
gaming legislation
in the Italian street
market.”
LOU RUDOLPH,
Suzo Happ

Speaking to Suzo Happ's Lou Rudolph at
the ENADA Rome exhibition, he
explained that the new regulations
effectively prevent the electronic
manipulation of the hopper, while the
lock uses pulse-stream technology with a
mechanical two key override. “The
operator must press the button to gain
access to the machine with their key, the
electronic signal representing the second
signal to release the door mechanism,"
explained Mr. Rudolph. "If there's a
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power failure and the button is not
working, the operator must call the local
regulator to visit his premises with a
second mechanical key. An added factor
that operators must consider is additional
power consumption, with many of the
older generation of power supplies very
limited in their capability. Our locking
mechanism, unlike everyone elses,
doesn't use a coil, but rather a small 5
volt motor. It's very secure and uses very
little power and is the ideal solution for
operations of all sizes and ages of
machine stock."
Every hopper in every Comma 6a
machine must also be replaced, which in
addition to the PC board, card-reader,
door metalwork and locking mechanism
represents a significant overhauling of the
380,000 installed base in Italy. There are
currently two split opinions as to whether
kits will be the favoured route, supplied
and fitted-out on site, or if operators will
seek to buy totally new machines that
will have all the required parts fitted as
standard. All machines from 2008-09
must be remodelled to Comma 6aS by the
end of 2013, while newer machines, from
2010 onwards must be outfitted by the
end of 2014. As Mr. Rudolph describes,
the changes increase the power demands
and consumption of the machines, with
many of the older machines already at the
top of their power usage. "From our

EVERY HOPPER
IN EVERY COMMA
6A MACHINE
MUST BE
REPLACED
ALONGSIDE THE
PC BOARD, CARDREADER, DOOR
AND LOCK.

perspective the changes to the lock and
the hopper presents a massive
opportunity in this market as Suzo Happ
is perfectly positioned to supply the
marketplace with the ideal solution,"
explained Mr. Rudolph. "We have strong
relationships with all the major OEMs and
the fact that the market has many older
machines unable to use a coil system,
means that our solution, which doesn't
take the existing power demands over the
edge, presents a significant advantage
right now."
Comma 6aS is a security update for the
Comma 6a machine base that instead of
providing operators with an extra boost to
their income, is going to cost every
operator in Italy a large sum per machine
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to revise their estates. The legislation calls
for a wholesale reconstruction of the AWP
itself with potentially huge revenue losses
from the cost of the changeover and
downtime. Where the government sees
machine theft and under-age play its top
priorities, the conspiracy theorists believe
this to be a way not only to add greater
controls, but also begin a consolidation
process in the street market in Italy. As
VLT installations in Italy have ground to a
halt as new venues prove harder and
harder to find, the inability of small to
medium-sized Comma 6a operators to
fund the revisions necessary will create
additional breathing room in the market
for the larger companies to expand.
One of the strange elements within the
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new law is that the next generation of
Comma 6aS machines will allow
operators to offer a one per cent lower
return to player than at present. The drop
from 75 to 74 per cent is being seen as an
inducement for operators to changeover
their estates as quickly as possible in
order to 'enjoy' the one per cent extra
margin. However, there's another
consequence to the change in that
operators will be loathed to change just a
few machines at a time to the new
percentage payout as players will
immediately recognise that these new
machines are disadvantaging them as
compared to the old. Locations that are
competing in close proximity will also be
reluctant to make the change, knowing
that local players will vote with their feet

“Our long-term
partnership with
Comestero is once
again bearing
fruits. Together we
are in a special
position to develop
the highest security
solutions that
satisfy changing
market
requirements. Our
willingness to invest
in new technology
was applauded on
all sides. The Italian
gaming market is a
perfect example of
how Suzo-Happ is
prepared to
develop local
solutions with longstanding market
knowledge and a
unique product
range”.
HARALD
WAGEMAKER,
Sales Director of
Suzo-Happ EMEA.

when it comes to partial roll-out within
their neighbourhood.
The changes are all about security and
taxation revenue, so the question is,
where did the Comma 6a+ stakes and
prizes increases go? How can the
lobbying for beneficial change have
resulted in measures that will see
operators potentially lose their
businesses? The winners in this process

THE CHANGES
ARE ALL ABOUT
SECURITY AND
TAXATION, SO
THE QUESTION IS,
WHERE DID THE
COMMA 6A+
STAKES AND
PRIZES
INCREASES GO?

right now are the suppliers who are
looking at the changeover of hoppers,
fitting of locks and barcode readers and
the potential refreshing of the entire
380,000 Comma 6a machine base within
the next two years. How many machines
will be left in circulation after these
changes come into effect is under
question, though the figure might not fall
dramatically, ownership of those
machines is likely to reside in the hands
of a much smaller group of operators in
the near future.

Insight
TANZANIA

LE GRANDE CASINO
UNVEILS G4 ORGANIC

Success in the African market
for Interblock and its regional
distributor, Atomic Gaming

After a successful appearance at the
Wild Coast Winter Games in August on
the Atomic Gaming stand, Interblock’s
distributor for Africa, Interblock is
proud to announce installation at Le
Grande Casino in Dar es Salaam in
Tanzania, the latest casino in Africa to
offer its players an unrivalled gaming
experience with Interblock’s G4
Organic Range.

ATOMIC GAMING
AND INTERBLOCK
TAKE OUR
PLAYERS’
EXPERIENCE AT
LE GRANDE TO A
NEW LEVEL.
Le Grande Casino is the only casino on
the continent with Interblock’s
luxurious black and red illuminated
multi-game set-up that simultaneously
offers players semi-automated Roulette
and Baccarat – operated by a dealer, as
well as automated Sic Bo, Craps, Horse

“It is our pleasure to
bring together two
strong names,
each in their unique
sphere of gaming,
Le Grande Casino
and Interblock.”
CLIFF LAMBERTON,
Managing Director,
Atomic Gaming.

Racing and Blackjack at any time of the
day or night.
Cliff Lamberton, Managing Director at
Atomic Gaming, said: “It is our
pleasure to bring together two strong
names, each in their unique sphere of
gaming, Le Grande Casino and
Interblock. Both brands complement
each other perfectly through their
shared passion for creating an
unforgettable gaming experience.”
Players will have a ‘hard’ time deciding
on their favourite spot to play from 21
play stations. There is a seat to cater to
everyone’s taste, be it around the
impressive central station, the live

Baccarat table or around the latest in
the Interblock range, the Bartop
stations, housed in Le Grande’s
illuminated granite bar top.
The red lighting brings out the sleek
black design perfectly. Along with the
crisp screens and sophisticated finishes,
Interblock’s excellent technical back
end and player focused interface make
the G4 Organic Range an unrivalled
world class gaming experience.
Miha Miklavcic, Sales Director for
Europe at Interblock said: “Feedback
from the customers and from the
operator is crucial for our work and if
it’s positive, we know we have done
our job. In this case compliments went
beyond our expectations and we
strongly believe we have major
potential for further development in the
African market. We would like to
express gratitude to Atomic Gaming
and the Le Grande Casino team for
their tremendous efforts and work.”
This impressive configuration was
unveiled in matching style, through a
thrilling build up that lead to a ‘Big
Reveal’ on November 2.
Costa Giannakopoulos, Managing
Director at Le Grande Casino, added:
“We have worked with Atomic Gaming
and Interblock to take our players’
experience at Le Grande to a new level
and that is exactly what we have
achieved through the stylish finishing
and unique features that Interblock
offers.”
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DEFUSING THE
DEMOGRAPHIC
TIMEBOMB

Are we heading for a demographic gaming gap that will become
too large to bridge? IGT’s Sabby Gill offers a timely solution
Casino operations are continuously under
pressure from outside influences;
responsible gaming, player competition,
disposable resources and latterly, macro
economic climates. However, of deep
concern to gaming giant IGT, is the fragile
state of the player demographic within
land-based locations. Speaking to IGT’s
Sabby Gill about what he describes as the
‘Demographic Time Bomb,’ his view is
that without dynamic intervention the
changing player landscape will
disadvantage traditional land-based
operators in the ‘not too distant’ future.
“The traditional slot player demographic
has changed dramatically in a short
number of years,” explains Mr. Gill. “In
Vegas, the majority of slot players fall into
the 'mature female’ bracket, which is
currently the biggest demographic within
the casino slots environment. The
difficulty is that it's such a big
demographic that it's hard to affect
change as we look to the future. However,
those people aren't going to live forever
and while catering to their needs we can’t
lost sight of the new breed of
community/social gamers that casinos
need to attract for continuity of play. It’s
the reason why in the US you see so
many operators looking to concentrate
their online offer, it’s about meeting
expectations now and planning for what’s
to come next.”
IGT believes it has a distinct advantage
coming from the traditional land-based
environment in the development of its
online gaming offer. The starting point is
always going to be content and it's the
basis of most discussions with operators
as they look to create a seamless blend
across the different routes and channels
between offline and online play. “Our
stance has been to take to online the
same themes from the land-based side of
the business, utilising the technology as a
delivery medium for our content,”
comments Mr. Gill. “It’s a fact that if you
look at the most played online games
right now, the top themes are traditional
slot games from IGT, for example,
Cleopatra, which boils down to content.”
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The core driver to IGT’s presence in both
land-based and online is that content is
the key to convergence, with offline and
online gaming drawn together by the
delivery of themes with which players
recognise and have become familiar both
from home and in-location gaming.
Playing online and playing within a landbased environment should, IGT
maintains, provoke the same responses.
“Land-based operators know how to use
their facilities to their best advantage,”
expands Mr. Gill. “We’re already seeing
operators running poker tournaments
online that stage the final events within
land-based locations. We are seeing
operators closing the loop between offline
and land-based play, whereas online
content providers are at a distinct

OUR STANCE HAS
BEEN TO OFFER
ONLINE THE SAME
THEMES FROM
THE LAND-BASED,
UTILISING THE
TECHNOLOGY AS
A DELIVERY
MEDIUM FOR OUR
CONTENT.

disadvantage as they don’t have the
opportunity to really know and
understand their players. Land-based
operators can take this knowledge into
the online space and really service their
players to the full.”
Land-based dominance
of the online space
Examining the first online licences in the
US, Nevada being a first-mover has seen
land-based content providers taking each
of the initial licences. From a Nevada
state perspective, all those licences are in
the hands of land-based providers and Mr.
Gill is certain that we will continue to see
more land-based businesses moving into

SABBY GILL,
Regional Vice
President, South
Latin America &
Caribbean, Europe,
Middle East &
Africa (EMEA).

online platforms, because land-based
casinos have a distinct set of advantages.
“In the land-based sector you already
have a lot of players familiar with the
major land-based brands, IGT, WMS,
Bally, Aristocrat etc. If you look at
operators in legal jurisdictions such as the
UK, Rank, Gala, Genting, each have a
loyal customer base; they have first-hand
knowledge of their players and
understand what will attract them to an
online space. Gaming convergence isn’t
about the technology, it’s about the
functionality. Taking player loyalty across
all channels, allowing them to earn points
with recognition for loyalty online being
rewarded in-location and vice-versa, is a
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huge advantage. Land-based operators are
not just becoming online operators, they
are taking their offer online - the
technology is purely the vehicle to
achieve this in a different environment.
And the greatest advantage is that where
an online operator finds it incredibly
difficult to attract and retain players, landbased operators have already made those
connections to their players and are now
looking to exploit them online.”
Regulation has been the obstacle to landbased operators effectively taking their
business online, but there's been a shift in
government thinking. Where regulation
has provided a vacuum for

“External operators
deploying software
into a country and
enjoying both the
benefits from
individuals when
they lose and
highly favourable
tax regimes is a
scenario that’s
coming to an end.”
SABBY GILL.

offshore/beyond borders operators to
helicopter into a country their services
and draw that revenue to external sites,
the online gaming market is shifting from
a free-for-all dot.com sector to a defined
set of borders in a dot.country
environment. “There is an ever increasing
number of countries wondering why
others should benefit from their citizens
playing online,” says Mr. Gill. “External
operators deploying software into a
country and enjoying both the benefits
from individuals when they lose and
highly favourable tax regimes is a
scenario that’s coming to an end. Cashstrapped governments are looking at play
at the point of consumption, rather than

where the organisation is based. It’s going
to prove difficult to manage, as the
dot.country model seeks to limit player
choice, but models have been established
with players in France, for example, only
able to play on websites and games
established by organisations based in
France.”
A ticking demographic
As the regulation barriers fall, land-based
operators still must overcome the
demographics time-bomb. It won’t be
sufficient to take their existing player base
online and retain their play within the
casino, they must convince younger,
social media-savvy and PC-literate players
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to visit their locations. Having the service
to link offline and online play is the first
step, but attracting a whole new audience
is the ultimate goal. “There's still a
perception that defines someone as an
online gamer as having a stigma
preventing them from visiting a landbased casino,” states Mr. Gill.
“There’s a belief that they'll be scared to
get off the sofa and visit a ‘real’ casino,
but what’s the real stigma? That they’ll
meet friends and be part of a social
environment, or that the casino will be a
traditional ‘James Bond’ experience?
More and more casinos are changing the
way they come to market both on- and
offline. A perfect example is with the
Rank Group and its G Casinos. Visit a G
Casino in the UK and it's a very different
experience to the traditional casino of 10,
or even five years ago. There’s a huge
difference in the entertainment offer, it’s
a more social space, a relaxing and a
comfortable place for all ages. In the past
it was all about maximising gaming. A
casino focused on just that one element
and that’s was the right offer for the now
dwindling traditional player demographic.
For casinos to become more socially
accepted environments for young people
to spend their evening, their offer needs

WE ARE SEEING A
LOT OF
OPERATORS
ADOPTING THE
FREE-TO-PLAY
SOLUTION, WITH
IGT GAMES AND
THEMES THE
INTEGRAL PART
OF THAT OFFER.

to be targeted at this demographic. If a
player is familiar with playing online, the
ability to have that same experience
within a casino, with entertainment,
social interaction and great food and
drink is an exciting proposition.”
Discuss motivation with games
developers and one thing looms large content. However, social content is a new
distinct area that's become something of
a buzzword in the industry without a real
sense of what defines it. How useful can
social gaming be in a land-based context?
If attracting a younger demographic is a
high priority right now, the need to
integrate and ‘converge’ play-for-money
gaming with social gaming would appear
to be the most important obstacle to
overcome, but how the industry can
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“Visit a G Casino in
the UK and it's a
very different
experience to the
traditional casino of
10, or even five
years ago. There’s
a huge difference
in the
entertainment offer,
it’s a more social
space, a relaxing
and a comfortable
place for all ages.”
SABBY GILL,

achieve this convergence isn't currently
clear. At present, conversion rates of
social gamers to pay-to-play are holding
steady at around three per cent of users.
This three per cent figure is the
conversion of those players to online payto-play gaming, not land-based. The
question right now is whether those
social gamers really want to part with
their money? It’s a topic of debate that
has surrounded IGT's acquisition of
DoubleDown Casino on Facebook since
the deal was finalised mid-2011. In
October of this year, IGT had signed
agreements to implement free-to-play
DoubleDown social gaming solutions with
24 casinos in the US, where operators are
presently credited with being much more
advanced in the integration of social
media and social communication with

players. IGT believes that the debate in
social gaming boils down to essentially
the same thing - content.
“If you look at Double Down as a
platform, we are seeing a lot of the
operators adopting the free-to-play
solution, with IGT games and themes the
integral part of that offer,” explains Mr.
Gill. “We are seeing players responding to
entertainment type games, but there's
also an element of players who don't just
want entertainment, they play a higher
risk strategy when they’re not playing for
money. We are seeing that we need to
offer a broad mix, content that is
entertainment based, but also just as
important is the need to allow people to
play with credits and try to go for the big
win and big opportunities. We are striking
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“If you want to
engage with the
generation X of the
future, and you
have a land-based
infrastructure, you
have to consider
social media and
social gaming. You
need to ascertain
from the social
gaming
environment which
are the right types
of players to invite
to your location,
because if you're
not currently
speaking to them
then someone else
is, and as most
operators look at
Facebook as the
number one
platform worldwide, IGT’s
acquisition of
Double Down
provides the bridge
between social
gaming and landbased play.”
SABBY GILL.

the right balance between both. If you
looked around at G2E we’re now seeing a
lot more themed entertainment type
games coming to market - a lot of popculture themes such as Elvis, Godzilla,
Sex and the City, with everyone else
following suit. The industry is taking
onboard the need to provide relevant
entertaining content, an area in which
IGT has been leading the market for
many years and we're seeing those games
moving to online. If you visit a casino
today you'll meet players that could more
typically be described as gamblers,
whereas online there's much more socialawareness and we need to find the right
balance to bring the two together. We
have a lot of land-based customers using
tournaments to bring online players into
the casino. Casinos build upon this by

offering loyalty based items, using the
online interactive route to bring players
back into the land-based location time
and time again.”
The convergence of content is another hot
topic right now with some suppliers
insisting that the demographics of offline
and online are very different, while others
are demanding that content be shared
across platforms, enabling players to swap
devices but continue to play their
favourite games whatever the location.
“We are seeing increasing calls for more
and more content spread across online
and offline platforms,” states Mr. Gill,
falling distinctly into the latter camp.
“Operators want to be able to continue
promotions across different channels and
we are being asked by every land-based

operator right now about taking specific
content online. Everyone is talking about
DoubleDown and what benefits it brings
to their casino. We explain that by putting
a frame within their online web-page with
links that enable them to monitor every
connection, players are registered and
linked to their casino and all of the
revenue share is linked to those
customers. If a player is directed to the
DoubleDown site from the casino’s
website they remain the casino's
customer and all current and future
revenue is shared with the casino.”
Working the statistics
The major difference regarding social
gaming and pay-to-play is that while
statistics show close to 235 million people
playing games on Facebook, only 3-4 per
cent are paying users for social games,
the majority of players are purely social
gamers and they don’t want any risk or
reward. The conversion rate from social
to online pay-to-play is only three per
cent, and beyond that it’s incredible hard
to calculate which part of the three per
cent have made the leap to land-based
play. However, it’s safe to assume that its
particularly difficult to migrate social
gamers into a land-based casino
environment. The only way to achieve
this in the future according to Mr. Gill, is
to go back to content.
“Our perspective is that you can’t ignore
social gaming, otherwise you're priming
the demographic time bomb,” claims Mr.
Gill. “If you want to engage with the
generation X of the future, and you have
a land-based infrastructure, you have to
consider social media and social gaming.
You need to ascertain from the social
gaming environment which are the right
types of players to invite to your location,
because if you're not currently speaking
to them then someone else is, and as
most operators look at Facebook as the
number one platform world-wide, IGT’s
acquisition of Double Down provides the
bridge between social gaming and landbased play. We believe that operators
need to be engaging with a gaming
platform from a social perspective, linking
into social networks and social gaming.
Compared to 205 million participants last
year, social gaming has increased on the
Facebook platform by 10 per cent in 12
months, and of that figure 8.4 per cent
has increased since January 1, 2012.
“If you look at online and social gaming it
is emerging as its own space,” says Mr.
Gill. “Land-based players wanting to
continue their gaming at home or on their
mobile can continue to play IGT games.
Meanwhile, online players visiting landbased casinos have already established a
familiarity with our games. We are also
seeing the influence of DoubleDown
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generating statistics that show which
games create the greatest interest online
in free-to-play, with those games put to
work on casino floors and linked to
casino websites to drive those players into
land-based locations."
The dynamics of the casino slot floor has
also been changing in recognition of this
demographic shift, not only in the types
of themes offered to players, but in the
discussions now taking place between
supplier and operator. IGT isn't looking to
fire and forget - the days of simple seller
and buyer models are part of the waning
traditional casino culture. Today, suppliers
refer to their relationships with operators
as partnerships and there's a greater
understanding of the needs of the player
audience taking precedence in the buying
decision.
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"By studying the
demographics we
are able to provide
market attuned
games. We are
working with
operators to study
the demographics
of their players so
we can provide
high or low volatility
games, high or low
denomination,
more entertainment
or quick win
themes - matching
the attributes and
recommending the
most appropriate
games and themes
to be deployed.”
SABBY GILL.

"We've been pushing towards a greater
understanding of the individual needs of
players, talking to operators to gain an
understanding of their audience. We're
not simply selling any product to the
operator, but rather we are selling to the
end user - the individual players,"
describes Mr. Gill. "By studying the
demographics we are able to provide
market attuned games. We are working
with operators to study the demographics
of their players and based on what we are
seeing we can provide high or low
volatility games, high or low
denomination, more entertainment or
quick win themes - matching the different
attributes and recommending the most
appropriate games and themes to be
deployed. Every location has a mix of
visitors and the ultimate aim is to help
operators provide the right games to
attract the maximum spend for their floor.

We can help advise operators on the right
mix of games, help form marketing
campaigns, utilise player IDs, create
specific promotions and give every type of
player a reason to visit the casino floor.
“We recently worked with the Regency
Casino in Greece, helping to create a Pink
Tuesdays campaign generating Sex and
the City special promotions on Tuesday
afternoons, which have seen big buy-ins
from players,” continues Mr. Gill. “We
make sure to refresh with a different
theme and elements each week with Sex
and the City advertised and promoted in
the casino. It's all about understanding
the operator's players and creating market
attuned gaming experiences on the floor."
Ground floor access
One of the major shifts in EMEA and
Latin America, markets that fall within
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According to Mr. Gill a price discussion
does nothing to address the selling of the
wrong product. The performance of the
games is the most important factor and if
operators are not resolving this core issue,
if they're not taking into consideration the
demographic of the players, then it
doesn't matter what game they put on the
floor, as the experience isn't the one the
players want. IGT is looking to market
directly to the individual players, to
understand who they are and what they
want. “If we know the player we can
attract them, reward them and retain
them,” confirms Mr. Gill. “We can give
extra credits at the right times of day,
offer free-play at trial banks and
incentivise the location’s players to return
to the casino floor for specific events.
Knowledge is definitely power on the
casino floor.”
Operators know the type of players
visiting their locations, but historically the
games provided haven't necessarily
matched with the demographics of their
players. "We are trying to understand
each of the different components in
detail," outlines Mr. Gill. "We have teams
who analyse customer data across
operations in Latin America and Europe,
but you can only do this as you build that
trusted relationship. We use the data
anonymously to compare with other
operators and give advice as to the
changes that can be made. We don't
allow operators to see other operator's
data, that forms our database in which
we can see which are the best games in
those markets. We can match the games
and settings to match the operator
demographic, knowing which games
work best in which region."

Mr. Gill's remit, is the move from
transactional selling, where the number of
units to price was the determining factor,
to a conversation discussing the real issue
- game performance. "When I took this
role 15 months ago the conversation with
operators was one of maximising machine
numbers within a set budget," says Mr.
Gill. "However, the need to drive people
through the door, to attract very specific
demographics has changed the
conversation. We are asking what issues
are operators trying to address as they are
seeing coin-in falling and win per unit
down. There's a lot of data we can now
analyse with the customer to really study
their player demographics. Where
previously there was a great deal of
guesswork, we can now see exactly
where and when a game is
underperforming. We have become a
trusted adviser whereby the price of a

THE NEED TO
DRIVE PEOPLE
THROUGH THE
DOOR & ATTRACT
SPECIFIC
DEMOGRAPHICS,
HAS CHANGED
CONVERSATIONS.

machine is an outcome of the discussion
we're having, rather than the topic itself.
We aren't looking to sell a product for its
own sake, we are looking to take the pain
away, address a problem with a solution.
The discussions about the selling price,
about needing 20 cabinets, or your
competitor is offering X price have
changed."

“We understand
that you need
variety within a
casino, different
maths and themes
to ensure that we
maximise the
performance
across the floor.
We're not selling
machines, but
rather an optimised
casino floor.”
SABBY GILL.

Many operators would balk at the sharing
of such information and not so long ago
this would be unheard of in the industry,
but times have changed. Operator can
now see the tangible benefits of working
with suppliers in greater depth and detail.
Isolation is not a good insulator from a
depressed market, whereas information
sharing helps all parties involved.
"As a trusted manufacturer, operators
have been happy to share information
with IGT," comments Mr. Gill. "We
guarantee that we don't make available
information to other operators and as a
result we are presented with a detailed
overview of the casino floor and asked for
help and opinions on performance. Our
aim is to find the right balance, to replace
and change without losing credibility. We
understand that you need variety within a
casino, different maths and themes to
ensure that we maximise the performance
across the floor. We're not selling
machines, but rather an optimised casino
floor.”
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PULLING IN THE
SAME DIRECTION

Bally Interactive is forging its own path with a solution that seeks
to support its casino customers, not compete against them
The interactive gaming sector has been
operating within a protective bubble for
many years, externalised from regional
taxation and legislation, the market has
been independently and directly serving
customers irrespective of local rules,
regulation and tax. This 'dot.com' sector,
which saw online companies operating in
an environment without borders and
limitations, started to change five years
ago as the recession began to bite. As
countries increasingly sought to retain
their own wealth and protect taxes,
borders have been erected in an attempt
to control a medium that was once
thought untouchable.
This seismic change in the interactive
sector is a shift from a 'dot.com' model to
'dot.country,' in which the ring-fencing of
citizens by individual states is leading to
a slow crippling of the interactive B2C
business model. Increased taxation has
raised the barrier-to-entry so high in
many states that dot.coms are leaving
markets as quickly as new legislation is
being introduced. Until now, land-based
operators have been disadvantaged by the
dot.com boom, with legislation limiting
their access to the market, while regional
taxes have created an uncompetitive and
uneven playing field. It had previously
been unfeasible for land-based operators
to try to compete with the dot.coms'
marketing budgets and customeracquisition spending, but the new
dot.country model is resetting the
balance.
dot.country presents a range of
opportunities not only for land-based
operators, but land-based suppliers too.
Where the interactive sector has been
very separate and distinct in the past from
land-based suppliers, now every
traditional gaming supplier has an
interactive offer. Acquisitions have
become commonplace as traditional
suppliers have bought into the interactive
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sector to create instant online offers,
taking their recognised content into the
digital realm. The problem with a large
proposition of these acquisitions, is that
while the traditional supplier sector has
focused exclusively on B2B provision, the
interactive sector has modelled itself on a
B2C structure. Acquiring businesses
within the interactive sector is fraught
with danger for the traditional supplier as
not only are the current high valuations
under intense scrutiny, but the majority of
the acquisitions put suppliers into direct

THIS SEISMIC
CHANGE IN THE
INTERACTIVE
SECTOR IS A
SHIFT FROM A
'DOT.COM'
MODEL TO
'DOT.COUNTRY'

JOHN CONNELLY,
Vice President of
Business
Development, Bally
Technologies.
“After a great deal
of due diligence we
didn't acquire any
of the companies
we scrutinised as
the vast majority
were, in one shape
or other, involved in
B2C activity. The
predominant
business model
was very different
from the traditional
gaming world and
especially that of
Bally, which has a
long history as a
traditional gaming
supplier in our
sector."

competition with their land-based
customers. The dot.com model of onesize fits all is not only under threat from
the dot.country legislative shift, but it's
also quickly becoming irrelevant as
regards the needs of the traditional
gaming sector.
In an interview that spreads itself across
many of these topics, G3 spoke to Bally
Technologies' John Connelly regarding its
traditional business migration into the
interactive sector and the problems the
industry faces at this point strategic point
of evolution.
“At Bally, we have essentially spent the
last several years evaluating the
interactive sector, studying its global
change,” explains Mr. Connelly of Bally’s
recent activity. “We started by

“We calculated that
we were looking to
build a wireless
solution, feeling
strongly that the
future of wagering
technology in the
sector would
transpire on
handheld devices,"
JOHN CONNELLY.
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benchmarking the key interactive
offerings within the European market,
meeting with the major online companies
with the idea to possibly make an
acquisition. This was also a period when
there were a series of major partnerships
announced between US operators and
European suppliers. However, after a great
deal of due diligence we didn't acquire
any of the companies we scrutinised as
the vast majority were, in one shape or
other, involved in B2C activity. The
predominant business model was very
different from the traditional gaming
world and especially that of Bally, which
has a long history as a traditional gaming
supplier in our sector."
Externally, Bally appeared to be dithering
while the major groups jumped head-long
into the interactive sector. However, from
a strategic perspective the company was
weighing its options to either follow the
market into interactive acquisitions, as
opposed to a future vision that Mr.
Connelly describes as 'leap-frogging the
rest to become a leader.' "We wanted an
advantage over the competition and that

path towards “open” interactive
architecture, as Mr. Connelly explains:
"Acquiring B2C companies didn't make
sense if in the long-term we'd simply be
shutting them down. Our strategic
advantage is in the creation of open
architecture based solution on a solid
technology and the Bally infrastructure
that would create a 1+1=3 equation."

BALLY IS JOINING
TECHNOLOGICAL
PUZZLE PIECES
AND ACQUIRING
KEY TECHNICAL
COMPANIES THAT
TOGETHER ARE
GREATER THAN
THE SUM OF
THEIR PARTS.
Instead of looking to acquire complete
solution providers in the online sector,
Bally sought to join the pieces of a
technological puzzle and has been
acquiring key technical companies that
together are greater than the sum of their
parts. "We calculated that we were
looking to build a wireless solution,
feeling strongly that the future of
wagering technology in the sector would
transpire on handheld devices," states Mr.
Connelly. "It's a calculated decision that
we believe will see handheld access to
gaming technology overtaking Internet PC
usage. Having defined these principles,
we prioritized the search for companies
with the technology and platform
architecture before we approached them
with a view to acquisition."

meant a move towards an open
architecture approach with a
technological solution integrating multiple
distribution channels – wireless, Internet
and the traditional casino," describes Mr.
Connelly. "We could see that if we
followed the market we would have been
disregarding a 30 year philosophy within
Bally to maximise our casino customers
returns as a B2B supplier. "
Hindsight being 20/20, Bally's decision to
abstain from the buying spree within the
interactive sector has been justified. Not
only is the B2C model under question,
but company valuations within the
interactive sector have fallen sharply,
driving up the cost of acquisition for
those businesses that were eager to make
interactive announcements. However,
abstinence does not mean inactivity and
Bally has been focused in a different
direction during this period, forging a

Bally considered that open architecture
would provide endless possibilities, but
without a structured back-end they'd be
heading down a cul-de-sac. The
acquisition of Macro View Labs was key
to creating a back-end that would
recognise any type of hardware device,
enabling Bally to singularly create content
and then adjust the delivery depending
on the channel - iOS, Blackberry, Android
etc., "We believe this technology gives us
a leadership position in relation to casino
gaming in the US," claims Mr. Connelly.
"The integration of Macro View Labs
opened a channel into gaming for this
technology by adding the elements of
wagering and bonusing and integrating
into Bally's core systems to provide not
only the largest library of best-in-class
content on handheld devices, but also the
integration of world leading players' clubs
and bonusing solutions."
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Opening the architecture
It's been a year since Bally acquired
Macro View Labs and since that time 65
casinos have signed up to the solution
that now incorporates over 125 features,
with Bally content available across iOS
Android, Windows and other handheld
devices. In taking this route Bally is by far
the market leader in the US handheld
gaming sector and is currently signing an
average of one new handheld wireless
customer every 10 days. Bally is also in
the process of submitting its handheld
wagering technology to the Gaming Board
in New Jersey and Nevada.
One of the legislative issues with wireless
gaming is that it becomes difficult to
ensure that wireless content remains
exactly where it's intended. Protecting
Intellectual Property on wireless devices
was another hurdle for Bally to clear and
the solution formed part of the company's
second acquisition and a significant
investment in a gaming server house that
could store all of Bally's content and IP,
freeing the company from placing its IP
on third-party platforms, where the
content could be copied, or just as
damagingly, used in unregulated
jurisdictions. "We acquired a gaming
service platform to store all of our
content, flash, iOS, Android, third-party
content etc., as a means by which and
ability to support that technology,
housing on our gaming server and
streaming across all mediums online
throughout approved, tested and licensed
jurisdictions," explains Mr. Connelly. "We
now have the capability to control and
restrict the distribution of our content
worldwide utilising this backend
technology."
The third interactive acquisition was the
establishment of a true iGaming platform
that was again supportive of open
architecture. Having scrutinised dozens of
different solutions, Bally became
interested in a French company,
Chilligaming, whose platform
demonstrated technology that worked in
the highly regulated French online
market. "Chilligaming showed that with
limited licensing it had convinced many
of largest online suppliers to integrate
content onto their platform, which was
not commonplace at the time," states Mr.
Connelly. "The company had already
created interfaces to sports-books, casino
and poker, demonstrating a best-in-class
philosophy and acquiring the company
meant that we could contribute to
Chilligaming's infrastructure, tie its backend into our core system architecture, add
player tracking and bonusing systems
while providing the functionality our
customers are looking for to position
them for the future."
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As a result of the acquisition and again
seeking to avoid any operator conflicts,
Bally closed Chilligaming's operations
business prior to the purchase, effectively
shutting down its B2C offer. The
combination of these three acquisitions,
each utilising Bally's established
infrastructure, has created a dedicated
division integrating onto a common
platform designed to support three
primary distribution networks – wireless,
Internet and the traditional business
casino. The final element, social gaming,
is something of a flashpoint for Mr.
Connelly, whose views in regards the
integration of social gaming are not those
commonly held by Bally's competitors.
"Social is not a distribution network,
rather it lays over the top of wireless and
Internet to provide a service," underlines
Mr. Connelly. "We acquired social
capability with our wireless and Internet

“Social is not a
distribution
network, rather it
lays over the top of
wireless and
Internet to provide
a service. We
acquired social
capability with our
wireless and
Internet functionality
and are able to
offer social gaming
on our own
platforms, overlaid
over the top of our
wireless and
Internet functions.”
JOHN CONNELLY.

functionality and are able to offer social
gaming on our own platforms, overlaid
over the top of our wireless and Internet
functions. As a result, we control every
aspect of our distribution channel and our
content."
Utilising its new distribution networks,
open platforms and secure IP, Bally has
put together a traditional casino supplier
offer - a supporting solution for landbased casinos. It's the opposite of the
business models that have formed and
shaped the European online market to
date. The Bally solution starts by placing
the casino operator at the heart of the
solution and, most importantly, doesn't
seek to compete against them. It's also a
fully realised offer in that it connects all
the additional elements of a casino's
business into the same system, utilising
the same wallet and integrating key
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considered approach. We could have
made purchases at the top end of the
market and made similar decisions to our
competitors. However, in building the best
possible infrastructure and architecture, I
would have to say that no one within
Bally would have done this any other
way. We are now exactly where we
wanted to be in terms of the product
road-map and the integration of our
solution with casino operators. We
couldn't have asked for a better start."
One of the advantages of creating an
interactive solution is that you're
constantly refreshing and adding to
it. In this respect the acquisition
trail for Bally isn't cold, there are
always additions to be made to the
front-end content that means it’s a
constantly evolving and progressing
process. Bally expects to be integrating
and adding new technology for the
foreseeable future, with partnerships and
relationships to be announced in the
coming weeks and months as new
companies are added to the platform's
content portfolio. "We will continue to
evaluate other innovative technologies as
part of an incubation phase worldwide
relative to our strategy," states Mr.
Connelly. "But I must underline that
when Bally makes an acquisition, you'd
be hard pressed to find that it is not

strategic offerings of the traditional
casino, such as the hotel, spa,
restaurants and rewards programs. The
open architecture allows Bally to connect
to different systems and combine them
into one integrated platform.
"This is the first time one integrated
solution incorporating the traditional
casino systems has been offered by the
same company," describes Mr. Connelly.
"This is the first time that this kind of
structure has been created worldwide;
this is a paradigm shift which we believe
will have leap-frogged the competition
and presented an innovative solution that
makes so much sense from an operator's
perspective. We believe that this is the
future model for the industry and that if
you're not currently developing an open
and flexible back-end model, you're not
going to survive."

Tortoise and the hare
While the model is undeniably intriguing
from a casino operator viewpoint, Bally
hasn't exactly gained the first-mover
advantage by taking its step-by-step
approach to acquiring the individual
components needed to create its end-toend solution. There has been a certain
'time to market' consideration that has
advantaged other suppliers. "We felt that
being a technology company we
understand that sacrificing our technology
infrastructure for the sake of time to
market is short-lived," responds Mr.
Connelly. "We are an 80 year old
company in the gaming sector and have
an obligation to our customers and our
partners to deliver the best solution we
can. We understand that this is a highly
competitive market and that we've taken
some tough decisions, but we've actually
been fortunate in taking a more

“We are an 80 year
old company in the
gaming sector and
have an obligation
to our customers
and our partners to
deliver the best
solution we can.
We understand that
this is a highly
competitive market
and that we've
taken some tough
decisions, but
we've actually been
fortunate in taking
a more considered
approach.”
JOHN CONNELLY.

WE UNDERSTAND
THAT
SACRIFICING OUR
TECHNOLOGY
INFRASTRUCTURE
FOR THE SAKE OF
TIME TO MARKET
IS SHORT-LIVED

financially justified. We believe in making
acquisitions that generate value for our
shareholders in the near to mid term. If a
strategic acquisition is required for the
long-term, it must be tied to a calculated
process with a series of matrix and SWOT
analysis to ultimately enter our portfolio."
A key indication that the trajectory Bally
has taken has put the company on the
right path, is the support of the
company's customers, the casino
operators. Having embraced at G2E 2011
the launch of Bally interactive division,
the award for best platform solution at
G2E 2012 was in recognition of the new
platform Bally has created, which is the
first time Bally's core system has not been
part of the equation. In the specific
category of technology, the casino
industry embraced the new solution from
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Bally, signing contracts and supporting
the model. "We see major suppliers, even
in competitive platforms, wanting to
integrate with the Bally iGaming
solution," states Mr. Connelly. “It gives
us confidence that the industry is
demanding an architecture that gives
them the control. We have shown that
we are making the decisions that are best
for their organisations. We understand,
more than anyone, the technology
systems they want to use and that we
must provide those features online.
Operators in the US have done an
amazing job of educating themselves in
regards to online and it is this
momentum that has fuelled our
solution.”
At a recent industry conference panel,
John Connelly was surrounded as the
debate drew to an end. His comments
had reverberated with audience members
eager to continue the discussion. "I've
never had so many people approach me
at the end of a panel discussion,"
explains Mr. Connelly, having frankly told
delegates that he was seeing many of the
companies within the gaming community
worldwide forgetting where they came
from and, confused by the almighty
dollar, were seeking to increase value by
competing against their own customers.
"It's a short-term gain that will ultimately
yield very little financial benefit," says
Mr. Connelly. "Bally's opinion is that if
you want to maintain long-term business,
you have to help and support your
customer, not compete in his backyard."
Bally's interactive backyard right now is
the US. The company's emphasis and
focus is undoubtedly its domestic market
in which Bally is looking to achieve a
market-leading position. The current
track involves approvals with regulatory
bodies and customer roll-out, though Mr.
Connelly is very specific in defining the
ultimate goal of worldwide expansion.
"Once we have approved, rolled out and
satisfied our customers in the US,
obviously as a global company we are
looking to take these systems into the
international marketplace. I can say with
confidence that we will be aggressively
taking this platform and deploying it
throughout global regions in the near
future."
Social gaming conundrum
There are a number of issues concerning
the established social gaming architecture
that worries industry observers and who
have major misgivings about the
suitability of adopting and adapting
existing models. The biggest concern is
that of the platform, Facebook, onto
which companies have built their
structures and social offerings.
Fundamentally, the issue is that none of
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"Once we have
approved, rolled
out and satisfied
our customers in
the US, obviously
as a global
company we are
looking to take
these systems into
the international
marketplace. I can
say with confidence
that we will be
aggressively taking
this platform and
deploying it
throughout global
regions in the near
future.”
JOHN CONNELLY.

“The valuation of
social companies is
unsustainable. The
valuation of
acquisition prices
versus revenue
was not something
that Bally was
willing to invest in
based on the
trending of the
social market at the
time.”
JOHN CONNELLY.

the companies building atop Facebook
own the underlying technology that
drives them - that ownership lies with Mr.
Zuckerberg. A host of developers have
created tools and added servers that
utilise the Facebook platform, maximising
the hooks and tools for game content, but
in doing so they have been customising
their hotrod without ever actually owning
the keys. There's a huge difference
between a traditional gaming supplier
creating and hosting its own content, as
opposed to building content and hosting
servers on a third-party platform. Bally
contends that this is the reason that it has
not entered the social gaming space,
despite the momentum and traction that
social gaming has been gaining.

of the key expenses and it’s a cost from
January till October, in just nine months,
has risen, depending on the social
company, between 100 to 400 per cent.
It's a huge consideration when looking at
return on investment relative to creating a
true social gaming infrastructure and
network."

"The valuation of social companies is
unsustainable," claims Mr. Connelly. "The
valuation of acquisition prices versus
revenue was not something that Bally was
willing to invest in based on the trending
of the social market at the time. It's a
market that's been evolving and changing
so quickly, those valuations need much
more stability. Having taken a calculated
approach, if we look at the current
valuations as compared to 12 months ago
the cost of player acquisitions is one of
the highest relative to the social sector. In
general, player acquisition has been one

distribution channels on handheld devices
that are able to push HTML5 or flash
native content to consumers, utilising
Bally's own social distribution channel
within a gaming environment, is another
area for Bally to utilise.

Bally continues to assess the social sector
and in light of the recent falls in
valuations is aggressively evaluating the
market. However, the company sees
Facebook as one mechanism within the
social gaming landscape and is in favor
of utilizing multiple methods by which to
offer sound solutions, Facebook being just
one of them. Having developed its own

"We recognise that the social
environment is evolving dynamically, but
we need stability to make a more
calculated decision," states Mr. Connelly.
"The valuation of the companies has
dropped significantly, which means that
we are now able to create modelling

Interview
BALLY INTERACTIVE
"We are enhancing
our platform to
provide a social
offering for our
customers. What
we're not doing is
sending our
customers' players
to a competitive site
where the
database belongs
to someone else. If
you do that you
might as well let
your competitor
open a casino in
your parking lot.”
JOHN CONNELLY.

that's accretive and will allow certain
technologies to feed through to our
customers. There is significant data
showing growth coming from handheld
devices, with Facebook usage growing to
20 percent or more, on handheld devices,
of total revenue for many social gaming
companies. Right now the cost of
acquiring a player is much less and spend
per player is higher on handheld devices.
From a Bally perspective, if we make a
social acquisition, such as adding support
for virtual credits, it's from the standpoint
of acquiring additional tools for our
customers. If we make that investment
it's to add more tools from the B2B
perspective while ensuring that our
customers maintain their own player

that allows operators to tap into
Facebook, adding social elements from
within the Bally integrated platform. "We
are enhancing our platform to provide a
social offering for our customers," states
Mr. Connelly. "What we're not doing is
sending our customers' players to a
competitive site where the database
belongs to someone else. If you do that
you might as well let your competitor
open a casino in your parking lot."
As the statistics show, with the cost of
acquiring a pay-to-play customer so high,
the value of retaining a land-based player
in the online environment becomes
hugely important - and valuable. If a
casino is to tap into the social gaming
space then creating a social outlet is going
to be a key element in meshing together
the widening gap between player
demographics, however, the cost of this
integration can't be the loss of control.
Relative to wagering, the value of social

social is negatively impacted. However, as
the intrastate expansion of online slowed,
some of our customers became interested
in offering their patrons an additional
social service. We said, from a priority
standpoint, that we would invest our
initial energies in wagering and continue
to evaluate social with a view to there
being some stability in that business
model. Having sourced companies with
global standards and global metrics,
things are starting to happen. On a
monthly basis we are seeing major
transformations in the gaming sector
relating to social. It's becoming more
complicated to try to provide the best
possible service due to this evolution of
the social sector as valuations are

OPERATORS HAVE
DONE AN
AMAZING JOB OF
EDUCATING
THEMSELVES IN
REGARDS TO
ONLINE AND IT IS
THIS MOMENTUM
THAT HAS
FUELLED OUR
SOLUTION.
dramatically dropping on a quarterly
basis. We are, however, witnessing a
paradigm shift in the risk reward scenario
in which there's now much less exposure,
even though the market is still changing.
Prices are now at a reasonable level to
take a certain amount of risk as opposed
to those multiples last year. Companies
can now make calculated decisions in
what remains a volatile sector."

“Fundamentally we
wanted to focus on
the future of
wagering. Social is
a component of
wagering; but it is
important to
consider that when
wagering enters a
market, social is
negatively
impacted.”
JOHN CONNELLY.

database. We're not in the business of
pushing our customers' players to another
company's architecture, to someone else's
platform where they control that data.
Our solution will be designed in such a
way that our casino customers control
their own player database."

gamers has to be weighed and measured
appropriately. Bally's development of its
interactive solution has started at ground
level, but it's been built on its core
competencies that it must support B2B
and must add value for its customers and
their wagering players. The company has
created bridges into online that are
innovative and independent in their own
right. Bally has stayed close to its core
business, providing games and systems
around a core B2B framework and in
doing so has reduced its risk and
exposure.

Developing the infrastructure to provide
social gaming to its customers is a current
Bally objective, while at the same time
the company is evaluating those
organisations that can add value to its
platform. It's a platform-centric approach

"Fundamentally we wanted to focus on
the future of wagering," underlines Mr.
Connelly of Bally's interactive gaming
division. "Social is a component of
wagering; but it is important to consider
that when wagering enters a market,

The right path
The rapid uptake of Bally's interactive
offer by Mohegan Sun, Golden Nugget
and The Stratosphere shows that
operators are recognising the benefits
immediately and with future major
announcements in the pipeline, slow-andsteady looks to be winning the race in the
US. Just as individual countries have
realised that they must protect their
borders and retain their tax revenues,
casino operators are also tuned in to the
fact that they must protect their
databases, retain their players and keep
their potential revenue for themselves.
Sharing may have been the founding
principle of the Internet, but games
without frontiers is just a song lyric.
What's mine is mine is the mantra in
gaming.
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Focus
E-SERVICE

DELIVERING
QUALITY SERVICE

As E-Service continues to widen its reach across Europe, the
company looks forward to meeting customers at the EAG show
For the fourth year in succession, and
as a direct result of sustained growth,
independent spares, service and aftersales support company E-service will
be increasing its stand space at EAG
International Expo 2013, January 22nd24th.
Indeed, at a time when the amusement
and gaming industries are smarting
from punitive legislation and a
prevailing economic uncertainty, a
trade show can function as a useful
barometer, delivering an insight into
the reality behind the headlines and
statistics.
Increasing its stand space at EAG
International Expo is visible evidence
of E-Service's expansion and the
exhibitor is confident that this event,
now widely regarded as the launch
platform for the forthcoming year, will
once again prove both commercially
successful and a great networking
opportunity.
Established in 2004 by Managing
Director Mike Clokie, a simple vision of
providing unparalleled personal
customer service and commitment to
the amusement, gaming and vending
sectors has rewarded the company
substantial success and it is now the
UK's largest independent spares,
service and after-sales support
company.
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Mike has been in the business of
product support for 24 years and just a
few moments with him reveal the
passion and out-of-the-box thinking
that have helped to shape E-Service.
Employing 30 engineers in the UK and
with offices in Hungary, Poland,
Romania and Slovakia, E-Service is a
substantial business. The company’s
reputation has earned it an exclusive
UK support contract for Shuffle Master,
servicing the company’s electronic
gaming terminals, card shufflers,
progressive displays and the
revolutionary new Easy Chipper D.
E-service also has service, peripheral
support and aftersales agreements with
Barcrest (Scientific Games), AMG
Leisure and Games Warehouse. When
asked how a relatively young business
has managed to stake its claim to
relationships with some industry giants,
Mike Clokie is in no doubt that it’s due
to quality of service delivery. “Our
business philosophy is really simple,”
revealed Mike. “We aim to provide the
finest quality service, replacement parts
accurately, efficiently and reliably, all at
a competitive price.”
This attention to basics has not,
however, been at the expense of a
longer term vision for the business.
With operational bases in five countries
plus a presence in amusement, casino

MIKE CLOKIE
Managing Director,
E-Service.

HANRY ANJO,
QA Manager,
E-Service.

PAUL SMITH,
Sales Manager,
E-Service.

Focus
E-SERVICE

gaming and vending, future growth is
set to come from both vertically and
geographically segmented markets.
The service and support of electronic
peripherals for today’s amusement and
gaming products also demand a
commitment to staff training and
crucially, to stockholding. “We are
distribution partners for JCM, Barcrest,
Hainsworth, Kortek, Wells Gardner,
Smart Technologies, Tovis, and
Ceronix, to mention but a few. As you
can imagine, there’s a great deal of
staff training taking place, both with
manufacturers and at our in house
facility where we cross train on
multiple products and our QA Manager
regularly monitors the engineers’
ability and technical expertise. We also
work closely with a local technical
institution called Oaklands College in
Welwyn Garden City. Any junior
engineers joining the company are
enrolled on a three year electronics and
engineering course providing a formal
qualification at the end of period.
“Our clients are in a business where
downtime costs money so it’s
particularly important that we have a
large stock of parts and components.
To ensure customer choice, we source
our own parts as well as holding a
range of dedicated spares and
consumables. There are some patterns
in demand throughout the year but we
have to be prepared for any
eventuality” assured Mike.
For many operators, E-Service is
revered for its convenient Van Run
service. Six vehicles deliver spares, free
of charge, on regular daily runs to
clients around the UK mainland, from
Newquay to Aberdeen. In addition to
adding value over express courier

services, this service is a marketing
master-stroke.
Mike is justifiably proud of the
company's personal attention: “As a
totally customer focused business we
take great comfort in knowing that our
clients are receiving regular personal
visits. The van service re-enforces the
relationship between the company and
its customers. It is a personal service.
"We receive valuable direct and topical
feedback from the customers and will
use the service to deliver details of
promotions and, for example,
invitations to EAG International.
Interestingly, the van service has a
stabilising effect on our workflow as
customers will time orders to fit in with
the van run,” he confided.
The E-Service stand (No.150) at EAG
International Expo will be hosted by
Mike and Sales Manager Paul Smith
along with his staff, and it promises to
be a hive of activity. “We always get
new business at EAG International and
it’s also a great opportunity to meet up
with manufacturers and operators,”
said Mike.
It would appear that E-Service has a
bright future and Mike is cautiously
optimistic: “We’re working incredibly
hard to please our customers and we’re
doing well. We shouldn’t lose sight of
the fact that this industry is hurting.
The general economic climate, MGD
and the absence of VAT relief on tourist
attractions have conspired to create
something of a perfect storm. High on
my wish list for next year would be a
calmer and more considered regulatory
environment in Europe and a more
level playing field for Betting Shops and
AGCs in the UK.”
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Products
NEWS AND UPDATES
Land-based

ELECTRONIC TABLE GAMING

Novomatic Group of Companies

PINBALL ROULETTE
www.novomatic.com
Grosvenor Casino has introduced 30 new Pinball
Roulette machines, an entirely new product
developed by Austrian Gaming Industries, across 22
clubs throughout the country. Launching in late
October 2012 in selected clubs, Grosvenor is the
only casino operator in the UK to launch the new
gaming machine this year.
The new machines offer a single player Roulette
game which is activated by the player using a
pinball-style trigger button to launch the ball into the
spinning Roulette wheel. The machine is very
attractive ensuring it stands out from any other
machine at the casinos and is particularly
interactive, providing customer’s hours of
entertainment.
Theo Woolf, Electronic Gaming Manager at
Grosvenor Casinos, said: “We are very excited to
have the new Pinball Roulette machines at our
Casinos and feel our customers will really enjoy the
interactive nature of the new game. Unlike a typical
Electronic Roulette terminal, it gives the player the
power of when they wish to spin the ball, giving
Land-based & Online

them greater control over the pace of their game.
This machine will be sure to stand out from the
crowd and attract attention from customers. We
can’t wait to get these machines out to our casinos
late October for our customers to enjoy and we’re
pleased to say that Grosvenor has agreed UK
supply exclusivity with our strategic partners, AGI,
until March 31 2013.”
The G Casinos set to benefit from the installation of
the new state-of-the-art Pinball Roulette machines
are those located in; Bolton, Didsbury, Manchester,
Luton, Coventry, Piccadilly, Birmingham, Blackpool,
Newcastle, Plymouth, Thanet, Dundee, New
Brighton, Stockton and Cardiff. The machine will
also be installed in the London Victoria,
Southampton, Portsmouth Gunwharf Quays,
Huddersfield, Salford and Swansea Grosvenor
Casino’s. The new G Casino in Reading, opening in
February next year will also feature the new gaming
machine.
Max Lindenberg, AGI Head of Marketing and
Business Development, summarised the concept as
‘a roulette wheel in which the player launches the
ball with a device familiar to anyone having played
on a pinball table.’

TESTING

Gaming Laboratories International

GLICLOUD
www.gaminglabs.com

Land-based
database in the palm of their
hand,” said GLI President/CEO
James Maida.

Gaming Laboratories International (GLI) has added
to its mix of exclusive, award-winning tools that
benefit regulators with the new GLiCloud, a powerful
cloud-based technology that empowers regulators
to track the software and hardware that comprises
the slot machines on the casino floor and relates the
components to their regulatory approval status.
Additionally GLiCloud is automated and eliminates
human error.

GLiCloud is an easy-to-use,
secure casino floor inventory
management and tracking
system that helps to simplify
the inventory process by utilising existing industry
standard verification tools and communication
protocols. GLiCloud links casino floor inventory to
real time regulatory compliance status and provides
oversight and reporting of activities and tasks.

Currently in beta test, GLiCloud will be used by
casino operators, online gaming operators, and
gaming regulators to manage the gaming
applications in their casinos, sites, and jurisdictions.
GLiCloud is designed to link with GLI Mobile,
allowing regulators to take the power of the GLI lab
with them anywhere with real-time access to critical
information. With its advanced technology that
streamlines processes, GLiCloud saves time, saves
money, eliminates human error, links the regulator’s
database with GLI’s global database, and puts all
necessary information in one convenient location.

GLiCloud was created by the engineering team at
GLI who also created other tools, including GLI Link,
GLI Mobile and Point. Click. TransferS.

“Regulators around the world came to us asking if
we could develop a way to help them track the
enormous number of products on their floor, with a
simple solution that taps into our global database
so that the information is always up-to-date,
accurate and in real-time. GLiCloud delivers on that
promise, and because it links to our new GLI Mobile,
regulators now have the power of a global

Jens Halle, AGI Managing Director, added: “AGI has,
together with our colleagues at EDP, brought Pinball
Roulette from concept to reality. Roulette is Roulette,
of course, but what we have, without a doubt, is
taken the game to a whole new level and so I firmly
believe that Pinball Roulette is set to be a ‘must
have’ attraction for many international casinos.”
SLOT MACHINES

Aristocrat

THE MUMMY
www.aristocratgaming.co.uk
Aristocrat Technologies has
released its licensed Feature Top
Box game, The Mummy, into
unregulated European markets.
Based on the blockbuster movie,
the game takes players on a tour
of ancient Egyptian exploration
through five interactive bonus
features and a 3-level
progressive jackpot.
“The Mummy follows in the footsteps of our first
Feature Top Box high entertainment game,
Stuntman Sam,” explained EMEA Product
Manager Damien Greig. “The instant attraction
of this game is the integration of superb, fastaction video sequences taken directly from the
film, which has widespread acclaim for some of
the best special effects ever produced.

GLiCloud uses a number of new technologies and
couples the results with GLI’s unique
knowledgebase including GAT to automatically
determine the components in a game while
verifying their authenticity; centralised storage of all
the information allowing people anywhere to view
and use the data; automatic association of all of the
data to GLI specific and maintained information and
dynamic database creation to allow users to
automatically import the specific information for
which they are concerned about tracking.

“Coupled with a selection of player-engaging
game features and bespoke cabinet styling, The
Mummy is ideally suited to serve as a
centrepiece, appealing to new and existing
players,” said Mr Greig.

It is maintained with the rest of the GLI network and
is protected with the same internal security. GLiCloud
is currently in beta test, and the company expects to
officially launch the new tool into wide release within
the next six months.

The Mummy is available for installation on
selected Class III European gaming floors,
subject to regulatory approvals. Operators
should check with their Aristocrat Regional Sales
Manager for more details.
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The power unleashed
Experience the awakening of hidden secrets in this awesome adventure
through ancient Egyptian sourcery and scintillating screenplay.
Based on the blockbuster movie, The Mummy™ unleashes a new chapter
of gaming depth as players encounter up to five amazing interactive
bonus features and a 3-level progressive jackpot.
The game’s immersive energy is further intensified with big screen
action played out on a 31.5” high definition Feature Top Box display.
Available to install on European gaming floors now, subject to regulatory approvals.

Contact your Aristocrat Regional Sales Manager or
telephone +44 1895 618500 for more information.
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